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 Abstract 
A study of natural radioactivity from ninety different soil samples across the state of Kuwait was  
carried out with a view to ascertain the level of natural and/or man-made radioactivity from that  
area. There has been some concern on the levels of NORM following the First Gulf War in which  
approximately 300 tons of depleted uranium shells were used and in particular, whether it has a  
significant impact in the surrounding environment. This study uses gamma-spectroscopy in a low  
background measuring system employing a high resolution Hyper-Pure Germanium detector. The  
calculated specific activity concentrations are determined for the radionuclides 226Ra, 214Pb, 214Bi and 
228Ac,  212Pb,  208Tl following the decays of the primordial radionuclides  238U and 232Th, respectively.  
The analysis also includes evaluations for the 235U decay chain.  In particular, the 186 keV doublet  
transition is used together with the activity concentration values established from the decays of 214Bi 
and  214Pb to establish  the  226Ra and  235U specific  activity  concentrations,  which can be  used to  
estimate the  235U:238U isotopic ratios and compare to the accepted value for naturally occurring  
material of 1:138. Specific activity concentration values have also been determined for the 40K and 
the anthropogenic radionuclide 137Cs (from fallout) were detected within the same samples. Results  
of the activity concentration gives mean value of 16.99±0.21, 12.79±0.14, 333±7.6 and 2.18±0.11 
Bq/kg for  238U,  232Th,  40K, and  137Cs, respectively. The associated radiological hazard indices from  
these  samples  were  found  to  have  mean  values  of  29.13±0.35  nG/hr,  60.20±0.68  Bq/kg,  and  
35.30±0.40 µSv/year for the dose rates, radium equivalent, and annual dose equivalent, respectively.  
Analysed  results  of elemental  concentrations  of  Uranium,  Thorium  and  Potassium  were  also  
determined, and were found to range from 0.96±0.02 ppm to 2.53±0.02 ppm, 2.26±0.04 ppm to  
5.23±0.05 ppm and a mean value  of  1.21±0.03 % for  40K for  the  northern region,  respectively.  
Overall results from this work indicates values within the world average range. The results obtained  
for the 235U:238U isotopic ratio gives a mean value of 0.0462, which is consistent with the presence of  
natural material from the measured location. 
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  CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
1.0    General overview
The earth’s crust contains radionuclides which constitute the major source of naturally occurring 
radioactive materials in the environment. Most of these radionuclides are members of the radioactive 
decay chains or series, beginning with 238U, 235U, and 232Th. The members of these chains undergo 
radioactive decay, which is a spontaneous process in which a radioactive nucleus transmutes into one 
or more constituent elements, eventually decaying into a radioactively stable isotope. The change 
from the ‘parent’ nuclei into a different element or ‘daughter’ nuclei is also referred to as nuclear 
transmutation, and is usually accompanied by the emission of alpha and/or beta particles, and if the 
decays are to excited daughter nuclear states, gamma rays. According to  [UNSCEAR, 1998], there 
exist about 340 naturally occurring nuclides, of which about 70 are radioactive and are found mainly 
among the heavy elements, with A > 200.   
In 1896 Henri Becquerel discovered that metallic uranium and all salts of uranium emit a radiation 
which seems spontaneous and has properties very similar  to those of the Roentgen rays [Genet,  
1995].  The  same phenomenon  was  also  observed  with  Thorium,  and  using   their energies  and 
penetrating abilities as a new analytical tool led to the discovery by the curies of two substances 
considerably more active than Uranium, which they named Polonium and Radium. [Naomi, 1997]. 
Such  nuclei  and  their  radiations  have  properties  that  are  fundamental  to  the  understanding  and 
measurement of atomic and nuclear physics. Investigations of radiations emitted from radioactive 
elements  indicated  the  existence  of  discrete  energy  lines  (γ  rays)  whose  identification  and 
classification are essential sources of information about the structure of the nucleus  [Kenneth and 
Faw, 2008]. 
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 The stability of a nuclear species is one of the factors which determines which elements are abundant 
or  rare  in  our  universe.   A  relationship  between  elemental  abundances  and  nuclear  stability  is 
discussed in [Manuel, 2000],  and also,  the abundances of elements are related to “the structure of 
the nuclei of their atoms.” [Harkins, 1917, p. 856].” More than more than 7000 nuclides species are 
predicted  to exist; about 95% of these are radioactive and out of these approximately 50% (or 3500) 
have been synthesised to date in the laboratory [Thoennessen and Sherrill, 2011; Baxter 1993].  The 
Earth is exposed  to ionising radiation and as a result, radioactive materials that can be found in our 
foods, the soil, air, water, building materials, and so on [Wilson, 1994]. The human body contains 
radionuclides such as 40K and 14C. Radiation is  ubiquitous and thus exposure to gamma-ray emitting 
radionuclides cannot be completely avoided [Thomson et. al., 1998]. The only distinctive feature is 
the level of exposure and the consequent associated radiological dose/risk factors. 
Environmental radiation due to natural sources also varies, depending on petrological factors and 
degree of mineralisation of the local geology [Al-Sulaiti, 2010, Boyle, 2013 ]. Sedimentary rock and 
intermediate soils have lower levels of naturally occurring radioactivity than granitic rock [Eisenbud 
and Gessell,  1997, Boyle,  2013].   Further  studies show that those rocks containing the mineral 
monazite (containing 232Th and uranium) or apatite (containing both uranium and thorium) are found 
to be more radioactive than those without [Eisenbud and Gessel, 1997].
Radiation  concentration  and  exposure  can  be  increased  by  certain  industrial  activities  which 
therefore leads to the need for possible government regulation to minimise any associated health risk. 
The concern of the scientific community is to measure the so-called dose and the type of the source 
of the  ionisation radiation.  The dose due to level of exposure varies,  depending on the  specific 
environment and profession/occupation. For example, the dose due to radiation exposure received by 
2
 a person working in a nuclear and/or radiation facility may be higher than for a member of the 
general  public.  Industrial  activities  which  encompass  a  potentially  higher  degree  of  radiation 
exposure  include  the  manufacturing  industries,  medical  diagnosis,  industrial  safety  and  product 
quality  [Cabeza et al., 2009] oil and gas exploration, mining industry, nuclear energy generation, 
environmental protection, national security, research and development, etc.  [Hemlata et. al., 2001;  
Fred et al., 2008; ICRP, 1990; NRPB, 1998; ]. 
According   to [IAEA,  2010],  the  most  important  radionuclides  present  in  the  environment  are 
isotopes of Uranium (238U), Thorium (232Th) and their associated decay series, and Potassium (40K). 
The underlying concern is that gamma radiation emitted from these naturally occurring nuclides exist 
everywhere  and  could  be  responsible  for  significant  external  exposure  to  the  human  body 
[UNCEAR, 2000]. The radiation dose levels from these can be increased by certain  activities such 
mineral exploration, nuclear waste management, medical diagnosis, etc., and therefore the need for 
government regulation becomes apparent. 
2.0     Environmental Sources of Natural Radioactivty
About 85% of  the radiation  dose received by the human population  [UNCSEAR, 2000] is  from 
natural sources (Fig. 1.1), and approximately half of it from 222Rn. The origin of these sources can be 
grouped into two types, cosmogenic and terrestrial. 
          
3
  
Fig. 1.1: Major sources of radiation exposure and their relative contribution to the dose for the  
world population.                                               Source:[NRPB, 1998; UNSCEAR, 2000]
2.1 Cosmic Radiation
Cosmogenic NORM is due to interactions between the atomic nuclei of gases in the earth’s atmo-
sphere and energetic cosmic rays. They are formed largely due to spallation of nuclei and neutron cap-
ture reactions in the atmosphere due to these cosmic bombardments [Klement, 1982].  After striking the 
earth’s atmosphere, secondary radionuclide such as 3He, 7Be, and 14C are produced [Eisenbud and 
Gessell, 1997]. The cosmic-ray radiation is often in the form of energetic, positively charged protons 
and alpha particles. The dose due to this radiation varies from across the world due to differences in 
elevation and to the effects of the earth’s magnetic field [Möller, T. et. al., 2012; Daryoush, 2003].
The two most important radionuclides produced this way are 14C by the (n, p) reaction on 14N and 
81Kr by the (n,γ) reaction on  80Kr. An additional and small amount of radioactivity primarily from 
4
 22Na, 26Al, 46Sc,  48V, 51Cr, 53,54Mn, 56,57,58,60Co, and 59Mn due to spallation on heavier materials are 
also added to the earth’s environment from extraterrestrial dust and meteorites [Katherine,1998; Kle-
ment, 1982]. Cosmic radionuclides are elements typically relatively low in atomic number with half-
lives ranging from few minutes to 2.5 million years [Table 1.1]. Their rate of production is approx-
imately constant but does vary with altitude and latitude,   generally being significantly higher at 
higher altitude. In particular, the effect of altitude is markedly observed in additional dose on passen-
gers and crew of high-flying aircraft  [Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997]. A 1992 study showed that air 
crews who worked for 1100 hours per year could receive annual doses between 0.3 and 9 mSv, de-
pending on the flight route [O’ Brien et al., 1992]. 
The radionuclides are transferred to the earth’s surface largely by gravitational settling and precipita-
tion processes. Consequently, the concentrations of cosmogenic radionuclides vary significantly not 
only with altitude but also due to atmospheric mixing processes and radiolodical half-lives. 
The two most important cosmic radionuclides from biological standpoint are tritium (3H) and  14C. 
Beryllium (7Be) and Sodium (22Na) and other radionuclides may also be present in living things but 
their  rates  of production,  concentration  and half-lives  combine  to  make them of  little  biological 
importance.  The bio-dynamics of carbon-14 can be described in terms of the carbon cycle. In this 
case  cosmogenic  14C  is  oxidised  to  form  carbon-dioxide  (CO2)  utilised  by  plants,  which  are 
eventually eaten by animals. Death and excretory processes of both plants and animals put organic 
carbon-14 into both the aquatic and terrestrial environment where it remains in the active reservoir in 
the food chain [Watson et al., 2005]. 
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    TABLE 1.1:   Cosmogenic radionuclides of natural origin 
   Element      Nuclide     Half-life *   Decay mode and discrete**
gamma energy (keV)
Hydrogen
Beryllium 
Carbon 
Sodium 
Aluminium 
Silicon
Phosphorous 
Sulphur 
Chlorine 
Argon 
Krypton 
3H
7Be
10Be
14C
22Na
26Al
32Si
32P
33P
35S
36Cl
37Ar
39Ar
81Kr
12.32 (2) years
53.22 (6) days 
1.51×106 (4) years
5700 (30) years
2.6029 (8) years
717 ×103 (24) years
153 (19) years
14.268 (5) days
25.35 (11) days
87.37 (4) days
3.013×105 (15) years 
35.011 (19) days
269 (3) years
2.29×105 (11) years
β- (100%)
EC (100%) and γ (477 keV*)
β-  (100%)
β-  (100%)
β+ and γ (1275 keV*)
EC (100%)
β-  (100%)
β-  (100%)
β-  (100%)
β-  (100%)
EC (1.9%), β-  (98.1%)
EC (100%)
β-  (100%)
EC (100%) 
         * ENSDF ** UNSCEAR, 20000                                                                                                  Source: [Kathren, 1998] 
2.2     Terrestrial Radiation
Terrestrial radiation can be found in soil, rocks, water and oceans, vegetation and building materials. 
Radionuclides of terrestrial origin can be divided into those that occur as singly decaying nuclei (e.g. 
40K) and those that are parts of three decay chains of radioactive elements, examples of which are 
238U, 232Th, 235U, 40K, etc. Terrestrial radiation dose varies depends on the region of the world; areas 
with higher concentrations of uranium and/or thorium in their soil have higher dose levels [Derin et  
al., 2012]. 
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 2.2.1      Primordial radionuclides
The main singly occurring primordial radionuclides are listed in  Table 1.2. They are referred to as 
‘primordial’ because they have been available since the creation of the planet. Due to their very long 
half-lives  (  hundreds  of  millions  of  years  or  longer),  some quantities  of  these  nuclides  are  still 
available in the earth at present [UNSCEAR20000].  From a bio-environmental perspective, the two 
most important singly occurring radionuclides are  40K and  87Rb [Kathren, 1984], with the former 
being the most most important 
2.2.2 NORM of Terrestrial origin
Potassium-40  (40K)  has  an  isotopic  abundance  of  0.0118%  and  a  half-life  of  1.248×109 years 
[ENSDF]. Its decay scheme is shown schematically in figure 1.2. According to [Kenneth and Faw,  
2008], potassium is  an essential  element  needed by plants  and animals  and  40K is an important 
human internal and external radiation source, with a specific activity of 31.4 Bq/g. In the earth's 
crust, potassium is widely distributed, with concentrations ranging from about 0.1% for limestone to 
more than 4% for some granites  [Kathren, 1984].  In crustal rocks, its mean activity is 0.62 Bq/g, 
with  basalt  averaging  about  50%  this  amount  while  in  soil,  it  has  a  mean  minimum  activity 
concentration of about 0.44 Bq/g. [Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997]. 
The concentration  of  40K in  soil  can  be appreciably  altered  by agricultural  activities,  especially 
through the application of potassium bearing fertilisers which have been observed to increase the 
potassium content of soil under cultivation  [Santawamaitre, et al., 2010, Jibiri and Fasae, 2012;  
Ajmal et al., 2014]. 
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 Potassium (40K) is  found in all  biological  systems.  The so-called  Reference  Man -  a  70kg man 
''typically'' contains about 140g of potassium, mostly in muscle, which corresponds to 4.4 kBq of 
40K in the body [ICRP, 1976; Eisenbud and Gesell, 1997]. Next to radon and its daughter products, 
which primarily irradiate the respiratory tract, the predominant source of internal dose from NORM 
from the decay of 40K. 
 
    FIG. 1.2: The decay scheme  of 40K to the 2+ excited state in 40Ar by electron capture, releasing 
    its characteristic 1460.8 keV gamma-ray.                        Source: [Pradler, et. al., 2013]
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        TABLE 1.2: Primordial Singly Occurring Radionuclides 
Nuclide           Half-life               Isotopic 
abundance (%)
Main 
Decay 
mode
   Energy 
(MeV) 
40K 
50V
87Rb 
113Cd
115In
123Te
138La
142Ce
144Nd
147Sm
148Sm
149Sm
152Gd
156Dy
176Lu
174Hf
180Ta
187Re
190Pt
204Pb
1.28×109 (3) years*
1.4×1017 (4) years*
4.81×1010 (9) years*
8.04×1015 (5) years*
4.41×1014 (25) years*
> 9.2×1016 years*
1.02×1011 (1) years*
> 5×1016 years*
2.29×1015 (16) years*
1.060×1011 (11) 
years*
7×1015 (3) years*
2×1015 years 
1.08×1014  (8) years*
2.0×1014  () years
3.76×1010 (7) years*
2.0×1015 (4) years*
8.154 (6) hours*
4.33×1010 (7) years*
6.5×1011 (3) years*
≥ 1.4×1017 years*
0.0118
0.25
27.83
12.3
95.7
0.87
0.09
11.1
23.9
15.0
11.2
13.8
0.2
0.06
2.6
0.17
0.012
6.25
0.013
1.48
β —
β —
β —
β —
β —
     EC
β —
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
β —
α
β —
β —
α
α
1.32
0.0025**
0.283
0.0032**
0.49
0.27
1.5
1.83
2.23
1.95
<2.0
2.14
3(?)
0.57, 0.31
2.50
0.025**
0.0026
3.16
2.6
0.0020**
          * ENSDF  ** KAERI                                            Source: [Kathrene, 1998]
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 2.2.2  Decay Series 
The second categories of terrestrial radionuclides comes from the decay of nuclides with A > 209, Z 
> 90. They are naturally occurring and can be characterised in terms of four major  decay series. The 
radioactive decay of these heavy nuclides is principally by alpha emission, which results in a step-
wise reduction in nuclear mass number of 4, or by beta emission which does not change the total  
mass number but changes the atomic number by one charge unit. This process eventually ends up 
into  the  appropriate  stable  isotopes  of  lead,  with  exception  of  237Np which  eventually  ends  up 
decaying into the isotope 209Bi. 
These are: the 4n series, known as the Thorium series; the 4n+2 or Uranium series, and the 4n+3 
series also known as the Actinium series. The previous decays from these three radiogenic isotopes 
are estimated to be responsible for up to 98.6% of the lead found in nature [Katherine, 1998]. These 
major isotopes of interest for terrestrial radiation are uranium and its decay products such as thorium, 
radium, and radon [UNSCEAR,2003]. The 4n+1 series corresponds to the decay of 237Np. 
(a) Uranium 
Uranium is an important NORM with isotopes in the 4n+2 (238U and 234U) and 4n+3 (235U) actinium 
series and is widespread in the environment. Three isotopes are found in nature, namely 238U, 235U, 
and 234U which have abundances by weight of 99.27%, 0.72%, and 0.005%, respectively [Gilmore,  
2008]. Although by weight the overwhelming fraction of natural uranium is associated with the 238U 
isotope, it is usually found to be in radioactive equilibrium or near equilibrium with 234U. The half-
life of 238U is 4.5 × 109 years and the final (stable) decay product of the 4n+2 chain is 206Pb, where as 
235U has  a half-life of 7.0 ×108 years approximately [ENSDF]. 
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 Uranium has been employed over the last seven decades as a source of energy and weaponry, and 
enrichment processes were widely employed to produce the nuclear fuel [Toschi, 1997; Todorov and  
Ilieva,  2006]. Depleted  Uranium  (DU)  has  also  been  produced  as  a  by-product  of  enrichment 
processes  and  has  been  used  successfully  in  many  fields  e.g.  for  shielding  gamma  radiation, 
penetrating caliber and as a ballast in aircrafts [Bem and Bou-Rabe, 2004; Ebaid, 2010].
Uranium is present in all rocks and soils with concentrations in acidic igneous rocks in the order of 3 
ppm, about 100 times greater than that in the ultrabasic igneous rocks (Table 1.4). The high uranium 
content  of  phosphate  rocks  is  reflected  in  correspondingly  high  uranium  concentrations  in 
commercial  phosphate fertilizers.  Since uranium is present in soils and fertilizers,  the element  is 
present in food and human tissues. Uranium is also found in coal and hence in coal ash and other 
coal plant effluents [Katherine, 1984; Eisenbud and Gesell, 1997]. 
(b) Thorium
Naturally occurring thorium is 100% 232Th by weight and has a decay half-life of 1.4 × 1010 years 
[ENSDF]. It eventually decays to stable  208Pb via the  4n decay chain. Thorium is naturally found 
widely in crustal rocks and being rather more abundant in acidic rather than alkaline materials [Anjos 
et al., 2005, Mernagh and Yanis, 2008]. In different locations around the world, elevated levels of 
thorium exist in the soil, which can give rise to relative high external radiation fields. These include 
the coastal monazite sand areas of the states of Espiritu Santo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil and the  
state of Kerala in India; monazite regions of the Guangdong Province of China, and areas in the State 
of Minas Gerais, Brazil, and in portions of France, Iran, Italy, Madagascar and Nigeria [UNSCEAR,  
1982;  Katherine,  1998;  Eisenbud  and  Giselle,  1997;  Freitas  and  Alencar,  2004]. The  typical 
concentrations of 232Th for the most predominant rock classes, the crustal average, and soil averages 
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 are given in Table 1.3.  The concentration of  232Th in biological materials is negligible due to its 
relative insolubility compared to radium and its low specific activity. Thorium has been found to be 
present in the highest concentration in pulmonary lymph nodes and lungs indicating that the principal 
source of human exposure is inhalation of suspended soil particles, [Hare et al., 2010].
  Table 1.3:  Mean Thorium concentration in various rocks  
Rock Type Thorium Concentration
Igneous Rocks ppm Bq/kg
Basalt (crustal average) 
Mafic 
Salic
Granite (crustal average)   
3 – 4
1.6, 2.7
16.20
17
10 – 15
7
60
70
 Sedimentary Rocks ppm Bq/kg-1 
Shale
Sandstones
Clean Quartz
Dirty Quartz
Arkose
BeachSand (unconsolidated)
Carbonate rocks
12
5
<2
3 – 6
5
6
2
50
--
<40
10 – 25
< 8
25
8
All rocks (mean) 1.6 – 20 7 – 80
Continental crust (mean)
Soil (mean) 
10.7
9
44
37
                              Source: [Boyle, 2013; Mernagh and Yanis, 2008; Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997]
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               TABLE 1.4: Mean uranium concentration in various rocks 
       
                Rock Type Uranium Concentration
ppm Bq/kg-
Acid igneous
Intermediate igneous
Basic igneous
Ultrabasic igneous
Meteorite 
Phosphate rock (Florida)
Phosphate rock (Africa)
Bituminous shale (Tennessee)
Normal granite  
Limestone 
Other sedimentary rock 
4.5
1.5
0.6
0.03
0.003
120
20 – 30
50 – 80
4
1.3
1.2
37
18
7.3
0.37
0.037
1500
240 – 370
610 – 980
49
16
15
                                               Source: [Boyle, 2013; Mernagh and Yanis, 2008; Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997]
3.0 NORMs and TENORMs 
Nuclides from the  naturally occuring radioactive materials (NORM) emit one or more of the three 
major  types of ionizing radiation,  namely,  α–particles,   β–particles  and  γ rays  [Meyerhof,  1967;  
Eisenbud and Gessel, 1997]. NORM can potentially include all radioactive elements found in the 
environment however, the term specifically refers to materials where human activities have increased 
the potential for exposure. The primordial radionuclides and their decay products such as radium and 
radon are good examples.  Technically,  the term NORM can be used distinguish between natural 
radioactive material from anthropogenic sources of radioactivity,such as 137Cs. 
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 Technologically-Enhanced NORM or TENORM is used to refer to those materials where the activity 
concentration has been  increased or concentrated as a result of industrial processes, which therefore 
have increased associated radiological risk [IAEA, 2007]. This includes, for example uranium mining 
and all associated nuclear fuel cycle activities  [Ojovan and Lee, 2013]; the coal industry  [Shaw,  
2007]; oil and gas production [Kargbo et al., 2010]; Fertiliser/phosphate industries  [Tayibi et al.,  
2009], etc.  Occupational health issues range from the exposure of flight crew to higher levels of 
cosmic  radiation,  the  exposure  of  tour  guides  to  radon  in  caves,  exposure  of  miners  to  radon 
underground, and exposure of workers in the oil  & gas and mineral sands industries to elevated 
radiation levels in the materials that they handle [Sigurdson and Ron, 2004; Gilmore et al. 2000;  
Kargbo et al. 2010; Shaw, 2007; Sahu et al. 2014]. In most cases, radioactivity concentrations of the 
TENORM are by definition enhanced, and are found to be elevated over the prevailing background 
levels [Katherine, 1998]. 
3.1 Radium-226
226Ra is particularly important as a source of NORM, having been extracted and concentrated for 
various industrial, commercial, medical and educational activities. 226Ra decays by alpha emission to 
222Rn, and heads an important sub-series of the 238U decay chain. As such, the decay of 226Ra does not 
add significantly to the activity of the environment but does affect the biological hazard through its 
gamma-emitting decay products. According to  [Eisenbud and Gesell, 1997] 226Ra and its daughter 
radionuclides down to 210Po are responsible for a major fraction (~ 50%) of the internal dose received 
by humans from naturally occurring radioactivity. 
Radium-226 can be found in all rocks and soils in varying quantities. Igneous rocks tend to contain 
higher concentrations than sandstones and limestone. Main concentrations for limestone and igneous 
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 rock as given by [Ranger, 1999] are 16Bq/Kg and 48Bq/Kg, respectively. Its concentration in fresh 
surface waters ranges from 0.4 to 40 Bq/m3  [Kathren, 1998], while  [Hess,  1985]  gives a figure 
ranging from 4 to  18Bq/m3.  Drinking water  drawn from wells  may have relatively  high radium 
concentrations,  particularly  if  untreated  and  if  located  in  areas  with  high  natural  levels  of 
radioactivity  [Colmenero Sujo,  L.,  et  al.  2004].   Natural  sources of  atmospheric  radium include 
volcanic ash and fumes; re-suspension and wind transfer of soils and and surface waters; forest fires,  
and meteorites. In addition, coal burning may also contribute to the atmospheric radium burden, and 
coals typically  contain of the order of several tens of millibecquerels  (about 1pCi) per gram.  In 
contrast  to  uranium and thorium,  radium is  soluble  and may leach  readily  from soils  and form 
compounds that can be taken up by plants and animals and being a member of Group 2a of the 
Periodic Table along it is metabolised by both plants and animal [Pulhani et al., 2005; Shtangeeva,  
2010].
4.0 A review of NORM from soils in the Middle East Region and Worldwide  
There is a growing interest by many countries across the world to establish their baseline terrestrial 
radiation level.  [Al-Jundi, J., et al., 2003; Al-Sulaiti, H. A., et al., 2009; Saad, H. R., and D. Al-
Azmi.,  2002; Al-Hamarneh and  Awadallah,  2009; Dawood,  2011; Ramadan et  al.,  2009] As a 
consequence, many areas with elevated NORM in the world have been subjected to dosimetry, radio-
biological and epidemiological studies, as reported by [Sorhabi, 1998; Faulkner, 2001; Elizabeth,  
2005; Sahoo et al., 2010; Zakeri et al., 2011; Marsh et al., 2012].  Any increased NORM levels 
identified in such surveys may be due to the geological and geochemical nature/ structure of the soil, 
or by technologically enhanced radioactivity due to human activities. 
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 Previous studies carried out in the Middle East Region (MER) to determine the concentration levels 
of  NORM  are  rather  scarce,  compared  to  number  of  literatures  on  similar  studies  carried  out 
worldwide  including:  Agbalagba  and  Onoja  [2011],  Zhao  et  al.  [2012],  Marsh  et  al.,  [2012],  
Tsabaris et al. [2011], Song et al. [2012], Dinh Chau et al. [2011],  Suresh et al, [2011]. Some of 
the few countries from the MER and other countries are where this was done are discussed briefly 
below and shown in Table 1.5. 
Qatar
In 2010, a preliminary study was carried out to determine the activity concentrations of NORM and 
TENORM in soil samples across the Qatarian peninsula by Al-Sulaiti et al., [2010]. The aim was to 
establish the first baseline measurement for radioactivity concentrations for Qatar. Soil samples col-
lected from various locations across the peninsula were analysed to determine the activity concentra-
tions associated with the 238U and 232Th natural decay series and also the long-lived naturally occur-
ring radionuclide 40K. The activities were measured via high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry us-
ing a HPGe detector. From the samples investigated, the mean values of the activity concentration 
for 238U (226Ra), 232Th series, 40K in Bq/kg were found to be 17.2 ± 1.6, 6.38 ± 0.26, and 169±5, re-
spectively, across the state of Qatar [Al-Sulaiti et. al., 2008, 2010]. 
Saudi Arabia
Al-Trabulsy et al. [2011] carried out a NORM study of Saudi coastline, at the Gulf of Aqaba. Gulf of 
Aqaba is known to be a centre of intense economic activities.  A report by Persga [2001] shows that 
about 4-7 million tons of raw phosphate is exported through the Gulf. Activity concentrations studies 
for 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs were carried out, indicating  mean values of 11.4 ± 1.5, 22.5 ± 3.7, 
641 ± 61, 3.5 ± 0.7 Bq/Kg, respectively. The concentrations of 238U and 232Th were also determined 
using ICP-MS technique. The results presented show that the mean activity of 226Ra and 232Th were 
lower than the world averages of 25 Bq/kg, whereas the mean value for  40K is about double the 
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 world average of 370 Bq/kg. The mean values for radium equivalent, absorbed dose rate, annual ef-
fective dose, external and internal hazard index and representative level index were determined as: 
92.9 Bq/kg, 45.6 nGy/h,  56.0 μSv/y, 0.13, 0.28 and 0.73, respectively,  from different regions of 
Saudi Arabia. 
Kuwait 
A study was carried out to determine the levels radioactivity concentration of  238U, 232Th,  40K and 
137Cs across Kuwait soil, and to assess the natural radiation doses due to NORM for the Kuwaiti pop-
ulation by Bem and Bou-Rabee [2004]. Eighty-three samples from different 11 locations across dif-
ferent geological regions were collected, prepared, measured and analysed in the lab via gamma-ray 
spectrometry  using a HPGe detector.  The national  average for the activity  concentrations  of the 
above radionuclides was found to be 13.3, 10.0, 370.0, and 2.8 Bq/kg, respectively. 
Egypt
Ramadan et al., [2009] reports on the levels of NORM in sand dunes in the north-east Sinai area of 
Egypt. Thirty eight locations covering an area of about 350 km2 were investigated. The ranges of 
activity concentrations of 238U, 234Th, 226Ra, 232Th and 40K are 0.6-35.2, 3.9-22.6, 4.7-29.6, 4.7-23.9, 
and 108-295 Bq/kg for the sand samples, respectively. The range of 137Cs concentrations was found 
to be 0.1-8.0 Bq/kg. The average value for the Raeq  (see section 5.3.2.2 for definition) was 40.0 
Bq/kg (range:22.4-72.5 Bq/kg),  while mean dose rate and effective dose equivalent  for the sand 
samples were calculated to be 19.4nGy/h (range:11.0-34.6 nGy/hr) and 24.5 μSv/yr (range:13.8-43.6 
μSv/yr), respectively (see section 7.5). There was no evidence of correlation between the concentra-
tion of radioisotopes and the sand’s characteristics, such as pH, grain size, and the contents of total  
organic matter (TOM), etc; all were found to be within worldwide average. 
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 Oman 
A survey was performed on the levels of activity concentration in soil of the Sultanate of  Oman. 122 
soil  samples  were  collected  from  the  top  1  cm  of  exposed  soil  surface.  The  mean  activity 
concentration for the evaluated 232Th, 238U, 40K and 137Cs were found to be 15.9, 29.7, 225, and 3.4 
Bq/kg, respectively. It was found that Muscat, the state capital, had the highest mean background 
dose rate. This was explained by the presence of shale and quartzite rocks in the geological make-up 
of the area, which are relatively rich in 226Ra and 232Th [Goddard  [2002]
Syria
A study on the natural radioactivity in the Syrian environment was carried by [Othman and Yassine,  
1995] Soil samples were collected from different parts of the country to a depth of 20 cm from the 
exposed soil surface.  The average activity concentration for  226Ra,  232Th, and  40K were found to 
range between 10-40, 10-25, and 100-400 Bq/kg, respectively. The average external gamma radi-
ation exposure was found to be 94 nGy/h, although this was found to vary by district.   
Jordan
About 200 soil samples were collected from various geological formations in the northern highlands 
of Jordan, with a view to determine the activity concentrations of  238U,  226Ra,  232Th and  40K [Al-
Hamarneh and Awadallah, 2009]. The highest activity concentrations of 226Ra, and 238U were found 
in Zarqa, to be 1040 and 943.1 Bq/kg, respectively. This may be due to the existence of an old 
phosphate mine in the region [Al-Jundi et al., 2008]. With regards to other regions, the mean values 
for the activity concentrations for 238U, 226Ra, 232Th, and 40K, were found to be 50, 43, 27, and Bq/kg, 
respectively. Also, the total average absorbed rate  and mean annual effective dose equivalent are 
given as  5105 nGy/h  and 63.2  μSv/yr,  respectively  (see  section  7.5).  Result  from similar  study 
involving building materials by Ahmad et al., [1997] gave mean values of  25, 15, and 188 Bq/kg for 
226Ra, 232Th, and 40K, respectively.   
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 TABLE 1.5:  Summary of some activity concentration measurements for 238U (226Ra), 232Th (228Ra), 
40K and 137Cs (Bq/kg) in soil samples worldwide. 
226Ra(238U) 232Th 40K 137Cs Remark Reference
AFRICA
Algeria 4.70 - 7.85 0.80 - 3.00 22 - 53 2.7 - 15.9* *Marine 
environment
Kadum et al., 
2013; El-Reefy 
et al. 2010
Egypt 11.4±1.5 22.5±3.7 641±61 3.5±0.7 Coastal area Al-Trabulsy,
et al., 2011
Nigeria 16.7±6.4 – 
85.4±23.0
62.4±10.1 – 
113.6±7.6
(1315±136 - 
1551±84)*
4.07±1.03* *Dry season 
agricultural 
land and 
Quarry 
Industries
Ademola and 
Ayeni, 2010;
Fasasi et al., 
1999
Ghana 0.62 148.80 
(22.04)
0.17 – 734.60 
(108.60)
8.60 – 61.0
(29.78)
na Coastal shore 
sediments
Amekudzie et 
al., (2011)
Kenya 18.7±2.1 18.6±2.0 402±31 1.1±0.1 Coastal shore 
sediments
Hashim et al 
2004
ASIA and MIDDLE-EAST
Bangladesh
China 134±41 187±80 68±20 na PRDZ** 
Guangdong 
Song et al.,  
2012
Hong Kong 30 - 110 19 - 242 59 - 851 <0.11 - 9.3 --- Leung et al., 
1990
India 18.22 to 90.30
(57)
34.80 to 124.68
(87)
80 to 181
(143)
na Soil samples Singh et al. 
2005
Iran 19.2 ± 0.04 17.9 ± 0.06 337 ± 0.61 3.35 ± 0.12 Beach sand,
Northern coast
Tari et al., 
2013
Jordan 1.8 to 76.4 6.3 to 85.5 84 to 517 na Surface soil, 
Tafila
Abu-Haija, 
2012
Kuwait 11.8 10.0 332 2.6 Bou-Rabee, 
1997
Oman 29.7 15.9 225 3.4 --- Goddard, 2002
Saudi 24.38 to 40.95 12.93 to 37.87 83 to 418 na Tammy Area Zarie and Al-
Mugren, 2012
Qatar 213.9±1.4* 9.4±1.3 204±22 5.8±5.6 *Oil field Al-Sulaiti, et  
al., 2010
Thailand
1.6–52.5 0.3–73.9  2.8–1111.9 na West Coast
Malain, et al., 
20123.5–83.1, 4.5–42.0, 9.6–1376 na East Coast
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 Turkey
41 35 437 21 Soil Kurnaz et al.,
2011
4.41± 0.03 to 
14.04± 0.04
2.62± 0.02 to 
16.55± 0.03
12±0 to
 513±3 
0.56± 0.02 to 
5.43± 0.03
Beach sand 
sample
Korkulu and 
Ozkan, 2013
Yemen 44.4±4.5 58.2±5.1 823±31 11.65±0.65 Rocks and soil El-magdeed at 
al., 2011
EUROPE
Canary
Island
7.3 - 104 11.6 - 110.5 142 - 1489 na --- Fernandez-
Aldecoa et al., 
1992
Greece 10 to 20 7 to 35 400 to 830 na Amvrakikos 
Gulf
Tsabaris et al. 
2011
Hungary 10–61 (29.7) 9–56 (32.1)  218–670 (418) na Eastern 
Counties
Papp, 2010
Ireland na 3 - 60 40 - 800 na --- McAulay and 
Morgan, 1988
Italy 57 - 71 73 - 87 580 - 760 na --- Bellia et al., 
1997
Norway 43.3 21.1 283 34.8 Coastal Dowdall et al., 
2003
Serbia 21 - 29 25 - 43  348 - 441 na --- Djuric et al., 
1996
Spain 17.6±1.4 21.3±1.8 480±22 na Beach Sands, 
Canary Islands
Arnedo et al.,
2013
AMERICAS
Brazil
121 239 110 na Preta beach Freitas and  
Alencar , 2004
39 48 412 na Dois Rios 
beach 
Freitas and  
Alencar , 2004
Canada 15.6 12.3 416 0.8 Northern 
Ontario
VandelBygaart 
and Protz, 
1999
Argentina 60–92 37–46 540–750 na La Plata river Montel et al. 
2011
USA 41 82 930 na New Jersey Shebell and 
Miller, 1996
Venezuela --- --- 44 - 886 1.9 - 12.2 --- LaBrecque et 
al., 1992
Global
 average
25
(10 - 50)
25
(7 - 50)
370
(100 - 700)
na --- UNSCEAR, 
1998
** Pearl River Delta Zone
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 5.0  A review of depleted uranium (from the first gulf war) around Kuwait 
Depleted uranium or DU, is a by-product of uranium enrichment. Due to its high density of 19.1 
g/cm3  [Bleise,  et  al.,  2003] and  its  armour-piercing  qualities,  it  has  been  used  extensively  for 
munitions by the military [Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997].
During the first Gulf-war in 1991, 300 tons of DU was dispersed in Kuwait and southern Iraq [US, 
AEP, 1995a, b] covering an area of about 20,000 km2. Of the shells fired, only 10% of projectiles hit 
their  intended target and remaining ones are still  buried at  various depths in the ground both in 
Kuwait and southern Iraqi territory. Another estimate after the Gulf War suggested that 250 tons of 
DU in the form of small metallic rod ''penetrators'' was deposited in surface soil (up to a few meters  
depth)  due to  inaccurate  shots  [Bem and Bou-rabe,  2004],  and about  10 tons  of  additional  DU 
aerosols were released from the burning tanks. These sources coupled with uranium discharge from 
burning oil wells has been a focus of radiological concern for potential uranium contamination in the 
environment. In particular, uranium emission from these wells is expected to be responsible for a 
(small) part of the estimated 6.7 GBq uranium activity (550 kg of pure uranium) which is expected to 
be approximately uniformly  to be uniformly deposited throughout Kuwait soil [Bou-rabe, 1995]. 
Direct observations and dosimetric measurements of damaged military tanks in Kuwait indicates that 
most of the DU remained inside the vehicles and surface soil contamination and was detected within 
meters of the tanks  [Bem and Bou-rabe 2004]. Another report by the US department of defence 
[USDOD, 2000], reported that approximately 465 kg of uranium oxide aerosols were discharged into 
the environment in the US military camp in Doha due to the fire destruction of three tanks with 
uranium munitions and 249 stored uranium projectiles.
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 A radioactive assessment was carried out by the International Atomic Energy Agency  [IAEA, 2003] 
to study the presence (if any) and extent of DU in the Kuwaiti environment. A result from surface 
soil samples from nine regions across the country indicates a measured isotopic activity ratio for 
235U:238U of ~  0.0461  indicating  the  absence  or  low-level  of  depleted uranium in  the  measured 
samples [Table 1.6]. 
TABLE 1.6: Measured  Isotopic Activity concentrations of depleted and natural uranium in soil 
media from Kuwaiti regions*. 
Activity conc. 
(Bq/kg)
Measured 
ratio
Reference
ratio
S/no Region 238U 235U 235U/238U Natural 
uranium
Depleted 
uranium
1 Al-Doha 19 0.87 0.0458 0.0461 0.0128
2 Al-Jahra 11 0.51 0.0464 0.0461 0.0128
3 Al-Mutlaa 18 0.84 0.0467 0.0461 0.0128
4 Al-Wafrah 11 0.54 0.0491 0.0461 0.0128
5 Al-Abdali 18 0.84 0.0467 0.0461 0.0128
6 Military Hospitalstorage 14 0.67 0.0479 0.0461 0.0128
7 Al-Sabhan 12 0.57 0.0475 0.0461 0.0128
8 Manageesh  GC-28 5.6 0.26 0.0464 0.0461 0.0128
9 Umm Gudayar GC-18 10 0.47 0.0470 0.0461 0.0128
* no uncertainties associated with this reported results                                            Source:  [IAEA 2003]
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 5.1  Depleted and  enriched uranium
Depleted uranium (DU) is a by-product of uranium enrichment. Discriminating between natural and 
depleted  uranium is  essential  for  the proper  management  of  nuclear  fuel  materials  [Shoji  et  al., 
2001]. It  is pyrophoric and upon impact,  about 30% of a DU projectile atomises and burns into 
uranium oxide dust. It has also been employed in fast breeder reactors (as a cladding material) where 
it interacts with neutrons, producing about 130 kg of enriched fuel in the form of 239Pu. It is also used 
in x-ray radiation shielding in hospitals [Bleise et al., 2003]. 
Naturally undisturbed uranium is a mixture of three (long-lived) radioactive isotopes:  238U, 235U and 
234U having atomic abundance of 99.27%, 0.72%, and 0.0054%, respectively mass. Depleted uranium 
(DU)  is  typically  reduced  compared  to  the  assumed  natural  abundance  to  0.2%  235U  due  to 
enrichment process (Table 1.7)
Table 1.7:   Typical Isotope abundance and activity ratios in natural and depleted uranium
Atomic abundance (%) Mass ratio Activity ratio
238U 235U 234U 235U: 238U 234U:238U 235U:238U 234U:238U
Natural U
DU
99.27
99.80
0.72
0.20
0.0055
0.0009
0.0072
0.0020
0.000055
0.000009
0.046
0.013
0.8 – 1.2
0.193
                                                                                                                Source:  [Oliver, et al. 2007]
Analysis of depleted and/or enriched uranium can be done by studying the mass and activity ratios 
for 235U/238U in a given sample. The reference isotopic activity ratios of natural uranium and (DU) 
are 0.046 and 0.013, respectively. A significant deviation from these values  could fingerprint the 
origin and/or activities associated with uranium containing samples. For example, an activity ratio 
far above 0.0462 may indicate a uranium isotopic enrichment activity.
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 The activity concentration ratio in natural uranium is then given by: 
 
A 235 U 
A 235 U 
=
 λ235×N 235 
 λ238×N 238 
= U
235
U238
= R
 or
R=
(4 .5×109)
(7×108)
×( 0.7299 .3 )=0 .0461        
This  implies  that  the  ratio  of  activities  of  NU associated  with  the  238U compared  to  235U in  a 
homogeneous sample is  ~ 0.046. Considering the  235U  and re-writing the above by substituting 0.72 
(for NU) with 0.20 (for DU), we have the activity ratio for typical DU:
R=
(4 .5×109)
(7×109)
×( 0.2099 .3 )=0 .0128
i.e. the ratio of activities of approximately 0.013 for a depleted 235U isotope (DU) is ~ 50% reduced 
compared to its natural isotopic composition as given previously in Table 2.6.   
The determination of  235U activity in soil samples can be challenging. This nuclide emits photons 
following its α-decay to 231Th at energies of 143.76 keV (10.96%), 163.33 keV (5.08%), 185.72 keV 
(57.2%), and 205.31 keV (5.01%) [Gilmore, 2008]. The relatively high photon emission probability 
at the 185.72 keV line follows the direct alpha-decay branch from 235U to 231Th. The direct decay of 
238U isotope does not emit significant intensity characteristic photons that can be used for its gamma 
spectroscopic  determination.  This  is  done  indirectly  through  one  of  its  daughters  (234Th  and/or 
234mPa), which have suitably shorter half-lives of 24.1 days and 6.7 hrs, respectively,  and would 
practically reach equilibrium with the parent 238U [Karangelos et al. 2004] in approximately 6 month 
(with  234Th). The metastable protactinium (234mPa) emits a 1001.03  keV photon with a rather low 
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 yield (0.83%) and can be employed for the 238U determination [Ebaid 2010]. Even though the 234Th 
decay emits other photons at 63.3 keV(3.6%), 92.6 keV(4.9%), these low energy regions are prone to 
self-attenuation/absorption within the detector, and thus corrections has to be made to validate their 
analysis.  Consequently,  the  direct  activity  of  238U  activity  was  determined  by  the  precise 
measurement of the 1001.03 keV transition. Given sufficient count rates for the 1001.03 keV and 
185.7keV transitions, the  235U:238U concentration ratio can be determined and this may be used to 
confirm as to whether the uranium within the sample is natural, enriched, or depleted in nature. 
If   XRA  and  XU5   are are the count rates per second due to 
226Ra and 235U at 186.2 keV and 185.7 
keV, with corresponding γ - ray decay probabilities of 3.5% and 57.2% respectively, then  the ratio of 
their count rates is given as 
X RA
X U5
=
0 .036ARA
0.572AU5
Assuming secular equilbrium then, 
XRA  =  0.583 CTOT   
and   
XU5  =  0.417 CTOT
where  CTOT  is total count rates per second associated with the 186 keV doublet transition. From XRA 
and  XU5  above, the true activities of 
226Ra (ARA) and and 235U (AU5)  can then be determined. 
To detetermine 235U enrichment, one of the methods employed is based on the measurement of one 
of the γ-ray peak at 186 keV which is also associated with 226Ra decay, a decay daughter of the  238U 
decay chain. The 186 keV photons co-exists with a similar energy decay from the 235U α-ray decay in 
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 environmental samples, and the photons result in a doublet peak at 186 keV. The activity of  226Ra 
can be determined from its decay daughters (214Bi and  214Pb), if they are assumed to be in secular 
equilibrium and its contribution is subtracted from the 186 keV doublet to obtain the residual  235U 
activity  [Gilmore 2008, Karangelos et  al.  2004]. However,  this  requires that secular equilibrium 
must have been attained between 226Ra and its daughters such as 222Rn, 214Pb, 214Bi, which is attained 
after approximately 30 days (1 month).  
Depleted uranium, typically 70% of the more radioactive 235U isotope has been removed from natur-
al uranium by enrichment, leaving a product that is thus depleted in this isotope. Its activity ratio is  
about 0.013 [Oliver et al., 2007]. The isotopic abundance of uranium in DU is different than that in 
nature.  An evidence for DU contamination is the disruption of the natural isotopic abundance of 
238U and 235U, and which may vary from sample to sample [Karangelos et al., 2004]. 
6.0       Anthropogenic 137Cs and 134Cs ratio 
134Cs and  137Cs are long-lived radioisotopes of caesium, having a half-lives of 2.06 years and 30.2 
years, respectively [NNDC/DDEP]. These two isotopes are a critical in the potential internal and ex-
ternal exposure of humans to radiation from anthropogenic sources. In particular, caesium is a group 
one metal  and thus taken up by plants  [Saturo,  et.  al.,  2013],  which leads  to  internal  exposure 
through the consumption of such crops. The activity ratio of 137Cs to 134Cs which depends on the time 
since their release is therefore important in understanding the fate of these radio-isotopes in the en-
vironment  [Michio, et al., 2012], due to their different radioactive half-lives. For example, being 
products from nuclear reactors,  there is extensive surveys of radio-caesium concentrations  in the 
most  affected  areas  around Fukushima Daichi  Nuclear  Power  Plant  (FDNPP) site  following the 
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 plant's accident in 2011, found the 137Cs:134Cs ratio in Japanese soils very close to 0.907  [G. Kirch-
ner, et al. 2012]. Such ratio depend on many factors, chiefly the time of the release of radioactivity 
from the incident.
7.0 Radiation Protection and Dose Limits
The  risk  associated  with  radiation  commands  considerable  public  attention,  and  for  that  reason 
regulatory systems of radiation protection are developed to improve the understanding of the effects 
of radiation  [USNRC, 2014]. Part of this ensures that users of radioactive materials keep exposure 
levels to the specified dose limits and also to ensure that users must be licensed and inspected by the 
body according to  the regulatory guidelines  on use of radioactive materials.  Using a radioactive 
source  must  justify  the  practice  involved,  optimisation  of  protection,  and  the  application  of 
individual dose limits according to the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) 
recommendations on the use of ionising radiations. 
In general, undue exposure from radiation can be avoided by observing the  fundamental radiation 
protection  principles  of  time,  distance,  and shielding,  to  protect  people  who work directly  with 
radioactive materials. It is known as  ALARA, meaning 'As Low As Reasonably Achievable'. The 
proposition  ensures  that  the  time  of  exposure,  distance,  and  proper  shielding  from  the  source 
translates to the recommended safe dose limits [Eisenbud and Gesell, 1997], see Table 1.8.     
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   Table 1.8:  A list of some comparative whole-body radiation doses and their biological effects
2.4 mSv/yr Typical background radiation experienced by everyone 
(average 1.5 mSv in Australia, 3 mSv in North America).
1.5 to 2.5 mSv/yr Average dose to Australian uranium miners and US nuclear industry workers, 
above background and medical.
Up to 5 mSv/yr Typical incremental dose for aircrew in middle latitudes.
9 mSv/yr Exposure by airline crew flying the New York – Tokyo polar route.
10 mSv/yr Maximum actual dose to Australian uranium miners.
10 mSv Effective dose from abdomen & pelvis CT scan.
20 mSv/yr Current limit (averaged) for nuclear industry employees and uranium miners.
50 mSv/yr Former routine limit for nuclear industry employees, now maximum allowable
for a single year (average to be 20 mSv/yr max). It is also the dose rate which 
arises from natural background levels in several places in Iran, India and Europe.
50 mSv Allowable short-term dose for emergency workers (IAEA).
100 mSv Lowest annual level at which increase in cancer risk is evident (UNSCEAR). 
Above this, the probability of cancer occurrence (rather than the severity)
is assumed to increase with dose. No harm has been demonstrated below 
this dose. Allowable short-term dose for emergency workers taking vital 
remedial actions (IAEA). 
130 mSv/yr Long-term safe level for public after radiological incident, measured 1 m above 
contaminated ground, calculated from published hourly rate x 0.6. Risk too low 
to justify any action below this (IAEA).
170 mSv/wk 7-day provisionally safe level for public after radiological incident, measured 1 m
above contaminated ground (IAEA).
250 mSv Allowable short-term dose for workers controlling the 2011 Fukushima accident.
250 mSv/yr Natural background level at Ramsar in Iran, with no identified health effects. (Some 
exposures reach 700 mSv/yr.)
350 mSv/lifetime Criterion for relocating people after Chernobyl accident.
500 mSv Allowable short-term dose for emergency workers taking life-saving actions (IAEA).
680 mSv/yr Tolerance dose level allowable to 1955 (assuming gamma, X-ray and beta radiation).
700 mSv/yr Suggested threshold for maintaining evacuation after nuclear accident.
(IAEA has 880 mSv/yr over one month as provisionally safe.
800 mSv/yr Highest level of natural background radiation recorded, on a Brazilian beach.
1,000 mSv 
short-term
Assumed to be likely to cause a fatal cancer many years later in about 5 of 
every 100 persons exposed to it (i.e. if the normal incidence of fatal cancer 
were 25%, this dose would increase it to 30%).
1,000 mSv
short-term
Threshold for causing (temporary) radiation sickness (Acute Radiation Syndrome) 
such as nausea and decreased white blood cell count, but not death. Above this,
 severity of illness increases with dose.
5,000 mSv 
short-term
Would kill about half those receiving it within a month. (However, this is only 
twice a typical daily therapeutic dose applied to a very small area of the body 
over 4 to 6 weeks or so.)
10,000 mSv 
short-term Fatal within a few weeks.    
  Source:[USNRC, 2014]
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 8.0 Motivations and Research Objectives 
This research is motivated by the fact that 85 % of radiation exposure to humans population comes 
from natural terrestrial environment and as a consequence, high radiation doses above the natural 
background levels could have serious health implication to the populace. In addition, certain human 
activities can also enhance these radiation levels. In Kuwait, a good example is the 1991 Gulf-war 
military campaign, where a large number of the military munition used across the country contained 
depleted uranium tipped projectiles,  and therefore imperative to monitor these changes with this 
study as baseline against any future changes across the Kuwaiti environment. 
The objectives of the research presented in this thesis can be broadly summarised as follows:  
(a) To produce a radioactivity concentration map of Kuwait that can serve as a reference for the 
level of activity concentrations of primordial radionuclides. Using this reference as a data  
base,  any  further  increase  in  these  levels  for  any  reasons  could  then  be  evaluated  
quantitatively in the future. 
(b) To identify areas with elevated NORM activities with potential any potential radiological risk
factors to the public. 
(c) Radiation dose estimation. To assess the radiological risk by evaluating the absorbed 
dose-rate, external hazard index, radium equivalent index, and annual effective dose 
equivalent. 
 (d) To determine the degree and extent (if any), of the danger posed by the presence of 
depleted uranium as a consequence of 1991 Gulf war fall out.  
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 The subsequent chapters in this Thesis are laid out as follows: Chapter 2 - 5 presents basic concepts  
on radiation measurements in this format; Two underpins the theoretical basis of nuclear structure 
and decay and subsequent data evaluation; Three discusses the biological effects of radiation and 
concept  of dose;  Four deals  gamma-ray interactions  with matter,  semi-conductors,  and radiation 
detection, while Five is about instrumentation, detector characterisation and measurement.  Chapter  
Six cover sample collection and preparation, results analysis and discussions and finally  Chapter  
Seven, summary, conclusion and possible future work.  
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 CHAPTER TWO
Nuclear Decay Processes
2.1    Radioactivty Decay
The  fundamental  law of  radioactive  decay  for  a  single  radioactive  nuclear  species  is  given  by 
[Krane, 1988]: 
           
                                                                                                   2.1 
where A is the activity (i.e. the number of decays per unit time) of a given radio nuclide species; N is 
the number of radioactive nuclei present at time t, and  λ   the decay constant characteristic for this 
decay (i.e. the probability of decay per unit time).  
If we now consider N0 as the number of atoms present at time t = 0, and that no decay products were 
present initially (at  t = 0 ), then: 
 N 1( t=0 )=N 0                                                                                                                               2.2   
and
 N 2 (t=0 )=N 2  (t=0 )=…0                                             2.3 
Considering the general case during the decay process in which a radioactive daughter was formed 
from the decay of the parent, then the number of the parent nuclei (N1) decreases with time according 
to the following relation: 
  dtNdN 111 λ−=                                       2.4
The number of the daughter nuclei increases due to the parent’s decays but also decreases due to its 
own decay, resulting in the expression  
 dN 2 =  1 N 1dt −  2 N2 dt                                                                                                     2.5
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dt
tdNtA λ=−=
 Integrating eqtn. (2.4) leads to then following exponential decay law:  
∫ dN1N = −∫ dt ⇒ N1t  = N 10e
− t                                                                          2.6
where  N(0) the constant of integration, gives the original number of nuclei present at  t = 0.  From eqtn. 
(2.1), the activity of the radioactive parent nuclide  A(t)  as a function of time is then 
                                                                          2.7
We can the define the radioactive half-life   t1/2  , as the time after t = 0 when   N (t1/2)  =  N (0)/2 . It 
follows therefore:
                                                                                                                    2.8
Although the value of half-life for a given radionuclide can be well defined, the instant of distingera-
tion for a particular radionuclide can occur anywhere between t = 0 and  ∞. However, the arithmetic 
average or mean lifetime of the nuclide can be calculated. The mean lifetime  τ, is related to the de-
cay constant as its reciprocal, τ = (1/ λ).  Thus the mean lifetime is related to the decay  half-life by 
 =
t 1/2
0.693
=  = 1.44 × t 1/2                                     2.9 
For a more complex decay scheme in which the daughter product is radioactive and thus decays to a 
third nucleus which is also radioactive, and so on; the result is a complex decay chain. 
i.e.                                                                         2.10 
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 2.1.1 Bateman Equations
The Bateman equations are a mathematical relationship that describes the relative abundances and 
activities in a decay chain as a function of time. These govern the time evolution of all  nuclear 
species  in  a  radioactive  chain,  with  the  simplest  case  being a  parent  feeding  a  single  daughter 
nuclide.  H. Bateman  [1910] developed a general equation giving the number of atoms of the  ith 
isotope in the decay chain at time t in terms of the decay constants of all preceeding isotopes in the 
chain. Typical example is the combined α and β- decay processes of 235U series, resulting finally into 
a stable isotope of lead (207Pb).  
If   Ni(0)  is the number of atoms of the  ith  isotope of the series at time  t = 0, and assuming zero 
concentrations of all daughters at time zero [Cetnar, 2006] then:  
N1 (0) ≠ 0 and  Ni (0) = 0  when i > 1                         2.11 
Thus the general Bateman equation  (BE) takes the form
                      2.12
Applying the BE  for the 2nd daughter radioisotopes in a decay series [Tsoulfanidis, 1995], we obtain: 
                                                             2.13
and
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 and for the 3rd generation of decay ("granddaughter"): 
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2.2 Radioactive Equilibrium 
Radioactive equilibrium is a term used to describe the condition leading to the relative activity of 
each radionuclide in a decay chain.  The amount of activity at various stages of the decay process can 
be deduced by studying the type of equilibrium conditions. The three general conditions of equilibria 
are transient, secular, and non-equilibrium. These are discussed below: 
2.2.1 Transient Equilibrium
Transient equilibrium is said to occur when the activity of the daughter nucleus is in a constant ratio 
with that of the parent and apparently decays with the half-life of the parent  [Gilmore, 2008]. For 
example, 212Pb with half-life of 10.64 hours decays to 212Bi which have a half-life of 60.55 minutes. 
In this case the parent’s activity is longer than but of the magnitude of the daughter. The activity of 
the daughter starts from zero, rises to a maximum value then decays with the same half-life of the 
parent. The total activity in the system would be the sum of the parent's and daughter's activities. As 
a result, the daughter undergoes transformation at the same rate that it is being produced and its total  
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 activity then decays at the same rate (at t = ∞) as the original parent nuclide. The two radionuclide 
species are said to be in a state of transient equilibrium. This is illustrated by figure 2.1. 
FIG. 2.1: Transient equilibrium shown by the decay of parent 212Pb (T1/2  = 10.64 hours) and subse-
quent  growth of  its daughter product 212Bi (T1/2 = 60.55 mins) from the 232Th  4n decay Chain.  
For   λd  >  λp  or (t1/2)d  < (t1/2 )p   :  212Pb (t1/2 = 10.64 hours)  → 212Bi (t1/2  = 60.55 minutes)  and 
therefore, in general for transient equilibrium: 
Ad
A p
=
 d
 d− p
                                                                                                                      2.17
2.2.2    Secular Equilibrium 
If we consider the case of secular equilibrium where the  activity of the parent does not decrease 
measurably during many subsequent half-lives of the daughter nucleus,  then a chain of  n,  subse-
quent short-lived radionuclides can all be in secular equilibrium with the initial long-lived parent. 
The  daughter  nuclides  decay  at  the  same  rate  at  which  they  are  formed,   such  that: 
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 nn NNN λλλ === ...2211    The activity of each member of the chain equals that of the parent while 
the total activity is  n times the activity of the original parent. To illustrate this,  consider the first 
three stages of the 232Th (i.e.232Th → 228 Ra → 228Ac) and  238U  (i.e. 238U → 234Th  → 234mPa) decay 
series (see figs. 2.10 and 2.12 and Tables 2.5 and 2.3). In the case of each parent/daughter pair, the 
half-life of the parent is much greater than that of the daughter and thus a secular equilibrium estab-
lished between each pair.  The activity  of  234Th and  234Pa +  2234mPa (the  activity  will  be  shared 
between the two nuclides based on their respective branching ratios), will be equal to that of 238U and 
activity of 228Ra and 228Ac will be equal to that of 232Th. The total activity will be three times that of 
the 238U and 232Th, respectively.
Secular equilibrium occurs if the half-life of the parent nuclide is very long compared to that of the  
daughter. A good example is the decay of 226Ra (t1/2 = 1600 years) to 222Rn (t1/2 = 3.82days) in the 
4n+2 decay chain headed by 238U. Here the daughter decays more rapidly than the parent and reaches 
secular equilibrium after approximately 7 half-lives (fig. 2.2), such that the activity of the daughter 
tends to the same values as parent’s activity. This takes place in long-lived radionuclides, e.g. the 
238U series.  238U has a half-life 4.57x109 years  [Jaffey, et al., 1971] and decays to  234Th (half-life: 
24.10 days. As 234Th decays into 234mPa, the concentration of the protactinium and its activity rises 
until its production rate and decay rates are equal. Thus if the activity of one of the radionuclide in a 
decay chain can be measured, it  can be assigned to the other radionuclides within the chain, i.e. 
assuming equilibrium. 
For  λd   ≥  λp  or (t1/2)d  ≤ (t1/2 )p    :  226Ra (t1/2 = 1600 years)     →     222Rn (t1/2 = 3.82 days), we have: 
                                                                                                  2.18
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    FIG. 2.2:  Secular equilibrium shown by decaying 226Ra parent nuclide and subsequent growth 
    of  its 222Rn daughter.              
2.2.3  Non-Equilibrium decay 
In the non-equilibrium case, the half-life of the daughter nuclide is greater than that of the parent; 
hence the parent will decay, leaving behind the daughter alone [Gilmore, 2008]. This is shown in fig. 
2.3. 
For  λd   <  λp  or  (t1/2)d  > (t1/2 )p    :  218Po (t1/2 = 3.10 mins) →  214Pb (t1/2  = 26.8 mins) [NNDC] then:
                                                                 2.19 
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    FIG. 2.3: Non-equilbrium between parent 218Po decaying into its  214Pb daughter radionuclide.
2.3    Branching Ratio  
Nuclear decay can occur not just by a single form but in some case also through multiple competing 
processes.  The  branching  ratio  gives  the  relative  intensities  of  these  competing  decay  modes 
[Krane,1988] as illustrated: 
 If   λTOT  =   the total decay probability of a nuclear state,  then 
 TOT = ∑
i=1
n
 i  
where  λi  is the partial decay probability associated with a particular mode of decay. The ratio of dif-
ferent decay modes for a nuclide, correspond to the proportions of different (energy) particles that are 
emitted during the decay process itself  [Gilmore, 1988]. An example is the alpha-decay of 226Ra to 
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 the spin/parity (Iπ = 0+) ground state of 222Rn with a branching ratio of 94.0 % The branching ratio is 
frequently expressed by giving the partial decay constant or partial half-life of the nuclide involved 
[Krane, 1988]. The competing alpha decays to the first excited state has a branching ratio of  5.95 %. 
[DDEP].  For example, 226Ac whose half-life is 29.37 hours [ENSDF] has a decay constant of 
                      2.20
Its partial decay constants for the three observed decay modes can be derived as follows:
  = 0.83 AC = 5.5×10
−6 s−1           2.21
  = 0.17 AC = 1.1×10
−6 s−1                           2.22
   = 6× AC = 4×10
−10 s−1           2.23
Note  that  that  the  total  decay  rate  is  given and  the  partial half-
lives for each decay mode correlate with the partial decay constants for n-th mode of decay given as: 
From 2.21 and 2.22 above, it is obvious that beta-emission is more probable than alpha emission  for 
226Ac. Eventually however, the total activity would be observed to decay only with the total half- 
life. In practical sense therefore, 226Ac decays with the total half-life of 29 hours and for that reason, 
any activity measurement of  226Ac for gamma-radiation for any of the decay mode should use the 
total half-life, taking into account the branching ratio of that specific  decay type [Krane, 1988]. 
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 Ac=
0693
t 1/2
= 0.024 h−1 = 6.6×10−6 s−1
t 1/2n =
0.693
 n
 tot =  1   2  ...  n
 2.4   Modes of radioactive decay  
Radioactive decay processes correspond to the emission of particles and in some cases γ rays. The 
end products of the interactions with matter after emission are ionization and excitation. The three 
principal modes of decay by a radioactive nucleus are alpha and beta, followed by γ-ray emission. 
These are discussed below. 
2.4.1      Alpha Decay  
An alpha decay particle is a helium nucleus, 4He. These are highly ionizing and can deposit energy 
over a short distance (~ few few micro-metres in solids) and thus cannot travel far in most media. 
For  that  reason  they  pose  little  radiation  hazard  externally  to  the  body.  The  emission  of  alpha 
particles are commonly the most preferred mode of decay for naturally occuring radionuclide with Z 
> 83 [Gilmore, 2008].  During this process, the mother nucleus loses 4 units of mass (A → A – 4) 
and 2 units of charge (Z → Z – 2). An example is the element Radium (Z = 88) decaying  to Radon 
(Z = 86), releasing a defined quantity of binding energy. 
The energy released during the decay process is called the ‘Q value’ and from conservation law and 
it  must  equal  the  mass-energy  difference  between  the  initial  and  final-decayed  products.  The 
transformation energy equals the Q-value and can be deduced from the mass difference as follows 
[Krane, 1988]: 
Qα=(mp−md−mα  )c
2                                                                          2.24 
where   mp,  md,  mα are  the  mass  of  the  parent,  the  daughter,  and  the  emitted  alpha-particle, 
respectively. The Q value is expressed in MeV while the mass is expressed in atomic mass units (or 
amu). 1 Amu = 931.5 MeV/c2  = 1u and c is the speed of light. Spontaneous decay can occur when the 
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 Qα value is a positive number ( i.e. Qα  > 0), indicating that alpha-decay is an exothermic process in 
such cases.  
Assuming the initial condition at rest, then the released energy in alpha decay will appears as kinetic  
energy transferred to the decayed fragments, shared between the final particles in a definite
 ratio. [Gilmore, 2008;Lilley, 2001, Krane, 1988]. The Qα-value from 2.24 can be re-written in terms 
of non-relativistic (kinetic) energy as
Q = Ed  E =
1
2
md V  
2  1
2
m V d
2 2.25
where  md, mα, Vd, Vα  are the masses and velocities for the daughter and alpha particles, respectvely. 
For linear momentum to be conserved, the daughter product and alpha particle must travel with the 
same momentum but in opposite direction [Turner, 2007]. This requires that   
                                                                                                                      2.26
From equation. 3.2, the ratio of the (non-relativitic) Kinetic Energy of the outgoing particles can be 
re-written as:   
 Ed
Eα
=  
1
2
md (V d )
2
1
2
mα (V α )
2
  → Ed
Eα
=  
(md V d )
2 mα
(mα V α )
2 md
=  
mα
md  
                                                    2.27
Using 2.25 and 2.26, the KE of the emitted alpha-particle can be expressed in terms of the Q-value
as follows [Krane, 1988]: 
Eα=Q(  
md  
mα+  md
 )                                                                              2.28
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md V d=  mα V α
 The alpha particle being less massive than the residual daughter radionuclide carries most of the KE 
which corresponds to ~ 98% of the Qα-value for A > 200, leaving the recoil energy of the massive 
daughter nuclide to about 2% of the released Qα-value. The ranges of energy for alpha particles emit-
ted are between 4 to 10.5 MeV  for memebers of the U and Th natural decay chains.  
Alpha decay model: Geiger-Nuttal 
It has been observed that heavy nuclides with large distingeration energies had shorter half-lives and 
vice-versa  [Krane, 1988]. In other words, short-lived isotopes emit more energetic alpha particles 
than long-lived ones. This is known as the Geiger-Nuttal rule and can be expressed by the equation: 
l n λ=−a1  
Z
√E
+  a2
                                                                            2.29
where λ is the decay constant, Z the atomic number, E the total KE of the α particle (i.e. Eα) and a1 
and a2 are constants. The rule relates the decay constant of a given isotope with the energy of the 
emitted alpha particle and shows that half-lives are exponentially dependent on decay energy such 
that very large changes  in half-life results  from relatively small  differences in the alpha particle 
energy. This means that all alpha-emitting isotopes having many orders of difference in the half-
lives, but have similar decay energies of ~5 MeV. Figure 2.2 shows factor of approximately 2 in  Qα 
results in  change of ~1020 in  T1/2.   A plot of  log  t1/2  against  Qα  for α - emitters showing this 
systematic  relationship  is  shown in  Figure  2.4. A straight  line  correlation  is  observed  if  alpha-
emitters with common Z-number are plotted [Krane, 1988].  
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    FIG. 2.4:  Geiger-Nuttal plot showing the inverse relation between alpha-decay half-life and 
    decay energy for even-even nuclei.                                           Source:[ Lilley, 2001]
 Theory of Alpha Emission  
Alpha decay occurs because the process is a coulomb repulsion effect. This becomes increasingly 
important for heavy nuclei because the disruptive coulomb force increases with size at a faster rate as 
the square of the atomic (or proton) number Z2, than does the specific nuclear binding force, which 
increases approximately as the mass number,  A. Further more, the  exceptional stability of alpha 
particles is due to the  pairing property. Because of this, even-even (i.e. even Z, even N) nuclei are 
more energetically bound than the neighbouring odd-even nuclei, which in turn are more stable than 
odd-odd nuclei [Lilley, 2001; Krane, 1988]. 
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 The theory of alpha decay was developed by Gamow, Guerney, and Condon in 1928 [Lilley, 2001]. 
In that theory, the alpha particle is assumed to exist as a separate entity and trapped inside the parent 
nucleus by a potential coulomb barrier [Fig. 2.5].  The potential energy of the system varies as a 
function of distance,  r,  between their  centres.  To free itself and escape from the nucleus, the  α-
particle must have sufficient energy to overcome the maximum PE barrier at the top of the energy 
curve. In classical mechanics, such a particle would remain trapped inside the potential well barrier. 
However, there exists a theoretical probability that it can pass through the barrier and escape free in a 
process known as the ‘tunnel effect’ [Kaplan, 1962; Lapp and Andrew, 1972]. The barrier accounts 
for the fact that alpha particles emitted from heavy nuclei are supposed to exist within these nuclei 
for  short  time  before  being emitted  [Krane,  1988]. If  the  width  of  the  energy barrier  is  small, 
however, the probability of the α - particle being emitted is expected to be high, and vice -versa.  
      
     FIG. 2.5: Schematic of the potential energy of α - particle and daughter nucleus as a function  
     of their  separation.                                                                     Source:[http//:www.thestudentroom.co.uk]  
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 A nuclide undergoing alpha decay does not necessarily always decay directly to the ground state of 
the daughter heavy nucleus but can leave the daughter product in an excited state. For any specific α 
- decaying radionuclide, the emission of the highest energetic alpha particle usually leaves the final 
product in the lowest energy or ground state. On the other hand, an α - decay that releases one of the 
lower energy alpha particles will leave the final product daughter nucleus in a more excited state 
[Das and Ferbel, 2003]. The final daughter nuclide may then reach the ground state by releasing en-
ergy through the emission of electromagnetic gamma radiation (rays) and/or through the competing 
process of Internal Conversion (IC) Electron emission. 
2.4.2 Beta Decay (β -, β+ and EC)
Beta  decay  is  a  weak  interaction  process  [Meyerhof,  1997].  This  is  the  most  common type  of 
radioactive decay and all nuclides not lying in the 'valley of stability'  are unstable against this type of 
transition. 
The beta particle is essentially an electron (or positron) ejected from the nucleus with relativistic 
energies. This process takes place by the emission either of an electron  β – and an anti-neutrino; 
positron  β+ and a  neutrino   υ ;   or  through the competing  process of electron capture  EC.  The 
standard negative beta (β—) decay occurs in a nuclei that have neutron excess compared to the lowest 
energy isobar of a given mass  A chain.  The neutron to proton ratio is reduced inside the nucleus 
during the decay by converting a neutron into a proton with the anti-neutrino carrying away from the 
nucleus any excess binding energy above the energy of the  beta-particle.  In the second scenario; 
positrons or β+ emission occurs,  when there is a proton excess relative to the most stable isobar of 
that isobaric (constant A) mass chain occurs when the n - p ratio in the nucleus is < 1. This is true for 
A < 40, however positron decay also occur in heavier nuclides where the N > Z, i.e. neutron to proton 
ratio  is  >  1.   The  result  of  such  processes  is  to  bring  the  neutron  to  proton  ratio  to  a  more 
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 energetically favourable value for a given A chain. Unlike in alpha decay, beta particle energies are 
not mono-energetic but rather are emitted with a continuous energy range up to the end-point  Qβ – 
value for that decay [Smith, 2010]. Their emissions result in the increase of the proton number Z by 
1, while the mass number A remains constant as shown by the following decay equation: 
Beta minus decay changes the neutron number (N) by –1 unit while the total mass number (A=N+Z) 
remains unchanged. Such decays increment down a "mass parabola" of constant A to approach the 
most stable isobar, and  Z:N configuration, for constant  A.  Examples of  mass parabola of isobaric 
nuclei [Krane, 1988; Lap and Andrews, 1972], are shown in figs. 2.6 and 2.7 for odd-A (A = 37) and 
even-A (A = 38) systems, respectively.    
In positron decay (  β  +/  EC  ) , when a proton is converted to a neutron, a positron β+ and a neutrino are 
ejected.  The positron has only a transient existence and after losing all of its kinetic energy, it can 
interact with an atomic electron after which both are ‘annihilated’. The mass of both the positron and 
electron  are  converted  to  gamma-rays  each having  the  0.511MeV [Gilmore  2008; L’Annunziata  
2007]. Positron  emission  can  thus  occur  only  when  the  transformation  energy  is  greater  than 
1.022MeV. 
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FIG. 2.6:  Mass parabola for the A=137 isobaric chain showing the stable Isobar (137Ba) with Z = 56.  
The atomic masses were taken from  [Wang et al., 2012]. 
  FIG. 2.7: Mass parabola for A=138 Isobaric chain. The ground state masses are taken from 
    [Wang et al., AME 2012]. 
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 A third weak interaction processis known the electron capture, also known as K-capture, in which an 
inner orbital electron is captured and drawn into the nucleus [Gilmore, 2008]. Since on average the 
K-electron shell is closest to the atomic nucleus, and its wave functions with that of the nucleus have 
a greater degree of overlap with that of the outer electron shells, the tendency to capture the K elec-
tron is most likely. After taking place, a vacancy is created due to an electron missing from the  K-
shell and therefore a higher lying electron transition to fill the vacancy is created, followed by the 
emission of characteristics  X-rays in the process [Lawson, 1999]. These X-ray emissions are called 
‘K X-rays’, or ‘L X-rays’, depending on the original electron vacancy. The probability of capture 
from the less strongly bound higher bound higher shells (L, M, etc.) increases as the decay energy de-
creases. 
Generally,  electrons  transition toward lower energy orbits,  and emit  characteristic  x-rays as they 
move towards these more tightly bound atomic orbits. The distinctive difference between X-rays and 
gamma rays is the place of their origin; the former are formed outside the nucleus  while gamma rays 
are from transitions within the atomic nucleus. Electron capture changes a proton to a neutron, with a 
mono-energetic neutrino carrying any excess energy from the conversion. The produced final daugh-
ter nucleus may also be formed in an excited state causing it to emit gamma photons or competing 
internal conversion electrons in order to discharge this excess, excitation energy. 
The three processes β - decay can be written schematically as 
 −decay : n    −   =anti−neutrino          2.30
or:  XZ
A  YZ1
A  e−       which gives   Qβ –  = [mi – mf ]c2 ; mi  and  mf  are atomic masses
 decay :   n             2.31
 or:  XZ
A → YZ−1
A + e+ + υ           which gives  Qβ +  = [mi  – mf ]c2
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 EC :   e−              2.32
or:  XZ
A + e− → YZ−1
A + υ          which gives  QEC  = [mi – mf ]c2 ,  
and where  m  is atomic masses and not nuclear mass energy. 
The most distinctive feature of beta decay which is different from alpha decay is its broad continuous 
energy spectrum [Lilley, 2001]. A specific beta energy range depends on the isotope of origin [Lo-
evinger, 1957]. This energy range varies from zero up to a definite upper limit called the end point,  
which is equal to the mass-energy difference between the initial and final nucleus for the particular 
beta decay transition minus the mass-energy of the emitted electron or positron. Since beta-decay is a 
3-body process (in contrast to alpha-decay which is a two-body process), the KE energy released is 
shared between the beta particle and the antineutrino and thus the ejected particle exhibits a continu-
ous distribution of kinetic energies ranging from 0 to the maximum end point limit  allowed by the 
Q-value.               
For beta decay, the  Q-value can be defined as the difference between the initial and final nuclear 
mass energies  [Krane, 1988]. If the difference in electron binding energy are neglected, the  Q-value 
can be determined from the following equation: 
Qβ− = [ m(AX ) – m (AY) ] c2                                                                                     2.33
where the masses are atomic masses.  The  Qβ−  value represents the energy shared by the emitted 
electron and the neutrino,  i.e. 
Q− =T e  E p                            2.34
For positron  β+  decay,  Q  value must be > 0 for the process to occur hence: 
Qβ+ = [ m (
AX) – m (AY) – 2me ] c2                                                2.35
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 but  
QEC   = [ m (A) – m (B) ] c2                                                                                             2.36
and therefore need  QEC  > 1.022 MeV  for  β+  decay to occur. 
The neutrino particle interacts extremely weakly with matter and is thus very difficult to detect dir-
ectly [Knoll, 2000]. 
2.4.3 Gamma Decay 
Gamma rays are electromagnetic radiation which can be formed in one of two ways: a changing 
electric  field  induces  a  magnetic  field  due  to  oscillating  charge;  or  a  changing  magnetic  field 
inducing an electric field caused by varying current or magnetic moment. These two are generated by 
charge and current distribution within an atomic nucleus [Gilmore, 2008]. 
A gamma photon is electrically neutral  and travels at the speed of light. Gamma rays can travel 
hundreds of metres in air before they interact and are attenuated. Since γ rays also have no charge or 
mass, the number of protons and neutrons within the emitting nucleus remains constant following γ–
ray  emission.  Gamma  decay  processes  take  place  from  within  the  nucleus  and  typical  photon 
energies range from 10 keV to 10 MeV. Alpha and/or beta decay processes can leave the daughter 
nucleus in an excited state when they decays by the emission of gamma rays [Das and Ferbel, 2003;  
Krane, 1988]. For example, when Radium (226Ra) undergoes alpha decay, in just under 4 % of the 
cases, the Radon (222Rn) nucleus that is produced is accompanied by a gamma photon with energy of 
186.2 keV. The energy is essentially equal to the difference in energy between the 2+ and 0+ states of 
the 222Rn. An excited nuclei may lose energy during transition to a lower or more stable energy state 
due to the gamma emission. An example is the decay of  137Cs to excited state of 137mBa as shown in 
figure 2.8, which then decays by a 662 keV photon to the ground state of 137Ba.  
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        FIG. 2.8: Decay schematic of 137Cs beta-decay into 137Ba at a gamma-energy of 662 keV. 
[Source: Cutnell and Johnson, 2004]              
If the emitting nucleus in the initial excited state Ei  is at rest, when it decays by γ–ray emission to a 
final state  Ef, then from conservation of energy, the energy released during this transition can be 
expressed by [Krane, 1988]: 
                                   2.37
or 
 E=  Ei−  E f= Eγ  ER = E 
E
2mnuc c
2                                  2.38
where Eγ  ~ 1 MeV,  Mc2nuc ~ A x GeV, thus recoil the term 
E
2mnuc c
2 ≪~ E                          2.39
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E i=  E f +  E γ+  ER
 ER is  the recoil  energy of the final  product  nucleus  and in  most  cases  can be considered  to be 
negligible. From 2.38, the gamma energy Eγ  is equal to the the energy of de-excitation (∆E), which 
approximately is equal to the energy difference between the initial and final states. 
2.4.4 Internal Conversion (IC)
The internal conversion process operates in competition with gamma-ray emission [Gilmore, 2008; 
Lilley,  2001].  It is a direct electromagnetic (EM) interaction between the nucleus and the atomic 
electrons resulting in the emission of a bound atomic electron. The loss of an electron from the shell 
creates  a  vacancy  which  can  be  filled  by  higer  lying  electron  de-exciting  from a  higher  shell. 
Consequently, a cascade of X-ray and Auger electrons will also be emitted. If the equivalent gamma 
energy for the nuclear transition (also called ‘conversion energy’) is higher than the binding energy 
of the electron, the orbital electron is ejected with a higher energy from its bound state. The energy 
required  to  eject  the  electron  (∆Ee-) is  defined  and  thus  the  emitted  internal  electron  have 
characteristic  energies.  These are equal to the transition energy (∆E) minus the electron binding 
energy (Eb) and the nuclear recoil energy considered negligible. 
∆Ee- =  ∆E – Eb                                                                                            2.40
Therefore,  since  the  electron  binding  energy  varies  for  different  atomic  shells  [Krane,  1988], 
consequently IC electrons can be emitted with different energies from different shells for the same 
nuclear transition.   IC is a mode of de-excitation and there is no change in Z or N and the X-rays 
produced are characteristic  of the element.  The ratio  between IC transition probabilities/rate  and 
gamma-ray emission rate called the internal conversion co-efficient, α. This is given in Eqtn.  2.41 
[Krane, 1988; Gilmore, 2008].
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 =
 e
 
        2.41
which can be re-written as 
TOT =  1                                                        2.42
where ITOT  = total decay rate and  λγ = γ-ray decay probability. 
The term for  α  may be sub-divided into αΚ, αL, etc., depending on the individual K and/or L shells 
where the electrons are considered. The magnitude of  α depends on the multi-polarity,  transition 
energy and atomic number. In general, the conversion process of the heavy nuclei is more significant 
than that of light nuclei because the coefficient increases strongly as  Z3, while it decreases as the 
transition energy, ∆E, decreases [T. Kibedi et al., 2008]. 
2.5 Selection rules for Alpha, Beta, and Gamma decay
In general, selection rules for nuclear decays specify whether a particular transition between initial 
and final states, both with specified spin and parity, is allowed, and if allowed what mode of decay is  
most likely. 
2.5.1 Alpha decay selection rules
During an alpha-decay transitions, the parent nuclei do not always decay directly to the ground state 
of the daughter, but also have the probability of leaving the daughter product in an excited state. For 
alpha-decaying nuclides, the emission of the highest energy alpha particle leaves the final product in 
the lowest energy state, which is usually the ground state of the daughter nucleus. An alpha decay 
that releases lower energy alpha particles will leave the final product in an excited state  [Das and 
Ferbel, 2003]. Subsequently, the final daughter nuclide may reach the ground state by releasing the 
energy through the emission of the electromagnetic gamma radiation. 
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 Generally,  alpha particles are emitted from a particular radionuclide at  various discrete energies, 
often showing fine structure [Lilley, 2001; Krane, 1988]. The emission probability of  the  α-particles 
is related to the angular momentum and parity changes during transition [Lap and Andrews, 1972]. 
To  determine  which  of  the  transitions  are  permitted  or  forbidden,  the  parity  selection  rule  is 
considered and is given by the expression  (-1)L, where  L is the orbital angular momentum carried 
away by the  α–particle. If the parities of the initial and final states are the same, then only even 
values of the orbital angular momentum are allowed. Conversely, if the parities change, then L must 
be odd. For example, a nucleus spin/parity (Iπ) decaying from a 0+ initial state to a final state with 
even spin and parity change (e.g. 2— or 4—); or decaying to an odd spin final state with no change in 
parity (e.g. 1+ or 3+), is absolutely forbidden by the law of conservation of parity.
2.5.2     Beta decay selection rules 
The selection rules governing beta decay transitions are determined by the conservation of angular 
momentum and the associated parity change between the initial and final nuclear states [Lilley, 2001; 
Kantele, 1995]. There exist two types of beta-decay transitions, each characterised by two possible 
couplings of the intrinsic spins of the emitted beta particle and neutrino, which each have a spin of 
+½.  If the total spin S = 0, this corresponds to the anti-parallel coupling of these two spins and the 
transition is referred to as the Fermi (F) type. On the other hand, when the total resulting spin of the 
β− and ῡ pair has S = 1, this corresponds to parallel coupling of the spins and the transition is 
referred  to  as  a  Gamow-Teller  (G-T) type  [Krane,  1988;  Kantele,  1995]. The  total  angular 
momentum (for the initial and final states) and the orbital angular momentum for both  Fermi and 
Gamow-Teller decays are related as follows:  
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                for a  F-Transition:    Ii   =   If + L
               for a  G-T - Transition:    Ii   =   If + L + 1
For allowed transitions, L = 0 no angular momentum is carried away by the electron and the anti-
neutrino. The orbital angular momentum and parity change between the initial and final states is 
given by (-1)L.  Thus for allowed L = 0 decays, there is no parity change between the initial and final 
states. For the Fermi type decays  where the nuclear spin between the initial and final states does not 
change,  we have   ∆I  =│Ii  – If │= 0.  In  the  case  of  Gamow-Teller  transition,  the  total  angular 
momentum of one unit is carried away by the coupled electron and neutrino, and thus the possible 
change in momentum ∆I = 0, or 1. Note that GT transitions are not possible if  Ii  =  If   = 0+.  
When the emitted β particle and neutrino also carry a relative orbital angular momentum in ΔL > I 
transitions; first-forbidden, second-forbidden, and higher-order forbidden transitions can take place 
[Krane, 1988]. Decays from the higher-order forbidden transitions of the allowed state are less likely 
to occur compared to those of the allowed or first-order forbidden. Usually, the higher order decays 
are  only  observed  to  occur  when  the  allowed  or  first-order  decays  are  forbidden  by  angular 
momentum and parity selection rules. Table 2.1 gives a synopsis of selection rules for beta-decay 
[Lilley, 2001]. 
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  TABLE  2.1:   Quantum selection rules for different types beta transitions 
Transition Type
Relative orbital 
angular 
momentum (L)
                Fermi
               │Ii – If │    
Gamow-Teller
∆ I ∆π ∆ I ∆π
Allowed 0 0 No (0), 1 No
First - forbidden 1 (0), 1 Yes 0, 1, 2 Yes
Second - forbidden 2 (1), 2 No 2, 3 No
Third - forbidden 3 (2), 3 Yes 3, 4 Yes
Fourth - forbidden 4 (3), 4 No 4, 5 No
Similar to alpha-decay, the beta transformation may sometimes leave the daughter nucleus in an 
excited state,  which subsequently decays to the ground state by the emission of electromagnetic 
radiation in the form of gamma ray and/or internal conversion [Gilmore, 2008; Knoll, 2000]. 
2.5.3   Gamma decay selection rules 
Gamma decay transitions  are  also  referred  to  as  either  electric  (E)  and magnetic  (M) multipole 
transitions. This multipole radiation is characterised by an order, given by 2L, such as dipole (L = 1), 
quadrupole (L = 2), octupole (L = 3), etc. [Friedlander et al., 1981; Krane, 1988]. 
The decay by the emission of a gamma photon is to a large extent dictated by what is allowed by 
conservation of angular momentum and parity. A gamma ray photon has 1 unit of intrinsic angular 
momentum given by a quantum number L, and if the emission does not result in additional orbital 
angular momentum between the photon and the nucleus, the magnitude and total angular momentum 
it carries off is 1h [Lilley, 2001]. 
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 By the physical conservation law, the angular momentum L of the photon is related to the spin of the 
initial (Ii )  and  final  (If ) nuclear  states,  and  is  given  by the  integer  value  sum of  the  angular 
momentum vectors [Krane, 1988; Lilley, 2001] as: 
Ii  =   If  + L                                                                                                                                   2.33
   
Thus the possible values of of  L  are confined between the smallest and the largest values of  I, is 
shown below: 
|Ii - If |  ≤ L ≤  |Ii + If |                                                                                                                    2.34 
The electric and magnetic multipoles of the same order (L) have opposite parity and the parity of the 
electric multipole radiations is  (-1)L, where as the magnetic multipole radiation has a parity of  (-
1)L+1.  Table 3.2 summarises the angular momemtum and  parity selection rules for gamma decay 
transitions [Krane, 1988; Lilley, 2001]. 
       TABLE 2.2:   Summary of selection rules for gamma decay 
L Multipolarity Transition types
     
Parity change
1 Dipole Electric dipole E1
Magnetic dipole M1
Yes
No
2 Quadrupole Electric dipole E2
Magnetic dipole M2
No
Yes
3 Octupole Electric dipole E3
Magnetic dipole M3
Yes
No
L 2L - pole
Electric 2L - pole
Magnetic 2L - pole
No for even L
Yes for odd L
Yes for even L
No for odd L
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 2.6    Details of Uranium and Thorium decay series
The major primordial radionuclides are members of the 238U, 235U, 232Th series along with the singly 
occurring radionuclide  40K. They are referred to  as primordial  since they have existed since the 
beginning of the earth. Because of their very long half-lives, they can be found in trace amounts in 
the crops,  water, and the land environment  [Khan et al., 2010]. Consequently they form the major 
portion of our natural terrestrial radiation human are exposed to. They have a half-lives of 4.5 billion 
years,  700  million  years,  14.1  billion  years,  and  1.25  billion  years,  respectively 
[ENSDF/NNDC].Their decay sequences are shown schematically in Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.11, and 
details are given in Tables 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5. The decay scheme for 40K is shown in 2.13. 
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 2.6.1    Radium Series (238U Decay chain)  
 
  
  
                                                                    
FIG.2.9: Natural decay series: Uranium-238 (4n + 2 series) [Half-lives: NNDC/ENSDF]
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238U
234Th
234mPa
226Ra
222Rn
214Po 210Po
206Pb210Pb214Pb
214Bi
218Po
22.20 (22) y
      164.3 (20) μs
26.8 (9) m
5.012(5) d19.9 (4) m
210Bi
        138.376 (2) d
234U
230Th
4.468 (3) x 109  y
   24.10 (3) d
1.159 (11) m
   2.455 (6) x105 y
7.54 (3) x104 y
1,600 (7) y
3.82 (3) d
3.098 (12) m 
stable
alpha-decay 
beta-decay 
 TABLE 2.3: 238U series and its associated decay modes, half-lives plus the most intense gamma-ray 
energies and associated emission probabilities (  # no gamma-rays detected; [* NNDC/ENSDF; ** DDEP])
                                                                                 
    Nuclide     Half-life*
  
  Daughter
              
Decay 
Mode
Gamma-ray** 
transition energy 
(keV)
Emission** 
probability (%)
238U
234Th
234mPa
234U
230Th
226Ra
222Rn
218Po
214Pb
214Bi
214Po
210Pb
210Bi
210Po
4.468 (3) x 109 y
24.10 (3) d
1.159 (11) m
2.455 (6) x105 y
7.54 (3) x104 y
1,600 (7) y
3.82 (3) d
3.098 (12) m
26.8 (9) m
19.9 (4) m
164.3 (20) μs
22.20 (22) y
5.012(5) d
138.376 (2) d
234Th
234mPa
234U
230Th
226Ra
222Rn
218Po
214Pb
214Bi
214Po
210Pb
210Bi
210Po
206Pb 
(stable)
α 
β
β
α
α 
α 
α 
α 
β
β
α
β
β
α
49.55 
113.50 
63.30 
92.38 
1001.03 
766.38 
53.20 
67.67 
186.21 
510
#
351.93 
295.224 
241.997 
533.66
785.96 
839.04 
258.87 
274.80 
487.09 
580.13 
480.43 
609.31 
1764.49 
1120.29 
1238.11 
2204.21 
768.35 
1377.66 
934.06 
1729.59 
1407.98 
1847.42 
1509.22 
1155.19 
2447.86 
665.453 
1280.96 
1401.50 
806.173 
2118.55 
1661.28 
1385.31 
799.7 
46.539 
#
803.10
0.0697 (0.0026)
0.0174 (0.0047)
3.75 (0.08)
2.18 (0.19)
0.847 (0.008)
0.323 (0.004)
0.1253 (0.0040)
0.373 (21)
3.555 (0.019)
0.076
#
35.60 (0.07)
18.414 (0.036)
7.268 (0.022)
0.182 (0.006)
1.064 (0.013)
0.587 (0.008)
0.5318 (0.0036)
0.362 (0.010)
0.433 (0.006)
0.3692 (0.006)
0.3371 (0.0041)
45.49 (0.19)
15.31 (0.05)
14.91 (0.03)
5.831(0.014)
4.91 (0.023)
4.89 (0.016)
3.978 (0.011)
3.10 (0.01)
2.844 (0.010)
2.389 (0.008)
2.025 (0.012)
2.128 (0.010)
1.635 (0.007)
1.548 (0.007)
1.530 (0.007)
1.435 (0.006)
1.330 (0.007)
1.262 (0.006)
1.158 (0.005)
1.048 (0.009)
0.795 (0.005)
0.0104 (0.006)
4.252 (0.040)
#
0.00123 (0.00004)
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   2.6.2 Actinium Series (235U Decay chain)  
 
 
 
FIG. 2.10: Schematic of the decay 4n + 3 series Uranium-235 [Half-lives: NNDC/ENSDF]
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207Pb
stable
235U
231Pa
227Th
223Fr
227Ac
223Ra
219Rn
215Po
211Pb
211Bi
207TI
231Th
7.04×108 (1) y
 24.10 (3) d
3.276×104 (11) y
21.772 x 103 (3) y 
18.68 (9) d
11.43 (5) d
3.96 (1) s
1.781(5) ms 
4.77 (3) m
alpha-decay
beta- decay
98.62 %
22.00 (7) m
2.14 (2) m
211Po
36.1 (2 ) m
  51 (3) s
1.38  %
0.28 %
99.7 %
 TABLE 2.4: 235U series and its associated decay modes, half-lives, most intense gamma-ray  
energies, and emission probabilities relative to the number of 235U decays assuming 
secular equilibrium decay.                                                                                        
    Nuclide     Half-life*     Daughter
 
Decay 
Mode
Gamma-ray 
transition energy**
(keV)
Emission 
probability**
(%)
235U
231Th
231Pa
227Ac
227Ac
227Th
223Fr
223Ra
219Rn
215Po
211Pb
211Bi
211Po
207Ti
7.04×108 (1) y
24.10 (3) d
3.276×104 (11) y
21.772 x 103 (3) y
21.772 x 103 (3) y
18.68 (9) d
22.00 (7) m
11.43 (5) d
3.96 (1) s
1.781(5) ms
36.1 (2 ) m
2.14 (2) m
0.516 (3) s
4.77 (3) m 
231Th
231Pa
227Ac
227Th (98.62 %)
223Fr (1.38 %)
223Ra
223Ra
219Rn
215Po
211Pb
211Bi
211Po
207Ti
207Pb (stable)
207Pb (stable)
α 
β
α 
β
α 
α 
β
α 
α 
α 
β
 
β
α 
α 
β
185.720
143.767
163.356 
205.316 
109.19
25.64
84.214 
27.37 
300.060 
302.670 
283.690 
330.060 
#
99.6 
235.976#*
50.13 #*
256.25 #*
329.851#*
300 #*
79.72 #*
286.122 #*
50.10
269.463 
154.208 
323.871
144.27
271.228 
401.81 
438.9 
404.834 
831.984
427.150 
351.03 
897.8
897.8 
57.0  (0.3) 
10.94 (0.06) 
5.08 (0.03)
5.02 (0.03)
1.66 (0.13)
13.9 (0.7)
6.70 (0.07)
10.8 (0.4)
2.41 (0.05)
2.3 (0.3) 
1.65 (0.03)
2.41 (0.05)
#
0.0051 (0.0007)
12.3 (9) #*
8.0 (4) #*
7.0 (4) #*
2.7 (3) #*
2.32 (17) #*
1.8 (18) #*
1.54 (12) #*
33 (7)
14.23 (0.32)
5.84 ( 0.13)
4.06 (0.08)
3.36 ;(0.080
11.07 (0.22)
6.75 (0.22) 
0.058 (0.019)
3.83 ( 0.06)
3.50 (0.05)
1.81 (0.04)
13.00 (0.19)
0.58 (0.019)
0.26 (0.009)
    # no gamma-rays detected  Data source: [* NNDC/ENSDF; ** DDEP; *# Table of Radioactive Isotopes: www.lbl.gov]
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 2.6.3 Thorium Series (232Th Decay chain) 
  
  
                 
   
                                                            
FIG. 2.1:  Schematic decay of the 4n series of Thorium-232 series.  [Half-lives: NNDC/ENSDF]
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232Th
3.66 (4) d
228Ac
224Ra
212Po
220Rn
216Po
212Pb
212Bi
208TI
228Ra
1.40×1010 (1) y
5.75 (3)  y
1.9116 (16) y
3.72 (2) µs
0.145 (2) s
 55.6 (1) s 
3.053 (4) m
60.55 (6) m
alpha-decay
beta- decay228Th
6.15 (2) h
208Pb
stable
10.64 (1) h
               64.04 %
               35.94 %
 TABLE 2.5: Nuclear decay details of the 232Th decay series and its associated decay modes, published half-lives, 
gamma-ray energies and emission probabilities relative to the number of the most intense  characteristic gamma-ray 
energies.  (   # no gamma-rays detected ; Data source: [* NNDC/ENSDF; ** DDEP]).                                                  
    Nuclide     Half-life*     Daughter
 Decay 
Mode
Gamma-ray 
transition energy** 
(keV)
Emission 
probability **
(%)
232Th
228Ra
228Ac
228Th
224Ra
220Rn
216Po
212Pb
212Bi
212Po
208Tl
1.405 x1010 (1) y 
5.75 (3) y 
6.15 (2) h 
1.9116 (16) y 
3.66 (4) d 
55.6 (1) s 
0.145 (2) s
10.64 (1) h 
60.55 minutes 
 
3.72 (2) μs
3.053 (4) m 
228Ra
228Ac
228Th
224Ra 
220Rn
216Po
212Pb
212Bi
208Tl
212Po
208Pb (stable)
208Pb (stable)
α 
β
β
α
α
α
α
β
α
β
β
63.811 
140.88 
13.520 
911.196 
968.96 
338.320 
964.786 
463.002 
794.942 
209.248 
270.242 
1588.200 
328.04 
129.065 
409.460 
1630.618 
772.291
99.505 
755.313
84.373 
215.98 
240.986 
549.76 
804.9 
238.632 
300.089 
115.183 
39.858 
288.18
452.98 
727.330 
1620.50 
785.37 
#
2614.511 
583.187
510.74 
860.53 
277.37 
763.13 
252.71 
0.259 (0.015) 
0.021 (0.006)
1.6 (0.1)
26.2 (0.8) 
15.9 (0.5)
11.4 (0.4) 
4.99 (0.17)
4.45 (0.24)
4.31 (0.14)
3.97 (0.13)
3.55 (0.10)
3.06 (0.12)
3.04 (0.11)
2.50 (0.07) 
2.02 (0.06)
1.52 (0.06)
1.52 (0.06)
1.26 (0.04)
1.03 (0.04) 
1.19 (0.03)
0.246 (0.004)
4.12 (0.04)
0.115 (0.015)
0.0019(0.0003)
43.6 (0.5)
3.18 (0.14)
0.624 (0.023)
1.07 (0.01)
0.32 (0.02)
0.34 (0.03)
6.65 (0.04)
1.51 (0.03) 
1.11 (0.01)
#
99.755 (0.004)
85.0 (0.3)
22.5 (0.2)
12.4 (0.1)
6.6 (0.3)
1.80 (0.02)
0.78 (0.02)
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 CHAPTER THREE
Radiological Effects and Dose concepts
3.0.  Biological effect of radiation and dose concept 
Biological systems are constantly being exposed to radiation from naturally occurring sources. The 
interactions between our bodies and these radiation involves a transfer of radiation energy to the 
tissues [Lilley, 2001].  Radiation can damage living tissue by changing cell structure and damaging 
DNA.  The amount of damage depends upon the type of radiation, its energy and the total amount of 
radiation absorbed [EPA, 2012]. In addition,  some cells are more sensitive to radiation than others. 
Since damage is at the cellular level, the effect from small or even moderate exposure may not be 
measurable.  These result into an indirect bio-molecular damage in a time-scale of 10-7 seconds to 
several hours  [EPA, 2012]. In addition, noticeable effects may occur over several days to weeks, 
leading to possible death of cells or even the whole organism. Certain biological effects which are 
difficult to notice could lead to cancer, and a possible transmission of some genetic defect to future  
generations.  
The  effects  of  ionizing  radiation  on  a  biological  system can  arise  due  to  internal  and  external 
exposure. Generally, internal exposure is by the ingestion of food or water, or inhalation of particles 
or  aerosol.  For  example,  inhalation  of  radon  gas  (222Rn)  which  is  of  terrestial  origin  from the 
238U(226Ra) series could lead to exposure internally. In fact, due to their long half-lives, most of the 
primordial  radionuclides  such as  238U,  232Th,  and 40K can still  be  found trace  amounts  and they 
eventually find their ways into food and drinks  [Shiraishi, Kunio, et al. 2000; Yu and Mao, 1999;  
Tahir and Alaamer, 2009; Escareno and Vega, 2011]. The calculated internal dose depends on both 
the biological  and physical  factors  of the radiating and absorbing material.  The physical  factors 
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 include  the  energy  and  half-life  of  the  radiactive  source,  where  as  the  biological  includes  the 
distribution of the radioisotope within the body, which also depends on its bio - kinetic behaviour 
such as: absorption and turnover rates, and retention times in the various organs and tissues.  
Biological effects of radiation have been investigated for many decades and are still on-going [IAEA,  
1999]. Due to its applications in many areas of our lives, it becomes critical to assess its harmful 
effects, with a view to set safety limits for exposure and good work practice. An evaluation of the 
amount of ionisation which occurred and the energy absorbed by particular cells associated with 
biological  effectiveness can be considered in  terms of  radiation dose measurements.  The  ICRP 
reports  [ICRP 103,  2007;  ICRP 78,  1997  ] give  recommendations  of  the  latest  biological  and 
physical information with respect to radiation sources and exposure vis-a-vis a safety standard. 
3.1 Dose Concepts: Absorbed dose, Equivalent dose, Effective dose, 
3.1.1 Absorbed dose 
This  is  used  to  assess  the  potential  for  biochemical  changes  in  specific  tissues.  For  radiation 
protection purposes, it is useful to define an average dose for a tissue or organ whose mass ranges 
from less than 10g for the ovaries to over 70 kg for the whole body [Mattsson and Söderberg, 2013], 
and is expressed as: 
DT =
ε T
mT
where ЄT  is the total energy deposited in a mass  mT  of tissue or organ.  
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 3.1.2 Equivalent dose
Equivalent  Dose  addresses  the  impact  that  the  type  of  radiation  has  on  the  exposed  tissue.  It 
determines  the  level  of  biological  damage  expected  due  absorbed  dose  since  different  types  of 
radiation have different damaging properties. Since all radiation used in diagnostic medicine has the 
same low-harm potential, the absorbed dose and the equivalent dose are numerically the same, and 
only the units are different.  For diagnostic radiation, the equivalent dose in milliSievert (mSv) is 
equal to the absorbed dose in milliGray (mGy). 
3.1.3 Effective dose
This dose is obtained by adjusting the absorbed dose for the relative biological effect of the type of 
radiation being measured, taking into account that certain levels of particular radiation can be more 
harmful to living tissue than the same amount due a different kind of radiation. It is used to assess the 
potential for long-term effects that might occur in the future. The effective dose is thus a calculated 
value measured in mSv, taking into consideration  the absorbed dose to all organs of the body, the 
relative harm level of the radiation, and radio – sensitivities of each organ. It relates to the overall 
long-term risk to a person from a procedure, is useful for comparing risks from different procedures 
and is thus not applied to a specific person or patient.
The effective biological dose due to radiation HT, can be estimated using the following relation: 
∑= RTRT DwSvH ,)(                      3.1 
where DTR is the absorbed dose due to radiation in units of gray (Gy) average over the tissue organ T 
due to radiation  R. The term HT is measured in sieverts (Sv), and the summation is taken over all 
sources irradiating the target tissue. The term wR is the radiation weighing factor and its values for 
different radiations are given in Table 3.1. It has been introduced since different kinds of radiation 
can produce different biological effects on the body tissue 
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  Table 3.1:  Weighing factor (wR ) for different radiations
 Radiation Type          Energy range Weighting factor 
(WR)
Photons (X, gamma, beta)   
Neutrons
Protons  and charged pions  
Alpha particles, fission fragments, heavy ions  
All energies
< 10 keV
10 – 100 keV
100 keV – 2 MeV
2 – 20 MeV
> 20 MeV
< 20 MeV
1
5
10
20
10
5
2
20
      Source: [ICR103, 2007; ICRP, 2006]
A term weighing factor WT  is introduced to assess the varying level of radiation sensitivities of the 
different cells in the body. Consequently, the sum of the weighted equivalent doses in all tissues, 
referred to as the effective equivalent dose HE, is given as:  
∑= TTE HwSvH )(                   3.1
 According to [ICRP, 1996], the values assigned to weighing factors are giving in Table 3.2.
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 Table 3.2:     Tissue Weighing factor WT for different body tissues
Tissue Type Weighting factor 
(WT)
Sum of  (WT)
Values
- Bone-marrow (red), colon, lung, stomach, breast, 
remainder tissues 
- Gonads 
- Bladder, oesophagus, liver, thyroid -
- Bone surface, brain, salivary glands, skin 
- Whole body total
0.12
0.08
0.04
0.01
-
0.12
0.08
0.04
0.01
1.00 
         Source: [ICRP, 1996; ICRP103, 2007]
3.2 Risk Assessment
This consists of an objective evaluation of risk associated with ionizing radiation radiation. In the 
context  of  public  health,  it  is  a  process  of  quantifying  the  probability  of  a  harmful  effect  to 
individuals  or  populations  from certain  human  activities  [Eisenbud  and  Gessel,  1997;  Filicetti,  
2014].
In  assessing  the  risk,  three  important  factors  to  be  considered  are  Hazard  Identification,  Dose-
Response analysis, and Exposure Quantification, with each relating to the quantitative nature of the 
radiation and its strength, the relationship between dose and the probability of effect, and the amount 
of dose that individual or population will receive, respectively. 
                  
The detrimental effects of ionising radiation on individuals are classified into somatic or hereditary, 
depending on whether the affect is on the exposed individual or his/her descendants, respectively 
[Lilley, 2001]. Furthermore, somatic effects can either be deterministic or stochastic. Deterministic 
effects is when there is a threshold below which no detrimental effects are noticed, and the severity 
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 depends on the dose. Thresholds exist only above which the effects will occur. The International 
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) considers that if the annual radiation doses to the 
lens of the eyes of radiation workers are restricted to 150 mSv (equivalent to 150 mGy for X-ray), 
Cataracts are unlikely to occur during his/her life assuming a working period of 50 years  [ICRP,  
1997].
For stochastic effects, there is apparently no threshold and the severity of the damage is independent 
of the quantity of the dose causing it. For example the most important delayed effect of radiation is  
cancer.  The risk of developing the cancer varies linearly with the dose and finite risk exists even at  
very low doses. The severity of the cancer does not increase with increasing dose but instead, a 
greater  probability  that  it  will  develop,  e.g.  radiation  induced  cancer  and/  or  genetic  effects. 
Calculating the risk of stochastic effects involves risk factors that vary with different parts of the 
body. 
3.2.1   Dose Assessment
A dose is a quantitative measure of radiation energy absorbed by a unit mass of material. The unit of 
dose is the gray (Gy) and is defined as a unit of energy per unit mass of a body, or (1 J/Kg) [Knoll, 
2008]. Naturally occurring radioactive materials can give rise to both internal and external human 
radiation doses, with the decay products from the  238U,  232Th series and  40K representing the main 
external sources natural radiation to the human body.  The total absorbed gamma dose rate due to 
these sources can be calculated from the specific activity of each nuclide. 
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           Dose rate
The outdoor air-absorbed dose rate  D, due to terrestrial gamma rays at 1 meter above the ground 
level can be calculated from the activity concentration values of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K in a soil sample. 
Its unit is nGy/h and can be determined from the following [UNSCEAR, 2000]: 
                                                             3.1 
where Ax is the mean specific activity of 226Ra, 232Th or 40K in Bq/kg, while Cx is the corresponding 
dose conversion factor in nGy/h as reported by [Saito, et al., 1990; Singh et al., 2005]. Thus (5.12) 
can be re-written as:  
 
                                3.2
These factors were originally derived from Monte Carlo calculation using mathematical phantoms 
and assumed that  all  the  decay  products  of  226Ra and  232Th are  in  radioactive  equilibrium.  The 
published maximal admissible (permissible) dose rate is 55nGy/h [UNSCEAR, 1993].
          Radium equivalent activity 
Radium equivalent, Raeq  is used to assess hazards associated with materials containing 226Ra, 232Th 
and 40K nuclides. The values  were calculated on the assumption that 370 Bq/kg of 226Ra or 260 
Bq/kg of 232Th or 4810 Bq/kg  of 40K produce the same gamma dose rate [Berekta, 1985; Kumar et 
al., 2003] and can be expressed as:
                                                        3.3
where ARa,  ATh, and AK are the specific activities (Bq kg–1) of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K, respectively. The 
published maximum permissible value for this is 370 Bq/kg [UNSCEAR, 2000]. 
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D=∑
X
Ax.Cx
KThRa AAAD 0417.0604.0462.0 ++=
)077.0()43.1( ×+×+= KThRaeq AAARa
           External and Internal hazard index 
The external hazard index  Hex is used to evaluate the danger of natural gamma radiation  and its 
purpose is to restrict the radiation dose to  permissible dose equivalent limit of 1 mSv/y [Ibrahim, 
1999; CRP, 1990]. Determininng this index is based on a model proposed in previous studies and is 
defined by the equation below [Brekta, 1985, Kumar, 2003, Amrani, 2001]      
H ex =
ARa
370
+
ATh
259
+
AK
4810
< 1               3.4   
where ARa,  ATh, and AK are the specific activities (Bq kg–1) of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K, respectively. The 
value of this index must be less than unity in order to keep the radiation hazard insignificant.  The 
criterion considered by the model is that the maximum value of the external hazard due to gamma-
rays  corresponds  to  a  maximum  radium-equivalent  activity  of  370  Bq/kg  for  the  material 
[UNSCEAR, 1982; Zvara, et al. 1994]. 
Similarly, the internal hazard index, Hin , is defined as:
Hin =
ARa
185
+
ATh
259
+
AK
4810
< 1                                               3.5
where ARa, ATh, and AK  are the specific activities in Bq kg–1 for 226Ra, 232Th and 40K, respectively. The 
internal hazard index must be less than unity for its dangers posed by these nuclides to be insignific-
ant. 
       Annual effective dose rate (AEDE)
The AEDE is the dose received by an adult given an average worldwide outdoor occupancy factor of 
~ 20% [UNSCEAR, 2000]. Its unit is mSv/y and is derived from the absorbed dose rate in air (equa-
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 tion 5.17) using a conversion factor of 0.7 Sv Gy–1 and  expressed by the following equation [Dov-
lete, 2004]: 
AEDE  =   2.07.0910
610
36524)
910
( ××
−
×××
Gy
Sv
Gy
mGy
y
day
day
h
h
Gy
D   
AEDE  =   
131023.1 −−×× mSvyD                                                            3.6 
The  world  average  annual  effective  dose  equivalent  (AEDE)  from  outdoor  terrestrial  gamma 
radiation is 460 μSv/year [UNSCEAR, 2000]. 
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 CHAPTER FOUR 
Gamma-Rays Interaction with Matter, 
Semi-conductors And Radiation Detection
4.1 Gamma-rays Interaction with Matter
Gamma rays are high – energy photons emitted from excited and some stable nuclear. They interact 
with matter in three primary ways; the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and pair production. 
In  addition  to  these  three  processes,  there  are  several  less  probable  processes  such  Rayleigh 
scattering.  All  these processes  involve  a  partial  or  complete  transfer  of  the  photon  energy  to 
electrons.  The  principle  of radiation  detection  is  based  on  sensing  the  ionization  due  to  these 
excitations  created  when  the  high-energy  electrons  move  through  a  material  [Knoll,  2010]. 
Experimentally, the photoelectric interactions are dominant at low energy, pair production at high 
energy (> 5 MeV) while Compton interactions take place predominantly in the mid-energy range. 
The mechanism of energy loss due to these processes is mainly by a succession of inelastic atomic 
collision, leaving behind a trail of ionized atoms. They all contribute to the observed response of the 
HPGe  detector,  however,  the  major  contribution  to  the  to  the  full-energy  peak  is  likely  to  be 
photoelectric absorption followed by Compton scattering, and finally pair production as discussed 
below. 
4.1.1    Photoelectric Effect 
Photoelectric absorption occurs when a photon interacts with an atom within the absorber and the 
photon is completely absorbed into the material. In its place, an energetic photoelectron is ejected by 
the atom from one of its bounds shell, usually the K-shell, with a photo electron (Ee) energy given 
by: 
Ee- = Eγ – Eb                             4.1
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 where Eb represents the binding energy of the photoelectron in its original shell, while Eγ  ( = hν)  is 
the energy of the incident gamma photon  (fig. 4.1) [Gilmore, 1988]. The photoelectric effect is the 
predominant attenuation mechanism for photon energies in the range ≤ 200 keV. 
The probability that a given photon will undergo photoelectric absorption can be expressed in terms 
of  its  cross-section  σ [Gilmore,  1988;  Knoll,  2000]. The  cross-section  measures  the  degree  of 
absorption and attenuation of  gamma-rays  as  they pass  through a medium and is  found to vary 
approximately with atomic number (Z) of the absorber material and the gamma energy (Eγ) as:  
σ ∝ Z
n
Eγ
m                  4.2
where  n  and  m  range from 3 to 5, depending on the energy. Equation 4.2 shows that heavier atoms 
absorb gamma radiation more effectively than lighter atoms. The ideal detector material therefore 
should be of higher  Z, provided its charge collection efficiency is satisfactory[Knoll,  2000]. The 
photo-electric attenuation coefficient μPE, can be derived from Eqtn. 4.3 as follows: 
μPE = σ × ρ ×
N A
A
                      4.3
where  ρ is the density of the absorbing material,  A its average atomic mass and  NA the Avogadro 
constant. 
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                              (a)            
                                         ○
          
             
                (b)                   
                                      
               Fig. 4.1:    (a)      Schematic mechanism of mechanism of photoelectric absorption and 
                                 (b)      Emission of fluorescence X-rays.                   Source: [Gilmore, 1988]
4.1.2     Compton Scattering 
Compton scattering involves the scattering of photons by charged particles  in which energy and 
momentum are transferred to the charged particle and the photon scattered with a reduced energy and 
change in momentum. Generally, in the description the electron is considered to be the target and 
initially  at  rest  where  as  the  projectile  is  a  photon due to  an X-ray  photon or  gamma radiation 
[Gilmore,  1988].  Interaction  between  the  particles  results  into  a  scattered  photon  and  a  recoil 
electron with energies E'γ = hv and Ec, respectively. The energy distribution depends on the scattering 
angle  θ between the directions of the incident photon and the scattered one (fig. 4.2); the energy 
difference between the two transferred to the electron as kinetic energy. 
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              FIG. 4.2:    The mechanism of Compton scattering interaction due to gamma rays.
                      Source: [Gilmore, 1988]              
For  a  single  Compton scattered  events,  and taking into account  the  conservation  of  energy and 
momentum, the rest-mass energy Ee = mc2 = 0.511 MeV of the electron can be expressed as: 
                                                       4.4
where Eγ  and  E'γ  are the incident gamma-ray and scattered gamma-ray energies, respectively. If θ is 
the angle the scattered photon made with respect to the direction of the incident photon, we have
           
             4.5
When  θ = 0, the scattering is directly forward from the interaction point, Ee  turns out to be 0 and 
no energy is transferred to the detector; and when the gamma-ray is back-scattered such that 
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 θ = 1800, the terms in the bracket (Eqtn., 4.5) would still be < 1 and thus only a fraction of the 
gamma-ray energy will be transferred to the recoil electron. At intermediate scattering angles, the 
amount of energy transferred to the electron must be between those two extremes. This angle-energy 
transfer  relationship  is  depicted  in  Figure  4.3.  The Compton scattering  absorption  cross-section, 
given by the symbol σ , is related to the atomic number of the material and the energy of the gamma 
rays as: 
 ∝ f E                       4.6
where Eγ  is the gamma energy of interest. Eqtn. 4.6 is analogous to 4.3
  
       
     FIG. 4.3:    Energy transfer-absorbtion on a material at various angles due to Compton effect
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 4.1.3 Pair Production 
Pair  production  occurs  when  the  gamma-ray  photon  interacts  directly  on  a  nucleus  within  its 
Coulomb field, converting it into an electron and a positron pair [Gilmore, 1988], with momentum 
and energy being conserved in the  process. The electron slows down then interacts with another 
atomic electron then annihilates. The original electron in the pair loses energy directly by scattering. 
This is observed in elements with high Z number and occurs if the energy available is equals to or 
greater than 1.022 MeV; the total rest-mass energy of the particles. The dynamics of this interaction 
can be expressed as:  
where  Eγ   > 1.022 MeV                                               4.7
where  Eγ,  m0,  c2, and  Ee-  are the gamma-ray energy, rest-mass of an electron, speed of light, and 
the kinetic energy of the electron, respectively. 
The pair production process is pronounced only for high energy gamma-rays (~5-10 MeV) and the 
net energy absorbed within the detector due to this process can be expressed as follows:
Ee = Eγ  - 1022 (keV)               4.8.  
When the positron is slowed down to its thermal energy due to interaction with detector material, it 
collides with atomic electrons until it forms a positron system, which annihilates, producing two 511 
keV gamma-rays. 
These rays can be absorbed or escape being detected by the detector as evidence by the so-called 
'escape peak' in the gamma-ray spectra. The probability of these processes occurring depends on both 
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 the Z number and energy of the gamma photon. The relative importance of the three interactions 
within a germanium crystal is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
                    
   
            
             FIG. 4.4: Linear absorption coefficient and the three major interactions processes 
             in a Germanium.                                                               Source: [Sakanoue, 1994]
The line on the left represents the energies at which photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering 
process can equally and possibly occur depending on the atomic number, while the one on the right 
represents the energy at which Compton scattering and pair production processes are equally possible 
[Knoll, 2000]. The plot defines the three prominent regions where each of the above three  processes 
dominates.  For silicon and germanium, the photoelectric process is dominant below 50 keV and be-
low 150 keV, respectively [Vetter, 2007]. In the mid-energy range, the likely contribution is from the 
Compton process while at higher energies pair production is the most dominant process. 
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 4.2  Gamma-Rays Attenuation 
Attenuation is a gradual loss of photon intensity through any kind through a material medium, which 
eventually affects its propagation. This occurs when mono – energetic gamma rays are collimated 
into a narrow beam and allowed to strike a detector after passing through an absorber of variable 
thickness [Knoll, 2000]. The three interaction processes discussed previously remove the gamma-ray 
photons from a "pencil"  beam either by absorption or scattering the rays away from the detector 
direction. This decrease in gamma-intensity can be defined by a fixed probability of occurrence per 
unit length in the absorber. The sum of this probability, called the linear attenuation coefficient μ can 
be expressed in terms of thegamma-ray photon removed and is given as: 
 μ   = photoelectric effect   +  Compton  effect  +  pair production                     4.9
Generally, a fast charged particle loses energy via the action of its electric field on the atoms it en-
counters as it passes through a material [Lilley, 2001]. The attenuation of the particle’s energy leads 
to gradual loss of its intensity and eventually limits the distance travelled. Gamma – ray attenuation 
differs qualitatively from that of either beta or alpha radiation because both alpha and beta can be 
stopped completely by the absorbing material, whereas gamma-rays cannot be absorbed completely. 
The determination of gamma-ray attenuation with matter is important in assessing the effectiveness 
of gamma-ray shielding, to correct for self-absorption within the sources, provided mass attenuation 
of the material is known [Gilmore, 2011]. For low – level radioactivity measurements involving en-
vironmental samples, a significant gamma-ray attenuation is possible. This effect depends on several 
factors such as the gamma-ray energy, the geometry and the type and/or density of the sample itself, 
and therefore correction has to be made in the course of the analysis [Neilson and Reilly, 2009]. 
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 According to Lilley [2001], the specific energy loss, also known as the stopping power of a material 
for heavy charged particles can expressed by the  Bethe-Bloch equation given below: 
−dE
dx
= ze
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
2 4Z  N A
Amv2
[ ln 2mv
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I
−ln 1−2− 2]                                                     4.10
where  β = v/c  = speed of the particle relative to  c  ;  E its energy; x the distance travelled by the 
particle; e = magnitude of the electron charge; v = velocity of the particle; c the speed of light; m0 the 
rest mass of the electron; n the electron density of the absorber; I = average excitation and ionisation 
potential of the absorber; Ze = charge of the primary particle (proton) of the absorber; ε0 the vacuum 
permittivity; A = atomic mass number; Z = no. of proton;  ρ = density of stopping material, and fi-
nally NA = Avogardro’s number  
As the particle loses energy, the stopping power increases with the distance travelled until it reaches 
a maximum (the Bragg peak) close to the end of the path, after which it drops abruptly to zero and 
the particle comes to rest. The Bragg-curve has an important consequences in nuclear medicine, in 
particular in the treatment of localised tumours using radiation from heavy charged – particles such 
as protons and 12C [Lilley, 2001].
An important qauntity for characterising the transmission of gamma-ray photons through a material 
is its linear coefficient, which according to [Medhat, 2009] is defined as the ''the probability of a ra-
diation interacting with a material per unit path length".          
If  I  and  I0  are the intensities of the gamma-rays after and before attenuation, respectively,  and t 
the thickness of the material, then the basic attenuation law of photons, known as Beers law, is given 
as:
I = I 0 e
μ t  4.11
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 The mass attenuation coefficient of this interaction, denoted by  μm,  depends on the energy of the 
incoming γ-ray photons and not on the physical state of a given absorber, and can be expressed as:
       
                                                                                                                                        4.12
where ρ represents the density of the absorber medium. Consequently, the law of mass attenuation 
coefficient for gamma-rays now takes the form: 
                      
or 
I = I 0 e
−μm ρ t                        4.13
         
The term ρt, known as the mass thickness of the absorber has units of mg/cm2. 
4.3 Semiconductors
A semiconductor operates based on the presence of either excess electrons or holes. It is referred to 
as  n-type if it  has excess electron and a  p-type when it has excess of holes. The combination of 
excess holes and excess electrons creates a depletion layer where the excess charge carriers cancel 
each other. This layer is sensitive to radiation and is the active medium for semiconductor detector 
(Fig. 4.5). This region is normally very thin and when the n-region is connected to a positive terminal 
while the p-region to the negative terminal, the size of the depletion layer increases and making it 
thicker,  resulting  to  what  is  known as  a  reverse-biased  junction  [Gilmore,  1988].  The  junction 
effectively  increases  the  electric  field  in  the  depleted  zone  and  thus  the  rate  and  efficiency  of 
collection by charge carriers at the electrode also increases [Knoll, 2000 ]. In a pure semiconductor, 
the application of thermal excitation can create all the electrons and holes in both the conduction and 
valence band, respectively. 
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 The mechanism of radiation detection by semiconductors can be described in terms of the band 
structure. The periodic lattice in atoms of solid materials contains a fixed number of electrons which 
are structured into what are called ‘energy bands’. These are the valence band or the lower energy 
band (which have filled energy levels) and the conduction band or the energy upper band (which has 
unfilled energy levels). These two bands are separated by regions that are forbidden to electrons. The 
size of this region (also known as ''band-gap'') determines whether the material is a semiconductor or 
insulator  [Knoll, 2000]. A band gap  ≥ 5 eV will categorize the material as an insulator  [Gilmore,  
2008] while for semiconductors it is of the order of 1 eV (Figure 4.5). The gap is an energy barrier 
that must be overcome to move an electron from the valence to the conduction band; or simply the 
energy to free an electron from the binding energy. It represents an energy threshold for electron 
mobility and this feature is exploited when semiconductors are used for radiation detection [Ranger,  
1999]. 
           FIG. 4.5:  Band structure and electron energies for insulators and semiconductors for 
            an n-type semiconductor.    
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 The  conduction  band  contains  free  migrating  electrons  and  they  contribute  to  the  electrical 
conductivity of the material. The valence band on the other hand corresponds to outer-shell electrons 
that are bound to specific lattice sites within the crystal material. If these electrons can be made to 
migrate into suitable energy levels across the two bands in the presence of an external electric field 
applied, a flow of current takes place [Gilmore, 2008]. However, the probability of an electron being 
promoted to the conduction band per unit time strongly depends on temperature as given by equation 
4.14 [Knoll, 2010].
                   4.14 
where T = absolute temperature; Eg = band gap energy; k = Boltzman constant; C = proportionality 
constant and is characteristic of the material. 
This means that to reduce the leakage current and make it easier to detect extra excitation due to 
photon interactions, the material must be cooled to sufficiently low temperature. This is achieved by 
decreasing  the  number  of  electrons  in  the  conduction  band  using  a  cryostat  containing  liquid 
hydrogen as a cooling agent. Also, the detector is reverse-biased. 
Equation 4.14 also shows that the  probability of charge excitation critically depends on the ratio of 
the band gap energy.  At any sub-zero temperature, it  is possible for the valence electron to gain 
enough  energy  to  cross  the  band-gap  into  the  conduction  band  while  simultaneously  leaving  a 
corresponding vacancy in the full valence band, referred to as a hole which is positively charged. At 
that instant another electron from the lower energy band moves up to fill the hole-vacancy in the 
valence band, while the hole it leaves behind can be filled by another electron from a lower energy 
band.  The  holes  are  being  shuffled  continuously  and  in  the  presence  of  an electric  field,  a  net 
migration of both the electrons and holes takes place. The holes effectively move a positive charge to 
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 the  negative  terminal  while  the  electron  moves  to  the  positive  contact,  which  finally  produces 
electrical signal that is sent to the preamplifier and the Multi Channel Analyser (MCA). According to 
[Knoll, 2000], the electron-hole pair combinations are the fundamental information carriers and their 
motion in applied electric field generates the basic electrical signal from the detector.    
4.3.1   Effects of Impurities on a Semiconductor 
The electrical properties of a material can be altered when crystal impurities and lattice defects in 
low concentration are intentionally introduced into the material.  The process is called ‘doping’ and 
the impurity is known as ‘dopant’ [Krane, 1988]. In general, an increase in doping concentration af-
fords an increase in conductivity due to the higher concentration of carriers available for conduction. 
    n-Type semiconductor
For n-type semiconductors, a pentavalent group  V element (e.g. Phosphorous or Antimony) of the 
periodic table is added to a given tetravalent semiconductor, e.g. silicon or germanium in order to op-
timise some of its properties  [Knoll, 2010]. Atoms from the added impurities will now occupy a 
‘substitutional site’ within the crystal lattice, taking the place of a normal silicon atom (Fig. 4.10). 
Four of the valence electrons surrounding the dopant’s atom would now be used for the covalent 
bond in the lattice, while the fifth extra ‘orphan’ electron remains loosely bound to the original im-
purity site. These are referred to as ‘donor impurities’ since they readily contribute electrons to the 
conduction band [Gilmore, 2008]. The extra electrons can now occupy a position within the forbid-
den energy gap, making the energy spacing between the donor levels and the base of the conduction 
band becomes sufficiently small. For that reason, the probability of thermal excitation as shown by 
equation 4.14 would therefore be high enough to ensure that a large fraction of all the donor impurit-
ies are ionized. 
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  p-Type semiconductor
In a p-type semiconductor, a trivalent impurity from the group III element (e.g. Boron or Alumini-
um) is added to a lattice site of silicon semiconductor (which is tetravalent) with the impurity oc-
cupying a ‘substitutional site’. This has one fewer electron than the surrounding silicon atoms and 
thus one covalent bond is left unsaturated. The vacancy created is effectively a hole similar to that 
left behind when a normal valence electron is excited to the conduction band, but its energy charac-
teristics slightly different. An electron filling this hole even though bound to specific location, is 
loosely attached than a typical valence electron. This type of impurities are called ‘acceptor impurit-
ies’ and they creates electron sites within the forbidden energy gap at the top of the valence band. 
In general, normal excitation in the crystal assures that there will always be some electrons present to 
fill the vacancies created by the acceptor impurities and since the energy difference between acceptor 
sites and the top of the valence band is small, a large percentage of all acceptor sites are filled by the 
thermally excited electrons. 
4.4 Radiation detection 
The three major types of radiation detectors are the gas, scintillation and semiconductor detectors 
[Knoll, 2000]. The difference between each detector depends on the state of the detecting medium, 
be it gaseous, liquid or solid material. In general, methods of radiation detection are based on the 
excitation and ionization of atoms within the detector due to passage of charged particle through the 
three processes, namely: photoelectric effect,  Compton scattering,  and pair  production.  The most 
frequently used detector for gamma spectrometry is the Hyper-Pure Germanium (HPGe) detector. 
Due to  its  relatively  good energy  resolution,  the  HPGe is  very  efficient  and ideal  for  studying 
complex gamma spectrum and radiation behaviours [Gilmore, 2008]. 
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 One  desirable  requirement  for  a  radiation  detector  is  to  have  a  high  absorption  coefficient  for 
incoming radiation so that  a high probability of complete absorption of the incident photons is 
possible. The absorption coefficient is a function of the atomic number Z of the material. Secondly, 
the detector material must allow the charge to be collected and presented in the form of electrical 
signal. This can be achieved by supplying an electric field across the detector material to flush out 
the charge carriers out of the detector for subsequent measurement  [Gilmore, 2008]. The detector 
material should also have as many electron-hole pairs  as possible  per  unit  energy.  The intrinsic 
properties of the Germanium crystal which make it suitable for radiation detection are given in Table 
4.1. below.  
            TABLE 4.1:  Intrinsic properties of Germanium crystals for radiation detection.
Properties Germanium (Ge)  Crystal
Atomic Numbe, Z
Atomic Weight, A
Density (300 K) g/cm3
Forbidden energy (band) gap in eV
                      300 K
   0 K
Electron Mobility cm2/V s
   300 K
   77 K
Hole mobility cm2/V s
   300 K
   77 K
Energy per electron hole pairs in eV 
     77 K
32
72.60
5.32
0.665
0.746
3900
36000
1900
42000
2.96
                                 Source: [Knoll, 2010]
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 4.5       HPGe Detector:   Operational Characteristics
High purity germanium detectors (or HPGe) are referred to as ‘intrinsic’ because some impurities 
have been added into it, thus giving it different electrical properties. Unlike NaI detectors, the HPGe 
detetectors transform photons directly into charge carriers [Knoll, 2000]. The interaction of photons 
within  a  HPGe detector  within  its  depletion  region creates  charge  carriers  (also known as  elec-
tron-hole pairs) which are swept by the effect of the electric field. This happens when a reverse-bias 
voltage is applied to the collecting electrodes. A charge sensitive preamplifier converts the total num-
ber of the collected electrons to an electric pulse whose size is proportional to the photon's  energy 
and is deposited in the detector [Krane, 1988].  Some characteristics of the HPGe detector are dis-
cussed below.   
  Configuration 
The HPGe detector is cylindrical in shape with a coaxial geometry. The outer cylindrical surface of 
the germanium crystal has an n-type electrode while a cylindrical p-type contact make up the inner 
surface of an axial well in the core of the crystal, where part of the central core is removed. This  
configuration is called "closed-ended coaxial and is illustrated in Figure 4.16. The close-ended co-
axial geometry is the most adopted type compared to that of true axial because it prevents leakage 
current that might be produced at the front surface of the detector. Secondly, it provides a planar front 
surface with a thin electrical contact which helps the weakly penetrating low energy radiation to be 
detected. 
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   FIG.   4.6: (a) Cross-sectional view across the axis of a p-type coaxial HPGe cylindrical crystal
   showing the outer n-type electrode extended over the flat front.  (b) Cross-sectional view perpen 
   dicular to the cylindrical axis of the crystal                                                              Source:  [Knoll, 2000] 
 
Operation
The operation of a germanium detector at room temperature is not possible due to its small band-gap 
of  0.7 eV which leads to a thermally-induced leakage current. For that reason, it must be cooled to 
reduce the leakage current to a level where the associated noise does not affects its superior energy 
resolution [Knoll, 2000]. To achieve that, the temperature is reduced to 77 K (-1960C) through the 
use of an insulated dewar, which is a reservoir of liquid nitrogen kept in thermal contact with the de-
tector. The arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 4.7. 
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 FIG. 4.7: Schematic of Detector-cryostat and dewar showing vacuum capsule and associated parts 
Source: [Knoll, 2010] 
4.5.2     Characterisation
Some  important  characteristics  that  define  the  operating  performance  of  gamma-ray  detecting 
systems  include  energy  resolution  and  full  –  peak  detection   efficiency.  Prior  to  any  sample 
measurement, the detector should be appropriately calibrated for energy and efficiency. This is to 
avoid potential sources of calibration error, which include: energy shift, peak width, effect of source/ 
detector distance, effects of sample density, inaccurate decay corrections, live-time corrections, etc 
[Gilmore, 2008]. In practice, the radioactive sources to be used for calibration must be suitable for 
the intended purpose, and also the calibrated spectrum should be of high quality if the results are to 
be  relied  upon.  An  IAEA  TECDOC-619 report  for  nuclear  data  calibration  has  been  strongly 
recommended for this purpose.  
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    Energy Calibration
Energy calibration of a system converts channel numbers to energy, relating the peak positions (also 
known as channel number) and the corresponding, measured gamma-ray energies [Gilmore, 2008]. 
This is done by measuring a spectrum of a given standard source and comparing the measured peak 
position with energy. Irrespective of the gamma source in use, it is important that calibration ener-
gies cover the entire range of interest. For this calibration, it is sufficient that the energies of the 
gamma rays (or X-rays) it emits be known to a satisfactory degree of accuracy; the strength (activity) 
of the source need not be known. For a HPGe system, plot of the linear fit of the photon's energy and 
channel number gives essentially a straight line over most of the energy range. The energies obtained 
due to   non-linear  calibration line would be within ~ 0.5  keV  over the entire  range of interest. 
[Gilmore. 2008]. 
      Efficiency Calibration
The (energy dependent) efficiency of a detector relates the number of detected photons to incident 
photons within a detector volume. When a charged radiation such as alpha and beta particles are in-
side the active volume of the detector, excitations and ionizations take place immediately. In the case 
of neutral or uncharged particles like gamma – rays or neutrons, they must first undergo primary 
transfer interactions and travel significant distances within the detector volume before being detected 
[Knoll, 2010]. A knowledge of the ratio of photons emitted by a sample to those detected by the de-
tector is therefore critical. It is important also that these radionuclides which are used for the calibra-
tion have well-defined gamma – ray emission probabilities and that a source of known certified 
activity is employed.  
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 The measured Full-energy Peak Efficiency (FEPE) for a specific detector is energy dependent and 
depends on the detection system, the sample geometry and source matrix, each having different dens-
ities [Saegusa, 2004]. A polynomial equation can be used to fit the efficiency response curve by in-
terpolation can later  used to determine the the efficiency at any point within range of gamma-ener-
gies.   
The two main efficiency parameters for a detector are the absolute and intrinsic efficiencies [Knoll,  
2000]. In radioactive assay measurements, the full-energy peak absolute efficiency (εabs) is adopted 
for detector characterization and is defined as the number of radiation events detected in a given in-
terval divided by the number of radiation quanta (particles or photons) emitted by a radiation source 
(in all directions) within the same interval [Ranger, 1999]. This depends on the upon the geometrical 
arrangements, primarily the distance from the source to the detector [Knoll, 2000;  Gilmore, 2008],  
and can be expressed as: 
 absolute =
no.of pulses recorded at the full−energy peak
no.of gamma−rays of that energy emitted bya source       4.15
The intrinsic efficiency εint  on the other hand is the probability that a given photon of energy incident 
on the detector will be completely absorbed. It is defined as: 
intrinsic =
number of pulses recorded at full−energy peak
number of gamma−raysincident on the detector                                                     4.16
The intrinsic efficiency is primarily a function of the detector material, radiation energy and physical 
thickness. It also depends on the source-to detector distance because the average path length of the 
radiation through the detector will slightly change with spacing [Knoll, 2010]. 
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    Detector resolution 
The ability of a detector to discriminate between closely – spaced full energy peaks depends on its 
energy resolution. This is determined by the width of the peaks. A good resolution makes it possible 
to separate and identify two gamma lines that are close to each other in intrinsic energy. In most 
spectra the horizontal position of the peak is determined by the gamma ray’s energy, and the area of 
the peak is determined by the intensity of the gamma ray and the efficiency of the detector. Gener-
ally, the term used to express the resolution of a HPGe detector is called FWHM - Full Width Half 
Maximum and is expressed in  keV for germanium detector. The resolution is quoted at a specific, 
characteristic full energy peaks associated with standard radioactive sources such as 662 keV for a 
137Cs source or 1332 keV for a 60Co source. It is defined as the width of the gamma-ray peak at half 
of its highest (maximum) point on the peak distribution as expressed by the relation 4.16 [Gilmore,  
2008]. Detector resolution therefore is a measure of its ability to resolve small differences in the en-
ergy of the incident gamma-rays, denoted by R, and defined as: 
       4.17
where FWHM is the Full Width of the full-energy peak at Half Maximum height, expressed as the 
number of channels (or energy), and H0  = channel number corresponding to the centroid of the peak. 
Energy resolution is conventionally expressed as a percentage defined at a given γ-ray energy. For a 
Gaussian peak shape the  FWHM  is related to the Gaussian standard deviation about the mean value 
(σ) by the expression:  
   FWHM = 2.35 σ            4.18
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 The standard deviation, σ, for a Gaussian peak shape in the pulse height spectrum is expressed as: 
σ = K √N F           4.19
If  H0  is the mean pulse height corresponding to the same peak centroid (H0  ) and F known as the 
Fano factor; given that the  energy response of most detectors is approximately linear, the average 
pulse amplitude can be estimated assuming: 
H0 = K N                    4.20
where K and N are constant of proportionality and number of recorded events over a given observa-
tion period, respectively. 
The total energy resolution for a HPGe detector is a contribution from the inherent statistical disper-
sion in the number of the charge carriers, the variation in collection efficiency, and a contribution in 
form of electronic noise [Knoll, 200]. For a mono-energetic gamma ray source, the total full width at 
half maximum (FWHM)T  of the photo peak is then given by: 
                                                     4.21
where WD, WX, and WE are the partial peak widths associated with the counting statistics, charge car-
riers collection, and electronic drift/noise, respectively. The most significant of these factors is the in-
herent statistical fluctuation in the number of charge carriers WD and is expressed as 
W2D = (2.35)2 F E  ε                                                                                                                     4.22
Depending on the material,  Fano factors for silicon and germanium are given as 0.143 and 0.129, 
respectively [Knoll, 2000].  The other terms ε represents the energy needed to produce an electron-
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 hole pair,  E is the gamma-ray energy while the number  '2.35' relates the standard deviation to the 
FWHM. The second term WX  in equation 4.21 is due to incomplete charge collection and becomes 
significant if the large volume detectors have low average electric fields. The last term WE  represents 
the broadening effect of all electronic components on the detector response. 
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 CHAPTER FIVE
Sample Collection and Preparation, Instrumentation and Measurements 
5.1       Sample Collection and Preparations 
Soil and sand samples numbering 185* were collected across the land of Kuwait from April to July, 
2013, and out of this 90 were measured and analysed in detail for this Thesis project. The locations 
of collection points are shown from map in Figure 5.1(b). The collection points are arranged in a 
regular grid pattern each approximately 10 km wide. However, if for some reason the sample could 
not be collected at such distance due to some physical obstacle, it would be noted and a possible 
approximate location adopted as its sampling point. 
At these locations all soil samples were removed with a shovel at a vertical depth of  5 - 25 cm and 
surface diameter of about 15 cm. The collected samples were subsequently transferred into a plastic 
bags, numbered for sample location (GPS), date and time of collection, original or off-set location, 
and lastly  the  sample  location  or  I.D.  The samples  were  later  air-lifted  to  University  of  Surrey 
Environmental Laboratory for further processing . This involved sieving the samples with a 500 μm-
size mesh, transferred into a 500 ml Marinelli beakers, labelled, air-tight sealed, weighed and kept 
for 30 days approximately, for  226Ra and  222Rn achieve state of radioactive equilibrium. Figure 5.2 
shows a sample cargo, Marinelli beakers and labelled sample.   
*  Other measured by a colleague [Alazemi, N., 2015]
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 Fig. 5.1 (a)    Map of Kuwait showing the sampling locations of all the collected samples for the 
overall project. 
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  Fig. 5.1 (b)   Location of Samples (yellow grid) analysed presented in the current Thesis work.  
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Fig.  5.2:  Clock-wise  top-left:  imported  samples'  cargo;  empty  Marinelli  beaker;  its  dimensional 
layout; example of labelled beaker filled with soil sample. 
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 5.2  Instrumentation
The  gamma-ray  detection  system  used  consisted  of  a  co-axial  hyper-pure  germanium  (HPGe) 
detector with passive lead shielding, electronics to collect and process the signals produced by the 
detector and computer with processing software to generate, display and store the final gamma-ray 
spectrum obtained. The HPGe detector capsule was enclosed inside a 10 cm thick cylindrirical lead 
shield and an inner layer of 0.1 cm thick copper for additional absorption of lead K X-rays (Fig. 5.5)  
The detector is coupled to a multi-channel analyser (MCA), along with a shaping amplifier, high 
voltage  power  supply  and  a  visual  display  unit  consisting  of  a  computer  with  gamma analysis 
software. The operating bias voltage and pulse shaping time were 3000 V and 4 μs, respectively. The 
system had measured FWHM energy resolutions of 0.78 keV and 1.97 keV at 122 keV (57Co) and 
1332 keV (60Co) lines, respectively. The resultant spectral data was analysed using Canberra software 
(Genie, 2000). 
The aim of shielding is to reduce the external background radiation reaching the detector, and is 
achieved by shielding the detector with a cylindrical lead shield with  a fixed bottom and movable 
cover  The shield consist of a 10 cm thick lead, internally lined with 1 mm thick copper  sheet. The 
lead  thickness  is  optimised  to  reduce  the  effect  of  cosmic-rays  produced  in  the  background  by 
attenuation. Copper helps to absorb the characteristic fluorescence Kα and Kβ X-rays created in the 
lead that are excited by background or source radioactivity, and thus prevents them from reaching the 
detector. A schematic of the detector measuring system and shielding showing the various parts is in 
Figure 5.5.   A block diagram system which includes the shaping amplifier, a high voltage power 
supply, and a data display terminal is given in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4.  
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                                                                               (a)
                                                 (b)                                                         (c)  
FIG.   5.3:    (a)  HPGe detector set up withshielding and liquid nitrogen cryostat  at top and bottom, 
respectively.  (b) Top view of the detector and shielding    (c)  NIM bin with high voltage amplifier,  
MCA and ADC units.  
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FIG.  5.4: A cros-section of a Low-background HPGe system with shielding showing various parts: 
(A)  a Shielded Door    (B)   Shielding  materials   (C)   Shield penetration  (D) Preamplifier and  
Dewar and (E)  Detector                                                               [Source: www.pp.rhul.ac.uk/PH2510: NP2]
 
FIG.     5.5:   Schematic diagram of the High-Purity Ge detector system used in this experiment,    
showing  the Multi-Channel Analyser, Visual Display Unit and other electronic accessories. 
                                     [Source: www.pp.rhul.ac.uk/PH2510: NP2]
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 Technical specifications of the low bakground system used in this study are as follows: 
          
         
Mode
Type
Diameter
Length
Active area facing window
Distance from Window
Leakage current at 
recommended bias
Operating voltage
Pulse shaping time
Amplifier 
Coarse gain
Fine gain
B84511
Co-axial
39 mm
31 mm
11.6 cm2
5 mm
0.01 nA
3000 V
4 μs
10
5
                                                   
                       
                                                      
When photons enter the detector and travel through its volume, they generate secondary electrons 
which are collected to generate electric charge. These charges can be converted via a preamplifier to 
a voltage proportional to energy of the original gamma-ray deposited in the detector. The spectra 
formed as a result were analysed and converted into a pulse height spectrum. The signal processing 
was  done  by  connecting  the  detector  to  a  pre-amplifier  and  a  standard  spectroscopy  shaping 
amplifier. The time for selected shaping was 4 μs and the voltage gain for coarse and fine were 10 
and 5, respectively. The resultant spectral data is taken directly to the PC for further analysis using 
Genie software package [Canberra, 2000].
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 5.3   Detector Characterisation
All  samples  were  measured  using  high-resolution  gamma-ray  spectrometry  using  the  low  - 
background,  co-axial  and  passively  shielded  HPGe  detection  system  within  the  Environmental 
Radiation Laboratory at the University of Surrey. The absolute full-energy-peak efficiency of the 
counting system was determined using characteristics γ - ray energies from standard sources: 226Ra, 
232Th, 152Eu and NG3 (a mixed source containing 241Am, 57Co, 60Co, 85Sr, 88Y, 109Cd, 137 Cs, 138Ce and 
203Hg), as shown in Figure 5.6. The activities and corresponding densities for the radium, thorium 
and europium sources are 3.10, 1.08 and 3.02 kBq and 1.1, 1.1, 1.6 g/cm3, respectively. These were 
assumed  to  be  representative  of  the  density  of  the  measured  samples  and  consequently, 
attenuation/self-absorption corrections accounted for in the initial efficiency determination using the 
Marinelli cased sources. The counting geometry for the sources and soil samples were identical. The 
sources  were  placed at  the  top  of  the  germanium detector,  and with  the  radionuclide  dispersed 
homogeneously in gel matrices within a Marinelli beaker. Spectra for all the sources were acquired 
for  48  hours  each.  A range  of  gamma-  ray  energy transition  lines  associated  with  the  decayed 
daughters of 241Am, 238U(226Ra) and 232Th decay  series, ranging from 60 keV up to 2.614 MeV were 
covered with all the sources.  
Figure  5.6  shows example measured spectra of the four standard sources,  showing peak centroid 
positions in channel numbers corresponding to absolute gamma-ray energies, while figure 5.9 is an 
observed relationship between the gamma energies and their corresponding channel numbers. 
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 FIG. 5.6  Gamma-ray spectra of the of the four sources used for energy and efficiency calibration 
(taken for 2 days each)
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 5.3.1 Energy calibration      
The aim is to derive a relationship between peak centroid and corresponding gamma-ray energies 
[Gilmore, 2008]. This is done by measuring the spectrum of a given standard source and comparing 
the measured peak position with gamma reference energies. An energy calibration up to 2614 keV 
due to  208TI from the  232Th source was performed using four standard source as shown in Fig. 5.7. 
The source was placed in a 550 ml Marinelli beaker, placed at the top of the detector and  the spec-
trum was collected for 48 hours.  
FIG. 5.7:   Energy - Channel relationship for energy calibration using four standard sources
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 From fig. 5.7 above, the gamma energies and channel numbers fits a straight line, showing a linear 
relationship between energy and number of channel. This dependency is shown by the following 
equation: 
         Energy (keV) = 1.82 keV + (0.3272 × Channel number)                                          5.1
5.3.2 Efficiency calibration         
The counting efficiency of a detector relates the number of pulses counted to the number incident on 
the detector.  It is usually referred to as absolute full-energy peak efficiency Ef, and is expressed by 
the relation below:  
Ef = 
Np
Nγ                        5.2 
where the efficiency Ef =  ratio of the number of counts detected to number of gamma-ray photons 
emitted by source. Np = net gamma-ray count in the full energy peak (counts per sec) and Nγ = gama-
ray emission rate (counts per second) obtained and written in the form: 
Nγ = A Pγ  t                         5.3   
where A represents the activity of the standard source in Bq, Pγ  is the reference gamma decay prob-
ability, and t time of counting in seconds. The standard sources used for the efficiency calibration 
are:  152Eu,  226Ra,  232Th and NG3 mixed radionuclide. The geometry for source and sample are the 
same. Source counting   was acquired for 48 hours and the net counts in each energy peak recorded. 
A range of discrete  gamma-ray energies ranging from 59 keV (241Am) to 2614 keV (208TI) were 
covered using these sources. The efficiencies of the detector at various energies were calculated from 
Eqtn. 5.2 and 5.3 above. A variation of the efficiency across the energy ranges using the four sources 
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 is shown in figure 5.8 All measured data were fitted to an efficiency function in the following form 
as suggested by [Gray and Ahmad, 1985]: 
Eγ  =   [P1 + P2 (lnE) + P3 (lnE)  2  + P 4 (lnE)  3  + P 5 (lnE)  5  + P 6 (lnE)  7 ]                                  5.4
   E
where P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, and P6 represent parameters of the fitting function, while Eγ is the efficiency 
at specific γ – energy. These six coeficients were acquired using XMGrace plotting package and are 
given as: P1 = 818.64,  P2 = 661.625,  P3 = 191.185,   P4 = -21.130,  P5 = 0.125, and P6 = -0.001. 
Fig. 5.8:  Efficiency response of the detector at different gamma-ray energy using standard sources. 
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 From fig. 5.8, higher efficiency can be observed at the low energy regions, but it decreases  exponen-
tially at higher energies. 
The efficiency response curve described the relative importance of the major interaction processes of 
gamma ray  across  the detector  crystal.  The  dominant  mechanism photoelectric  absorption  effect 
which is observed in the range 0 – 200keV [Debertin and Helmer, 1988]. During the process, the in-
cident photons transfer all of their energy to bound electrons and are completely absorbed, thereby 
contributes largely to the overall full-energy peak efficiency of the detector. The increase in  effi-
ciency is due to the large number of incident gamma rays being absorbed and/or deposited in the de-
tector material as the energy increases to maximum in that range. Between 100 keV and 1 MeV, the 
Compton effect dominates, causing the photons to scatter within the detector. Some of the gamma-
ray photons escape from the detector rather than contribute to the full-energy peaks and thus a de-
crease in the efficiency at these energies. At higher energies above 1MeV,  pair production process 
dominates and since a large fraction of the entire incident gamma rays pass through the detector 
without any kind of interaction and they remain undetected, resulting into a rapid decline of the full-
energy peak efficiency as seen in fig. 5.8 above.   
5.4 Background Spectrum
Background counting is used to determine minimum level of activity,  especially when low-level 
measurements of environment samples are involved. Radiation from the background environment is 
due to various radionuclides making up the detector and associated shielding materials, or as well 
from the Earth’s atmosphere generated due to interaction of cosmic radiation with the detector.  The 
background radiation level of the HPGe detector used in this work was obtained by counting de-
ionised water in a 550ml Marinelli beaker, whose geometry is same with the sample. The measured 
spectrum collected for 48 hours is shown Fig. 5.9 below. 
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FIG. 5.9:  A background spectrum measured with de-ionized water for 48 hours. 
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 From figure 5.9 above, the most of the gamma-ray energy peaks originate from the primordial 238U 
and 232Th decay chains as can be seen for example, from the decay of  214Pb,  214Bi, and 212Pb,  212Bi, 
228Ac,  208TI, respectively.  Similarly  40K and and the anthropogenic  137Cs  were also present in the 
background spectra, in addition to annihilation peak at 511 keV. 
The level of radiation in the background could never be zero because the terrestrial nuclear radiations 
since the creation of the earth are still present in trace amount in the soil, rock, etc. The variation of  
background radiation depends on the mineral content in the rock materials and intensity the incident 
cosmic rays, which in turn depend on the geographical altitude and latitude. In general the external 
background dose rate varies from about 700-1500 μGy per year [Cember and Johnson, 2008]. For 
that reason, shielding is more important for reducing gamma ray background radiation  in areas with 
elevated natural radiation backgrounds.   
5.4.1      Detection Limit: LLD and MDA
For low-level counting, it is important to determine the ‘detection limit’ of the system above which a 
significant  statistical  level  of the counting can be detected.  The detection limit  is  related to  the 
background count which was determined previously using a de-ionized water placed in a Marinelli 
beaker. 
A decision level above which the net counts present some detected activity with a certain degree of 
confidence is referred to as the critical level, LC.  A net count less than  LC indicates that the sample does 
not contain any measurable activity where as if the net count exceeds LC, it is assumed that some real 
and/or excess activity is present [Curie, 1968].
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 The critical level  LC,  can be determined from as follows:   
                                                                                                                    
5.17 
where  σNB  is the the standard deviation of counts in a blank (or de-ionized water) sample. The 
detection limit however, is usually not significant for the activity measurement and therefore another 
limit, known as detection limit, LLD,  has to be introduced.  
The LLD, also known as lower limit of detection, is that level at which the true net counts will be 
detected above the acceptable level, LC, with a given probability when real activity is present. It is 
given by the expression [Curie, 1968]: 
                                            5.18
If the only significant fluctuations entering the measurement arise from counting statistics, then
 BN NB =σ    where   BN   is the counts in a blank sample. 
 
       A performance criterion in gamma-ray spectrometry is the Minimum Detectable Activity or MDA.  
       The MDA depends on the lower limit of detection and the efficiency of a counting system and is
       defined as the smallest number of net counts that can be measured with a certain degree of confi-
       dence [Gilmore, 2008; Knoll, 2000]. It can be calculated from the LLD in equation 5.19 provided
       the  absolute full - energy peak efficiency  Ef  and gamma emission probability Pγ  for specific ener
       gies are known,  in addition to time of counting, T. 
     
                                                            5.19 
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L σ326.2=
706.2)653.4( +×=
BN
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TEP
MDA
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NB
γ
σ 706.2653.4 +
=
 The MDA per unit mass of the sample can be determined by re-writing equation (5.19) in the form:  
          
MDA
m
=
4.653σ N B + 2.706
P γ E f T
                                                                                                   5.20    
  
where m is the mass of the sample in kg and T time of measurement in seconds. Equations (5.19) and 
(5.20) are valid only if  T  for both blank and measured samples are the same, which is the case in 
this work.  Table 5.4 gives the calculates Critical Level (Lc) and Lower Limit of Detection (LLD), 
including the  the associated MDA at various γ - ray detection energies. 
From Table 5.1, the lowest and highest values for the LLD are 86 to 383 from 208TI (2614 keV)  and 
226Ra  (186 keV), respectively. Consequently, if the net counts recorded is less the critical level, it 
means that the sample do not contain any measurable activity with the current experimental set up.  
On the other hand, if the recorded net counts exceeds the Lc, it is assumed that some level of real 
excess activity is present following a two day counting period. 
         
           Table 5.1: Critical level, lower limit, and minimum detectable activity for the counting system
Nuclide Gamma-ray 
energy (keV)
LLD 
(counts)
MDA
(Bq/kg)
226Ra 
214Pb 
208TI 
214BI 
137Cs
228Ac 
228Ac 
214Bi 
40K 
214Bi 
208TI 
186 
352 
583 
609 
661
911 
969 
1120 
1461 
1764 
2614 
383±163 
231±97 
168±70 
181±76 
233±98 
181±76 
139±58 
249±105 
153±64 
99±41 
86±35 
3.48±1.48 
0.38±0.16 
0.53±0.22 
0.44±0.18 
0.32±0.14 
0.96±0.40 
1.24±0.52 
3.23±1.36 
3.46±1.44 
1.88±0.77 
1.02±0.41 
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 The MDA essentially converts peak counts at energy of interest  at given efficiency into activity 
(Becquerel). From the table, MDA for the system ranges from 0.32±0.14 Bq for 137Cs to a maximum 
value of 3.48±1.48 Bq for 226Ra. These values show the smallest amount of radioactivity that can be 
detected and distinguished from the blank at the respective energies. 
5.5      Gamma-ray Measurement        
The following are the radiological measurements carried out in this work. 
5.4.1    Specific activity concentration 
This is the activity per unit mass of an element or compound containing a radionuclide  [Gilmore, 
2008]. This is obtained by the measuring net counts under the full-energy peaks (after correcting for 
background counts), efficiency of the system at energy of interest, decay intensity, counting time, and 
mass of the sample.  A low background count-measurement was done for all soil and sand samples 
for 48 hours each. Spectra for all the soil samples were analysed and radionuclides from the 238U and 
232Th series,  40K and  137Cs radioisotopes identified and quantified.  The prominent gamma-ray lines 
from the uranium, thorium, 40K and 137Cs used for the activity determination are shown in Table 5.2. 
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 TABLE 5.2:   Main gamma ray transitions from 238U and 232Th series used for activity concentration 
determination of all soil samples. 
Uranium Series
Nuclide Energy (keV) Decay Probability*1
226Ra
214Pb
214Pb
214Bi
214Bi
214Bi
214Bi
214Bi
186.2 (+ 185.7 from 235U)
295.2
351.9
609.3
1120.2
1238.1
1764.4
2204.2
0.03533 ± 0.00028
0.1828 ± 0.0014 
0.3534 ± 0.0027 
0.4516 ± 0.0033 
0.1478 ± 0.0011 
0.05785 ± 0.00045 
0.1517 ± 0.0012 
0.0489 ± 0.0010 
Thorium Series
Nuclide Energy Decay Probability*1
212Pb
212Pb
212Bi
228Ac
228Ac
228Ac
208TI
208TI
238.6
300.0
727.3
338.3
911.2
968.9
583.1
2614.5
0.436±0.003 
0.0318±0.0013 
0.0674±0.0012 
0.1127±0.0019 
0.258±0.004 
0.1580±0.0030* 
0.3055±0.0017 
0.3585±0.0007 
                              40K              1461                0.1066±0.0013
                              137Cs              661.2                 0.8499±0.002 
        Source: [IAEA, 20007; Wahl, 20007]
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 The specific activity A in a soil sample is given by the following equation:  
mKtPE
CnetA
sf γ
=
                                                                                                                         5.5 
where Cnet is the corrected net peak count  such that Cnet = Ns – Nb;  Ns and Nb are the net peak 
area in the sample spectrum and the corresponding net peak area in the background spectrum, re-
spectively.  Also: 
Ef = the efficiency of the photopeak 
Pγ = gamma emission probability corresponding to peak energy 
ts =  live time of the spectrum collection in seconds
m = mass of the measured sample in kg 
K = correction factor given by K = K1· K2· K3· K4· K5                                                                      5.6 
Where K1 is the correction factor for the nuclide decay from the time of sample collection to the start 
of measurement and is given as: 

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∆t   is the elapsed time between sample collection and measurement while  T1/2  is the radionuclide 
half-life.  
K2  is the correction factor for the nuclide decay during counting period [Dovlete and Provinec, 2004] and is 
given as 
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                                            5.8 
where  tr  is the elapsed real clock time during the measurement.
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 K3  is a correction factor due to self-attenuation in the measured sample compared with the 
calibration sample [Ortec, 1999]:                                                                                            
x
eK
x
µ
µ−
−
=
1
3
                                                                                                                         5.9
where  x  is the thickness of the measured sample and µ  is the photon linear attenuation coefficient 
for the γ - ray energy of interest.  If the calibration and the measured samples have the same matrix, 
then K3 = 1. 
K4 is the correction factor for pulses loss due to random summing, and this happens when more than 
one photon is absorbed by the detector during a pulse sampling cycle, then the sum of two (or more) 
energies is recorded in the spectrum. Any full-energy photon that is summed with another pulse is 
not recorded in the single photon peak and represents a loss of counts or efficiency. K4 is count rate 
dependent and is given by 
)2exp(4 τRK −=            5.10
where τ  is the resolution time of the measurement system and R is the mean count rate.  For low 
count rates < 100 Hz, the correction factor can be taken as 1.
Finally K5  represents the coincidence correction factor for those nuclides decaying through a cascade 
of successive photon emissions. If the nuclide has no cascade of gamma rays and both calibration 
source and measured sample contain the same nuclide, then K5 = 1 such that 
)(
)(
5 E
E
K ap
ε
ε
=
           5.11 
The correction factors taken into account in this research were all normalised to 1 and thus neglected 
in the activity concentration determination. 
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 5.6       Gamma dose rates evaluation
The associated radiological risks from the absorbed dose at 1 m above from the ground surface, viz, 
radium equivalent (Raeq), hazards indices (Hin and Hex), and the corresponding effective dose rates 
(AEDE),  were  calculated  using  the  following  relations  [Berekta  and  Mathews,  1985;  
UNSCEAR1988; Kumar et.al., 2003; Dragovic et. al., 2006]: 
                                                                          
(1)
                                                                         (2)
  
                                                                                                                 (3)
H iin=(
AU
185
+
ATh
259
+
Ak
4810
)≤1
                                                                                                    (4)
                                                                                                     (6)
The units for  D and  Raeq are in  nG/hr and  Bq, respectively. The symbols  ARa,  ATh, and  AK are the 
specific activities (Bq/kg)  for  226Ra, 232Th and and 40K, respectively. 
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AEDE=D×1.23×10−3 msVy−1
Raeq = ARa + (ATh×1.43) + (AK×0.077)
D = (0.462×ARa) + (0.604×ATh) + (0.417×AK )
H ex=(
AU
370
+
ATh
259
+
Ak
4810
)≤1
     CHAPTER SIX         
Experimental Results and Discussion
6.1 Gamma Spectrum Analysis and Nuclides Identification
6.1.1 Sample Spectra
The gamma-ray spectra from all the soil samples in this research work were analysed, taking into 
account peak centroid energy of interest from the 238U and 232Th decay chains, and also from 40K and 
137Cs. Daughter radionuclides from the decay chains in the samples were identified by comparing 
their gamma-ray energies with known energies from published  references. 
An example of background subtracted spectrum from some of the measured sample 11, 54, and 136 
are  shown in  figures  6.1,  6.2,  and 6.3,  respectively.  From these  spectra,  gamma-ray  transitions 
associated with the decay of 238U and 232Th parent nuclei are noted. These include 226Ra, 214Pb, 214Bi 
from the  uranium series  and  212Pb,  212Bi,  228Ac,  208TI from the  thorium series.  40K at  1461 keV 
gamma-energy  is  also  observed  in  the  samples,  in  addition  to  the  anthropogenic  137Cs  due  to 
Chernobyl accident and nuclear weapons tests, at 661 keV. At the lower energy end of the spectrum, 
Pb X-rays at 75 keV can be observed, as well as thorium and uranium characteristic X - ray and γ - 
ray. An annihilation peak at γ-ray energy of 511 keV is also observed. This is created from the pair- 
production process when a γ ray at energy of  >1022 keV interacts with the active volume of a HPGe 
detector.  The  resulting  positron  from  positron-electron  pair  can  then  combine  with  a  negative 
electron in the absorbing material. The original positron and electron disappear (i.e. annihilate) and 
are replaced by two oppositely directed photons., which are then registered by the detector. A single-
escape peak due to 2614 keV decay associated with 208 Tl are also evident in the spectrum at energies 
of 2103 keV, which results from the loss of 511 keV photon when a high energy gamma-ray is 
absorbed by pair production. 
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                 FIG. 6.1: Background subtracted  spectrum of sample 11 counted for 48 hours.  
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             FIG. 6.2: Background subtracted  spectrum of sample 54 counted for 48 hours.  
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                   FIG. 6.3: Background subtracted  spectrum of sample 136 counted for 48 hours.  
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 6.1.2 Mutual Peak Interference and Activity Ratio
26Ra (186.21 keV) and 235U (185.72 keV)  Peak Corrections
The activity ratio for a homogenous sample containing natural uranium can be obtained after first 
determining the counts contribution due to 235U (185.72 keV) at the 186.21 keV line for 226Ra. The γ-
ray signature of 226Ra decay overlaps with a peak doublet from the decay of 235U at 185.72 keV. This 
isotope decays to the 2+ excited state of 222Rn, releasing a gamma-energy of 186.2 keV in the process. 
Its analysis, however, is error prone and has to be corrected to remove the contribution of 185.7 keV 
due to  235U. To obtain unambigous results for the  226Ra, the peak is broken into its components or 
"deconvoluted"  at  185.75  and  186.2  keV  for  the  seperate  determination  of  235U  and  226Ra, 
respectively [Garcıa-Talavera et al., 2003; Ebaid, 2010; Karangelos et al., 2004; De Corte, 2005].  
The excess count at  the 186.2 keV peak can be used to determine the activity ratio of  235U and 
consequently the 235U: 238U, assuming 226Ra is in equilibrium with its parents 238U. 
The natural isotopic abundance and corresponding half-lives for 235U and 238U  [Oliver, et al, 2007]  
are given as: 
235U  =  0.72 %  =  N235U ; 7.038 × 108 years  and  238U = 99.27 %  =  N238U  ; 4.4683 × 109 years 
We proceed as follows: 
Natural uranium Activity ratio:  235U and 238U
For a 100g of natural uranium, we have 99.3/(238U)  and 0.7/(235U). For 1 mole of a substance, we 
have NA = 6.02 ×1023 atom/mol., where NA is the Avogadros constant. 
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 For 100g of natural uranium, we have:
6.02 × 1023 × 99.3
238
= 2.51 × 1023  number of  N atoms of  the 238U isotope in it. 
Also for the 235U isotope we have:
6.02 × 1023 × 0.7
235
= 1.8 × 1021   number  N of atoms of 235U. 
If  A  and  λ  are the activity and decay constants of these isotopes respectively, such that: 
λ235U =
ln2
T 1/ 2 U
235 =
0.693
7.0×108
= 3.13×10−17 s−1   
then for the 238U we have: 
λ238U =
ln2
T 1/ 2 U
238 =
0.693
4.5×109
= 4.87×10−18 s−1
By substituting  λ  and the number of atoms N obtained above, the activity  A  for the two are given 
as: A235U = λ235U × N 235U =
ln2
T 1/2 U
235 × N 235U = 5.59 × 10
5 Bq
and
 A226Ra = A238U = λ238U × N 238U =
ln2
T 1/2 U
238 × N 238U = 1.23 × 10
7 Bq
 where  T1/2  is half-live.  Thus the ratio of the these activities can be obtained as: 
A235U
A238U
= 5.59 × 10
5
1.23 × 107
which gives a natural ratio of  0.045  or  4.5 % for the Uranium isotopic Activity ratio.
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 6.1.3    Interference Peak ratio:  226Ra (186.21 keV) and 235U (185.72 keV) 
Recall from section 6.1.2  A235 and A238 are given by 5.59  × 105 Bq and 1.23 × 107 Bq, respectively. 
Taking into  acount  emission probabilities  of  0.0359 for  226Ra and 0.572 for  235U with the these 
activities, the fractional gamma-ray emission for 235U and 226Ra per 100 g of natural uranium at the 
186.2 keV peak can be derived as follows: 
Nλ235U  =  A235U Pγ  × 235U  =  5.59  ×  10 5 ×  0.527   =   2.94 × 105  gamma rays per second.
Similarly, 
Nλ226Ra  =  A226Ra Pγ  × 226Ra  =  1.23 × 107 × 0.0359  =   4.41× 105  gamma-rays per second. 
Finally, the individual contributions of 235U and 226Ra to the 186 keV peak can then be calculated as 
follows: 
U235 = ( U
235 )
N λ ( U
235 ) + N λ ( Ra
226 )
U235 = 2.94×10
5
(2.95×105) + (4.41×105)
= 0.400   
and
Ra226 = ( Ra
226 )
N λ ( Ra
226 ) + N λ ( U
235 )
 
  
 Ra226 = 1.75×10
−17
(4.41×105) + (2.95×105)
= 0.599  
Consequently, the relative contribution of   235U and 226Ra to the 186 keV peak can be expressed as 
40% and 60% respectively, assuming the sample is in secular equilibrium. 
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             228Ac (1459.2 keV) and  40K (1460.8 keV) 
The gamma decay of  228Ac with  the  emission  of  1459.2  keV interferes  with  the  another  γ -ray 
emission  from  the  decay  of  40K  at  1460.8  energy  line  [Abusaleem,  2014].   Consequently,  the 
contributions to the gross peak at the 1460-keV in a gamma-ray spectrum may be overestimated and 
therefore need to be corrected.  The contributuion of the composite peak due to 228Ac at the 40K peak 
thus need to be resolved. Since the decay of  228Ac also emits other gamma-rays at several other 
discrete energies and using peak data from the prepared standard  232Th reference source,  the ratio 
between the two discrete gamma-ray emission lines can be determined, since the ratio should also be 
the same in the samples. The gamma energy yield for the  228Ac at 911 keV is 27.7% and can be 
compared with the 1459.2 keV to obtain this ratio. The true counts can thus be obtained as follows: 
[Counts1459keVCounts911keV ]
Th
= [Counts1459keVCounts911keV ]
sample
        
such that:  
Counts1459keV = [Counts1459keVCounts911keV ]
Th
× Counts911keV = x
The counts  x   obtained at the 1459 keV shown above can now be substracted from the one recorded 
at 1460.2 keV to obtain the true count for 40K. 
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 6.2. Specific Activity Concentration
An accurate measurement of activity concentration must take into account certain correction factors. 
These include: self-attenuation, coincidence summing, half-life correction, correction due to density 
difference and geometry correction factors. The effect of density can be minimised by having similar 
geometry between the reference source and sample, thus eliminating self-correction. To achieve the 
best estimate of the activity concentration, a weighted mean analysis is employed for the activity 
determination. This is done by use of independent measurements of multiple, discrete gamma-ray 
lines  from  the  same  decay  chains  thereby  ensuring  a  significant  reduction  in  the  statistical 
uncertainty of the derived activity concentrations, compared to the use of a single transition. The 
activity concentration obtained for the decay series are used to determine the weighted mean activity 
concentrations associated with the decay of  238U and  232Th series. An activity for the  40K and the 
anthropogenic radionuclide  137Cs were also determined.  As examples,  the weighted mean results 
obtained for samples 21, 167 and  172 are shown in Fig. 6.3, 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, respectively.  These 
activity values are observed from among the most intense gamma energy lines. The horizontal lines 
in the figure corresponds to the weighted mean of the individual data points and was based on the 
individual contribution of each nuclide to the final activity values for the specific decay chain, as 
calculated It was calculated using the formula in appendix C.  The individual activity concentrations 
of the observed gamma-ray transitions from the samples are due to 226Ra,  214Pb, and 214Bi from the 
238U series in the samples, together with the 228Ac, 212Pb and 208Tl daughters from the decay of  232Th 
series. Weighted mean plots for the derived activity concentrations for all of the measured samples 
are given in Appendix C. 
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 FIG.  6.4.    The  individual  activity  concentrations  of  the  observed  gamma-ray  transitions  from 
sample 34 measured for 48 hours. The horizontal bar lines represent the weighted mean values of 
31.30±0.28 and 16.52±0.19 Bq.kg-1 for the 238U and 232Th series, respectively. 
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 FIG.  6.5.    The  individual  activity  concentrations  of  the  observed  gamma-ray  transitions  from 
sample 167 measured for 48 hours. The horizontal bar lines represent the weighted mean values of 
13.73±0.21 and 13.44±0.16 Bq.kg-1 for the 238U and 232Th series, respectively. 
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 FIG. 6.6   The individual activity concentrations of the observed gamma-ray transitions from sample 
172 measured for 48 hours. The horizontal bar lines represent the weighted mean values of 5.91±0.11 
and 3.53±0.07 Bq.kg-1 for the 238U and 232Th series, respectively. 
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 The  activity  concentration  for  226Ra  is  determined  indirectly  from  its  decay  progenies  at  their 
prominent gamma-ray energies. Results from fig. 6.4 give an activity concentration of  31.30±0.28 
and 16.52±0.19 Bq.kg-1 and 361.9±6.8 Bq/kg for  226Ra,  232Th  , and  40K, respectively.  In figure 6.6 
sample 172, the apparent activity for 266Ra at the 186.2 keV gamma line was at 43.9±1.8 Bq/kg but 
was later corrected to the true activity of 23.9±0.9 Bq/kg, a difference of about 20 Bk/kg! However, 
gamma-line is still above the weighted mean line by removing the contribution of  235U to the total 
peak count at 186.2 keV, possibly indicating some 226Ra  enrichment in the sample material [Shawky 
et al. 2001; Baeza et al. 2011; Martinez-Aquirre et al. 1994; Tufall, 2012]. The sample was located 
around the Khiran region which geologically consists of bedrock of limestome underneath a thick 
layer of distributed wind blown sand [Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002]. The calculated weighted mean for 
226Ra in this sample was 5.91±0.11 Bq/kg, one of the lowest recorded from this study. Also, a low 
activity of 74.3±2.5 Bq/kg is also observed for 40K. 
Some  of  the  factors  affecting  initial  concentration  of  radionuclide  distribution  include  climate, 
surface  topography,  surface  roughness  and  land  cover  mobilized  by  physical  processes,  factors 
related to soil, e.g. density and the consequent soil movement, and chemical properties of the soil. Its 
areal distribution is also found to vary with slope, with higher concentrations in the lower altitude. In 
particular,  137Cs is an atmospherically derived radionuclides and its distribution depends on spatial 
variability of fall out, and for large areas the fall out is clearly dependent on rainfall [Wallbrink et al.,  
1994;  Navas et al., 2011]. These factors may be responsible for low activty of this isotope in the 
area, taking into account all the above factors an in particular, poor water/moisture retention capacity 
of Kuwaiti's soil due to harsh climatic condition. 
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 A spatial radioactivity map of caesium from all measured samples is shown in Fig. 6.7. In general, 
the all values show a low distribution for this radio-isotopes. However, samples 11, 25, and 154 have 
a relatively higher activity than the rest, which ranges from 5.8 to 12.2 Bq/kg. 
       FIG. 6.7:  Activity distribution map for 137Cs in (Bq/kg) for all measured samples. 
Table 6.1 presents similar natural radioactivity studies carried across the world, including the middle-
eastern region. It also includes a summary of activity concentration for the 238U, 232Th, 40K, and 137Cs 
from this study. Arithmetic mean values for the activity concentrations of 16.24 Bq/kg, 13.79 Bq/kg, 
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 and 333.2 Bq/kg were obtained for 238U, 232Th, and 40K, respectively. The world mean value for these 
nuclides according to [UNSCEAR, 2000] are:  238U: 33 Bq/kg, 232Th: 45 Bq/kg and 40K: 420 Bq/kg, 
with a corresponding range of 17- 60, 11- 64 and 140 - 850 Bq kg–1 for same nuclides, respectively. 
In general, the values obtained for all measured radionulides are below the world mean reference 
value.   
 Table 6.1: Results of mean activity concentration from selected countries including the middle-   
eastern region. 
Country 
Activity concentration (Bq/kg)
  238U  232Th 40K
Ghana  (Faanu et. al., 2010)                      
USA  (UNSCEAR, 2000)                         
Japan  (UNSCEAR, 2000)                        
Oman  (Goddard, 2001)                            
Kuwait  (Bou-Rabee, 1997)                      
Syria  (UNSCEAR, 2000)                         
Jordan  (Al-Hamarneh, 2009)                   
Saudi Arabia (El-Reefy, 2006)                  
Egypt (UNSCEAR, 2000)                         
Iran (UNSCEAR, 2000)                            
Kuwait (Alazemi, 2015)
15
35
29
30
13
23
49
9.3
37
28
19
27
35
28
16
10
20
27
37
18
22
17
157
370
310
225
370
270
291
369
320
640
432
Worldwide value (UNSCEAR, 2000)
Mean
Range                
33
(17 – 60)
45
(11 – 64)
420
(140 – 850)
PRESENT STUDY                                        16.24   12.79  333
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 The  primordial  40K and the  137Cs  are both Group 1 elements and are easily taken up by plants 
[Satoru et. al., 2013]. The highest and lowest values for 40K at 74 and 399 Bq/kg were measured in 
samples 15 and 71, respectively and its  concentration depends on the relative solubility in the soil 
matrix,  where  as  the  cesium  levels   in  soil  depends  on  topography,  geomorphology,  and 
meteorological factors and may exists exist in soil in trace amounts following the spontaneous fission 
of 238U [El-Mamoneh and Khater, 2004; Alaameer, 2012]. In general, The results are consistent with 
levels reported by [Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002], and similar previous studies from the middle-eastern 
region  [Bou-Rabee and Bem 1996; F. Bou Rabee, 1997; Tabassum et al.,  2012, Al-Sulaiti et al.,  
2010]. Fig. 6.9 gives a sample-based distribution of  238U, 232Th,  40K, and 137Cs, where as Table 6.2 
gives a summary of the minimum and maximum activity range for these nuclide from the samples 
measured.  
The Sample measurement was carried after daughters from the  238U (214Pb,  214Bi) and  232Th (214Pb, 
212Bi,  228Ac,  208TI) decay chains achieved a state of secular equilibrium ratio.  Results  from these 
measurements for all the samples from these daughters is shown in figure  6.8 below.  
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 FIG. 6.8:  Measured equilibrium ratio for daughter nuclide from the 238U and 232Th decay chains. 
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 Fig.6.9:  Sample wise distribution of activity concentration due to  238U,  232Th,  40K, and  137Cs from 
measaured samples. 
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 Table 6.2:  Range of activity concentration due to uranium, thorium, potassium, and ceasium from 
measured samples. 
Range
Activity concentration (Bq/kg)
238U 232Th 40K 137Cs
Minimum
5.91 3.53 74 0.17
Sample 172 Sample 172 Sample 172 Sample 70
Maximum
31.30 21.24 699 12.19
Sample 34 Sample 28 Sample 15 Sample 25
6.3. Activity correlation plots for uranium, thorium and potassium
Figure 6.10 shows the activity correlation plots between the measured activity concentrations for 
uranium, thorium and potassium from the measured samples.  The plot for  238U and 232Th shows a 
positive correlation with a correlation co-efficient of 0.79 between the isotopes, indicating similar 
responses to  the soil  and environmental  processes  that  affected  their  distribution  [Fujiyoshi  and 
Sawamura, 2004].  This correlation may indicate similarity in their origin and thus the soil,  sand 
and/or rocks from which making up the samples, including their chemical behaviour, could be the 
same for a given pair of nuclei [Khater et. al., 2001; El-Reefy et al., 2006; UNSCEAR, 1993]. On the 
other hand, a relatively weak correlation (0.08) can be observed between the 238U and 40K. Potassium 
has a a relatively better correlation with thorium (R = 0.25) compared to Uranium  at  R  = 0.07. 
Uranium concentration is in soils are associated to soil organic matter and 238U being the most mobile 
of the radionuclides measured, can leach into a soil with a low pH levels values and high organic 
content  [Valkovic,  2000; Navas et  al.  2002].   A poor or weak correlation between uranium and 
potasssium may be due to relatively high solubility and thus high mobility of 238U compared to 40K 
[Mamoneh and Khater, 2004]. 
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 FIG.6.10:   Activity correlation plot for uranium, thorium, and potassium, with slopes showing       
activity ratios of these radionuclides from measured samples. 
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 6.4 Elemental concentrations
Natural environmental radioactivity and the associated exposure due to gamma-rays are primarily 
due to geological and geographical conditions [UNSCEAR, 2000]. These are related to the activity 
concentration levels of thorium (Th), uranium (U) and patassium (K) of each rock types and appear  
at different levels in soil across the different regions of the world. [Tzortzis and Tsertos, 2004]. The 
concentration of the above nuclides can be converted into their elemental concentrations in terms of 
μg.g-1 or ppm (parts  per million)  of uranium or thorium, and in terms of percent  for potassium, 
according to the following expression: 
f e =
M E C
E N A f AE
AE         6.1
where  fe  is the elemental concentration of nuclide E in the sample, ME, λE , fA,E and AE are the atomic 
masses (in kg.mol-1), the decay constant (s-1), the isotopic abundance in nature and the measured 
specific activity concentration (in Bq.kg-1), respectively. The term NA is the Avogadro’s number = 
6.023x1023  atoms mol-1) and C is a constant with values of 106  for uranium and thorium and 102 for 
potassium.  Elemental  ratio  analysis  of  Th/U,  K/U and K/Th can  also  be  useful  in  studying the 
enrichment/depletion  processs  due  to  complex  metamorphic  history,  alteration  and  weathering 
processes that affected the rocks under investigation  [Tzortzis  and Tsertos,  2004; Chiozzi  et  al.,  
2002]. 
The elemental concentrations of uranium (in ppm), thorium (in ppm) and potassium (in %) can be 
calculated from measured activity concentrations of 238U, 232Th and 40K (in Bq/kg) using conversion 
factors recommended by the IAEA [TEC DOC 1363, 2003] given as follows:
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 1 ppm U  =  12.35 Bq/kg  of  238U 
1 ppm Th  =  4.06 Bq/kg  of  232Th 
1% K  =  313 Bq/kg of   40K 
The evaluation of elemental concentrations for uranium, thorium and potassium using equation 6.1 is 
consistent with the conversion factors given by the IAEA. 
The results of these concentration determined were evaluated for all the samples measured in the 
current work. The distribution are shown in Table 6.3 and Fig.11 below, with concentration varying 
from 0.48±0.01 to 2.53±0.02 ppm and 0.87±0.02 to 5.23±0.05 ppm, for 238U and 232Th, respectively, 
and 0.24±0.01 to  2.23±0.05 % for 40K. The mean value for the uranium, thorium, and potassium are 
1.51±0.02, 3.05±0.03, and 1.23±0.03, respectively. 
        Table 6.3: Range of Elemental concentration for 238U, 232Th, and 40K across the regions. 
Elemental concentration
Region Range 238U (ppm) 232Th (ppm) 40K (%)
   
    North*
Average
Min.
Max.
1.08±0.02
0.96±0.02
2.53±0.02
3.46±0.04
2.26±0.03
5.23±0.05
1.03±0.03
0.76±0.02
2.23±0.05
Central**
Average
Min.
Max.
1.82±0.02
0.87±0.01
2.39±0.02
4.07±0.05
1.78±0.03
5.07±0.04
1.51±0.04
0.53±0.02
1.53±0.03
   
   South***
Average
Min.
Max.
1.02±0.01
0.48±0.01
1.49±0.02
2.08±0.03
0.87±0.02
4.36±0.06
0.93±0.03
0.24±0.01
1.69±0.03
          * 34 samples: 1 to 63;   ** 33 samples: 64 to 141;    *** 24 samples: 142 to 184
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 The vertical dashed lines from Fig. 6.11. correspond to regional boundaries where the samples were 
located. In all cases, the northern region has a consistently higher concentration for U, Th, and K 
elements. It also shows that potassium recorded the highest concentration in the south relative to the 
north and central region. The slightly high potassium concentration may be due to lithology in the 
southern  soil,  which  geologically  is  made  up of  Fars  and Ghar  formation,   including  cemented 
coastal deposit and Aeolian sand [Milton, 1967; eMISK, 2015]. 
Fig. 6.11.  Elemental concentration for Thorium (ppm), uranium (ppm) and potassium (%) evaluated 
in the current study. 
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 Appendix H gives the elemental  concentration ratio  (Th/U) for all  the measured samples in this 
work. The ratio ranges from a minimum  of 1.82 to a maximum of 2.79, with a mean value of 1.94.  
This result from the study area indicates that the ratio is not close to the value for continental crust 
average of 3.82  [NCRP, 1987]. This means there possibly exists a significant fractionation of the 
elements during weathering, and which may be  associated with meta somatic activities; a process 
where the "chemical composition of a rock is altered by the introduction and/or removal of chemical 
components as a result of interaction with fluids." [Chiozzi et al, 2002; Zharikov et al, 2007]. Also, 
the  original  Th,  U  and  K  concentrations  in  rocks  may  vary  due  to  alteration  or  metamorphic 
processes [Verdoya, et al., 2001]. The theoretical Th/U ratio for a normal continental crust is about 
3.0 approximately and the values obtained for the ratio in all samples in this study are less than 3.0.  
Since natural radioactivity depends directly on the Th, U, and K radioelements of the parents rock, 
Kuwait can be considered as one of the areas with relatively low levels of natural radioactivity. The 
overall mean values for U, Th, K, and Th/U are: 1.08±0.02 ppm,  2.66±0.04 ppm, 1.06±0.03 %, and 
2.43±0.05, with minimum and maximum values of  0.48±0.01 to 2.61±0.02 (ppm), 0.87±0.02 to 
5.23±0.05 (ppm), 0.24±0.01 to 2.23±0.04 (%), and 1.21±0.02 to 3.61±0.09, respectively. 
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 6.5 Radiological maps of the study area: 238U, 232Th, 40K
Figures  6.12, 6.13, and 6.14 are activity concentration maps for 238U, 232Th, and 40K showing spatial 
distribution of these nuclides from measured samples.  These maps were produced produced using 
QGIS Geeographic Information System software. 
Fig. 6.12:   Radiation map of Kuwait from the current study showing activity concentration 
distribution of  238U(226Ra) from measured samples. 
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     Fig. 6.13:   Radiation map of Kuwait from the study showing activity concentration distribution 
    of  232Th from the measured samples in the current work. 
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   Fig. 6.14:   Radiation map of Kuwait from the current study showing activity concentration  
   distribution of  40K from measured samples. 
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 These maps are complimented by sample wise distribution of the same radio-nuclides across the 
sample location. From these maps one can infer a reasonable distribution of natural radiation across 
the region. The activity concentration is on the whole relatively higher across the northern - central  
region, compared to southern part of Kuwait. This may not be unconnected to the natural geology of 
the  different  regions.  Another  possible  reason  is  the  fall-out  due  to  1991  Gulf  war   military 
campaign. In particular, the Highway 80 cuts right across northern from the country's capital up to 
the  Kuwait-Iraqi  border  [Jallad,  2013]. According  to  [Barnaby,  1991], the  area  suffered 
bombardments by ground and air forces, in addition to location of many oils fields located around 
the highway, and which were affected by fire during the crisis [Saad and Azmi, 2002]. These factors 
may be responsible for the the elevation of the radioactivity levels aound those two regions.     
6.6 Radiological Risk Analysis
This involves an estimate of the radiological dose (or radiation energy) that may be absorbed by a 
potentially exposed individual as a result of a specific exposure. Common terms in this assessment 
are [Berekta and Mathew, 1985; Kumar et al., 2003; UNSCEAR, 1988; Dragovic et al., 2006]. 
A summary of the above risk factors calculated the samples in this study is given in Table 6.4. 
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 Table 6.4:  Evaluated dose and risk assessment for all measures soil samples in this work. 
Dose Assessment
Measured
Range
Dose rate
(nGy/hr)
Raeq
(Bq/kg) Hext Hin
AEDE
(μSv/year)
Worldwide
mean value*
Range
57
(18 - 93)
370
na**
na
na
na
na
70
na
Present study
Range
mean value
7.9-49.45
29.13
16.68-99.56
60.20
0.05-0.27
0.16
0.06-0.34
0.2 
9.8-61.0
35.3
[UNSCEAR, 2000] ** na - not available
The results obtained shows that dose rate ranges from a minimum 8 – 49 nGy/hr, with a mean value 
of 29 nGy/hr. Also, figures obtained the radium equivalent and the annual dose equivalent are below 
the world mean average at  58 Bq/kg and 35  μSv/year,  respectively.  Similarly,  results  from both 
hazard indices are less than unity at 0.16 and 0.2 for Hext and Hin  ,  respectively. The distribution of 
these for all the samples are given by Fig. 6.15 below. 
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 Fig. 6.15:   Sample distribution of Radiological hazard indices from measured samples. 
From a radiological point of view, information from this analysis indicates that all the soil samples 
were considered to be safe and consequently, radiological hazards to people being exposed at the 
studied or monitored areas are at the typical local level of radioactivity from natural background radi-
ation and therefore not significantly elevated and alarming. 
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 6.7     Uranium fractionation and depleted uranium   
The radioactive secular equilibrium were determined from the decay progenies of the uranium and 
thorium decay series. This was done first by determining the individual activity concentrations for
226Ra, 214Pb, 214Bi (238U) and 212Pb, 212Bi, 228Ac, 208TI (232Th). Assuming secular equilibrium, the ratio of 
activities between daughters from the same decay chain would be equal to 1, approximately. Results 
from figure 6.8 above showed the measured equilibrium ratio for daughter nuclide from the 238U and 
232Th decay  chains.  The  values  for  these  ratios  from all  the  samples  are  consistent  with  unity, 
indicating secular equilibrium has been attained by the associated daughter nuclides. 
6.7.1    Determination of Isotopic activity 
The evaluation of  235U activity in soil samples is difficult because its photopeak energy is always 
associated with that of 226Ra at 186.2 keV. The decay of 235U emits photons with energies at 143.76 
keV (10.96%), 163.33 keV (5.08%), 185.72 keV (57.2%), and 205.31 keV (5.01%) [Gilmore, 2008]. 
It has a half-life of 700 million years and a very low photon emission rates at most of the energies, 
except the 185.72 keV, which is normally used for its activity determination. The relatively high 
photon emission at the 185.72 keV line is a direct alpha-decay branch from the 235U to exited states in 
231Th but it overlaps with the 226Ra at 186.2 keV and has to be separated. 
On the other hand, the 238U isotope does not emit significant photons that can be used for its gamma 
spectroscopic  determination.  This  is  done  indirectly  through  one  of  its  daughters  (234Th  and/or 
234mPa), which have suitably shorter half-lives of 24.1 days and 6.7 hrs, respectively,  and would 
practically  reach  equilibrium  with  the  parent  238U  in  approximately  6-month  (with  234Th).  The 
metastable protactinium (234mPa) emits a 1001.03 keV photon with a very low yield (0.83%) (as 
shown from sample_172 in fig. 6.16) can be employed for the  238U determination  [Ebaid 2010]. 
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 Even though the  234Th decay emits other photons at 63.3 keV(3.6%), 92.6 keV(4.9%), these low 
energy  regions  due  to  the  interferences  and  self  absorption in  the  detector  material,  and  thus 
corrections has to be made  [Abbas, 2006; Jodlowski, 2006].  Consequently, the  238U is  determined 
using the 1001.03 keV (0.837%) gamma line of meta-stable Protactinium 234mPa; a direct progeny of 
234Th  [Yucel at al. 1998].  Given the counts at that line and those 185.7keV, the  235U:238U activity 
ratio can be determined and which may confirms the natural status of uranium within the measured 
sample. 
Fig. 6.16:  Gamma-ray spectra from sample_172 showing the 1001 keV line due to 234mPa, and other 
transitions from the decay of 228Ac (911 and 968 keV) and 214Bi (1120 and 1238 keV) nuclides. 
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 Figure 6.17 and 6.18 below is a plot of  238U vs  235U and  226Ra vs  235U, showing a line of best fit 
corresponding to  an  activity  ratio  of  0.045 and 0.0465 for  natural  uranium from the  two plots, 
respectively.  
              
          Fig. 6.17:   Activity concentration correlation plot between 235U and 234mPa 
The minimum and maximum ratio for these isotopes from all the samples were found to be 0.018 to 
0.0938, with a mean value of 0.046. 
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 Fig. 6.18:   Activity concentration correlation plot between 235U and 226Ra from the current work.
Another study by [IAEA 2003] across nine regions of Kuwat as shown in Table 1.6 (Chapter 1) gives 
activity concentration values from the 235U that range from a minimum of 0.26 Bq/kg to a maximum 
value  of  0.87  Bq/kg  at  the  Manageesh  and  Al-Mutlaa/Al-Wafrah  regions,  respectively.  The 
correspoding values for the  238U isotope at  those same places are found to be 5.6 Bq/kg and 18 
Bq/kg, respectively. 
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 The differences  may be due to  relative distribution of the specific  radio-isotopes in  a  particular 
environment and depending on pH level, vegetation, and local geology of the area, this could lead to 
secular (dis)equilibrium [Von Gunten et al., 1996]. Moreover, a relative solubility and leachability of 
these two uranium isotopes could be responsible for such variations [Evans et al., 1997]. In general, 
a  ratio  significantly close to  0.0461 may indicate  the absence or  low-level/  amount  of  depleted 
uranium [IAEA, 2003]. The overall results from this study are statistically consistent and reflect the 
certified activity ratio of 0.0462 for natural uranium [Agha et al., 2011; Ebaid, 2010].    
Fig. 6.19 shows the overall distribution of the 235U/238U ratio across all of the analysed samples in this 
thesis. 
Fig. 6.19  Sample-wise distribution of 235U/238U activity ratio from measured samples in the  current 
work. 
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 The red and blue lines limit this ratio to 0.0462 and 0.0128 for samples containing the natural and 
depleted  uranium  (at  0.2  %),  respectively.  A  significant deviation  from  these  figures  can  be 
explained  in  terms  of  enhancement  or  depletion  between  the  two  isotopes,  which  leads  to 
disequilibrium.  
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            CHAPTER SEVEN            
Summary, Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Summary and Conclusion
A study of the natural radioactivity in environmental soil samples from more than ninety different 
locations across the state of Kuwait  was carried out employing gamma-spectroscoy using a low 
background high resolution Hyper-Pure Germanium detector. 
The activty  concentration  results  obtained for  the  238U,  232Th,  40K, and  137Cs range 5.98±0.28 to 
31.30±0.11  Bq/kg,  3.53±0.07 to  22.39.4±0.16 Bq/kg,  74±3 to 699±16 Bq/kg,  and 0.17±0.05 to 
12.19±0.21 Bq/kg, respectively. The corresponding arithmetic mean activity concentration values for 
the uranium, thorium, and potassium are 16.24±0.21, 12.79±0.15), and 333±8 Bq/kg, respectively. 
137Cs  is  anthropogenic  and  mostly  derived  form the  1986  Chernobyl  nuclear  accident.  It  has  a 
measured mean value of 2.18±0.11 Bq/kg in the current work. Appendix E shows the evaluated 
activity ratios for  226Ra/214Pb, 214Pb/214Bi and  212Pb/212Bi, 228Ac/208TI in all the soil samples. It shows a 
ratio close to unity for all samples, indicating that radioactive secular equilibrium has been attained 
among  their  respective  daughter  nuclides.  The  elemental  concentration  was  also  determined  for 
uranium, thorium, and potassium. The result were found to vary between 0.48 and 2.53 ppm and 0.87 
to 5.23 ppm for U and Th, respectively, and 0.24 to 2.23 % for 40K. The mean value for the uranium, 
thorium, and potassium are 1.51±0.02, 3.05±0.03, and 1.23±0.03, respectively. A relatively higher 
concentration is observed in the northern part compared to central and southern region. Evaluated 
results for the external and internal hazard indices were found to range from 0.05 to 0.27 and 0.06 to 
0.34, with am mean value of 0.16 and 0.2, respectively. The calculated mean dose rate is found to be 
29.13±0.35 with a minimum and maximum value of 7.9±0.12 and 49.45±0.65 nG/hr, respectively. 
Result of the the Raeq. gives a mean value of 60.20±0.68, and is below the world average of 370 
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 Bq/kg.  The Annual dose equivalent from the study is found to range from 9.8±0.2 to 61.10±0.8 
μSv/year, with a mean value 50 % less the world average at 70 μSv/year. The world average value 
for the annual outdoor effective dose as reported has a value of 0.07 and overall, the results indicate 
that  activities  and  corresponding  measured  doses  are  within  the  world  average  given  by 
[UNSCEAR2000]. Also from the result, the presence of depleted uranium is found to be insignifant. 
The mean actvitiy ratio to ascertain was derived from the  for the 235U and 238U isotopes for all the 
samples and is found to be 0.046. This is consistent with previous studies and indicates the presence 
of natural uranium from these location.   
7.2    Future Work
Additional soil samples would be collected at smaller grid of 5 kilometer interval, increasing the total 
number of samples than the current one and thus accurate data. The measured activity concentration 
determined for each soil samples was done only once due to time limitation and thus subsequent 
measurements would be repeated  in order to obtain a better statistics. Further investigation would 
involve the samples' particles' grain size and its relation to the radioactivity distributions of  235U, 238U 
(and their decay progeny), 40K, and 137Cs in the soil samples. In addition, alpha spectrometry or ICP-
MS methods for direct measurement of isotope ratios for Uranium can be employed and compared 
with the current work from soil materials in or close to the water lagoons associated with the oil 
wells and/or oil industries in Kuwait, and which may have enhanced radioactivity values. It has been 
suggested  also,  that  the  measured  radiological  levels  would  be  studied  key parameters,  such as 
geological features,  lithology, geomorphology, mineral  resources,  etc.  in the interpretation of the 
results. This classification according to these parameters  may give important information on the 
overall result. 
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 Similar study would be carried out in Nigeria close to industrial locations with a view to assess 
radioactive  character  of  the  soil,  water,  groundwater,  food,  plants,  and  so  on.  The  impact  of 
primordial  and naturally occuring  238U(226Ra),  232Th,  40K along with the technologically enhanced 
natural  radioactivity  on  the  above  materials  would  provide  information  with  respect  to  internal 
and/or internal radiation exposure and their associated risk to the human populace. 
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 Appendix A:   Evaluated activity concentration for 238U,  232Th, 40K, and 137Cs
Activity concentration (Bq/kg)
Sample 
number 238U 232Th 40K 137Cs
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10 
11 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
23 
24 
25 
27 
28 
30 
32 
34 
37 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
49 
50 
54 
55 
21.67±0.31 
21.03±0.20 
20.93±0.22 
16.44±0.20 
21.67±0.27 
17.44±0.16 
23.26±0.27 
19.03±0.27 
17.43±0.24 
22.36±0.22 
23.19±0.35 
24.27±0.18 
22.02±0.24 
20.92±0.23 
17.51±0.20 
24.45±0.25 
21.11±0.26 
23.87±0.27 
24.29±0.20 
31.30±0.28 
11.91±0.20 
22.69±0.27 
20.63±0.28 
21.42±0.20 
19.73±0.23 
20.66±0.24 
22.73±0.21 
12.25±0.33 
14.10±0.15 
15.23±0.18 
17.60±0.19 
19.12±0.21 
17.43±0.16 
13.57±0.14 
18.18±0.18 
10.09±0.11 
20.60±0.23 
14.52±0.17 
16.48±0.22 
17.20±0.20 
19.37±0.19 
19.46±0.23 
15.26±0.16 
18.31±0.18 
12.14±0.15 
17.16±0.19 
21.24±0.21 
20.21±0.20 
17.91±0.21 
16.51±0.19 
9.93±0.12 
20.00±0.27 
18.26±0.18 
19.73±0.20 
15.43±0.23 
16.95±0.22 
16.53±0.13 
11.87±0.14 
9.17±0.12 
13.81±0.16 
375.46±5.46 
345.84±6.18 
269.32±5.03 
409.36±14.07 
400.46±13.87 
316.26±12.68 
353.02±11.49 
698.55±15.83 
384.19±8.29 
382.93±8.82 
395.63±9.79 
382.45±6.81 
355.98±6.27 
391.11±6.81 
262.62±6.14 
369.05±9.74 
337.76±8.93 
401.17±10.66 
364.12±6.43 
361.94±6.79 
238.17±6.45 
339.74±15.2 
392.35±6.83 
329.36±6.18 
350.84±13.96 
414.59±8.83 
369.92±5.36 
445.25±7.49 
371.90±19.9 
406.06±7.19 
1.69±0.1 
0.63±0.06 
1.01±0.14 
0.82±0.07 
1.36±0.25 
0.68±0.08 
10.53±0.22 
1.72±0.12 
1.81±0.1 1
2.18±0.44 
1.50±0.16 
1.65±0.12 
0.32±0.06 
0.64±0.07 
12.19±0.21 
0.71±0.08 
0.53±0.08 
0.48±0.05 
0.54±0.07 
0.78±0.12 
5.19±0.16 
1.89±0.08 
0.66±0.07 
4.91±0.06 
1.56±0.1 5
3.39±0.12 
5.76±0.16 
3.12±0.13 
2.99±0.17 
0.63±0.07 
172
 58 
59 
61 
63 
64 
67 
70 
76 
77 
78 
80 
82 
85 
88 
90 
96 
97 
100 
103 
106 
107 
108 
111 
112 
115 
117 
119 
120 
127 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
22.38±0.24 
23.37±0.18 
17.33±0.21 
19.74±0.21 
20.63±0.24 
21.64±0.40 
25.44±0.26 
22.10±0.25 
17.25±0.29 
32.28±0.30 
23.91±0.23 
16.27±0.21 
19.77±0.19 
17.40±0.19 
14.97±0.20 
13.91±0.17 
21.28±0.24 
11.13±0.20 
10.76±0.15 
15.36±0.19 
16.18±0.21 
14.24±0.21 
19.16±0.20 
14.11±0.18 
18.89±0.24 
15.64±0.17 
13.83±0.20 
16.37±0.24 
12.76±0.18 
19.14±0.20 
15.24±0.17 
23.22±0.22 
17.48±0.14 
13.34±0.19 
19.85±0.29 
19.24±0.18 
16.44±0.16 
10.49±0.13 
20.60±0.25 
17.66±0.19 
18.13±0.15 
11.96±0.15 
13.44±0.22 
12.82±0.18 
17.49±0.25 
13.59±0.15 
17.79±0.17 
12.16±0.14 
13.89±0.14 
11.92±0.13 
16.42±0.21 
11.52±0.19 
7.25±0.11 
13.96±0.22 
14.72±0.25 
10.60±0.11 
13.87±0.14 
10.84±0.15 
16.50±0.17 
11.45±0.11 
12.96±0.16 
13.62±0.21 
13.91±0.16 
17.68±0.17 
13.04±0.15 
11.63±0.14 
14.29±0.11 
13.74±0.19 
358.22±6.3 0
375.34±7.56 
412.23±7.05 
271.96±5.09 
179.07±9.54 
413.78±7.18 
245.00±4.99 
408.70±7.05 
384.19±6.95 
310.39±5.74 
370.97±17.58 
402.71±12.29 
349.34±19.23 
257.58±11.75 
439.58±7.39 
445.01±7.51 
381.17±6.75 
396.96±14.25 
167.50±6.54 
423.32±7.1 1
444.95±7.47 
289.70±4.9 
345.26±6.22 
283.58±4.9 
392.64±6.94 
259.68±4.72 
344.49±6.60 
375.2± 9.61 
387.62±11.3 
334.65±17.02 
281.23±4.97 
287.58±13.29 
271.12±5.63 
478.35±8.11 
1.85±0.12 
5.81±0.14 
0.32±0.04 
0.48±0.24 
5.49±0.34 
2.03±0.25 
0.16±0.05 
0.28±0.11 
0.39±0.12 
0.88±0.17 
2.53±0.11 
0.65±0.10 
1.65±0.21 
1.23±0.22 
1.97±0.16 
5.26±0.10 
1.01±0.09 
0.45±0.09 
0.33±0.01 
3.97±0.12 
2.72±0.12 
3.18±0.13 
0.21±0.06 
3.08±0.15 
0.48±0.89 
1.03±0.08 
0.92±0.06 
0.51±0.08 
1.10±0.09 
0.21±0.06 
0.58±0.24 
0.66±0.07 
1.41±0.08 
4.14±0.12 
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 139 
140 
141 
142 
144 
146 
153 
154 
155 
157 
159 
161 
162 
163 
165 
166 
167 
169 
172 
173 
175 
176 
179 
180 
182 
183 
184 
14.67±0.18 
14.43±1.16 
16.45±0.30 
9.53±0.18 
14.89±0.18 
12.52±0.17 
11.63±0.23 
11.21±0.17 
12.32±0.16 
9.02±0.12 
11.74±0.15 
10.81±0.17 
9.02±0.13 
13.92±0.17 
14.01±0.20 
19.84±0.36 
13.98±0.21 
14.97±0.17 
5.91±0.11 
7.72±0.11 
14.57±0.16 
13.71±0.16 
8.17±0.14 
6.45±0.08 
14.81±0.18 
16.94±0.20 
9.33±0.10
14.86±0.17 
12.14±0.15 
16.54±0.19 
8.92±0.12 
14.15±0.15 
12.21±0.12 
13.8±0.15 
10.89±0.23 
11.38±0.15 
8.95±0.09 
11.49±0.13 
9.51±0.11 
8.75±0.17 
13.26±0.16 
13.42±0.25 
10.03±0.11 
13.44±0.16 
13.63±0.14 
3.53±0.07 
7.69±0.11 
11.87±0.14 
12.57±0.14 
7.04±0.12 
5.52±0.15 
14.28±0.19 
10.53±0.16 
10.50±0.11 
480.12±8.20 
475.45±7.65 
474.58±8.06 
292.57±6.42 
457.46±7.65 
347.30±6.63
471.80±7.21 
347.30±6.00
332.92±15.95 
303.97±5.41 
470.4± 8.59 
435.45±15.87 
303.63±5.32 
364.82±6.29 
530.56±8.99 
308.6±5.2 2
508.44±18.58 
425.26±8.67 
74.34±2.51 
465.41±13.11 
470.81±7.74 
460.31±14.67 
321.1±8.53 
107.03±5.23 
510.92±14.77 
468.35±7.98 
290.99±9.67 
1.31±0.12 
1.2±0.09 
1.05±0.25 
0.56±0.15 
4.26±0.14 
2.89±0.11 
0.43±0.14 
9.97±0.19 
1.00±0.08 
1.04±0.13
0.41±0.09 
0.32±0.11 
0.25±0.07 
0.81±0.11 
1.09±0.07 
0.29±0.12 
1.70±0.14 
0.39±0.14 
1.05±0.06 
2.33±0.11 
1.57±0.16 
1.13±0.14 
2.32±0.28 
1.47±0.07 
2.89±0.13 
0.91±0.41 
2.66±0.12 
min 5.91±0.11 3.53±0.07 74.34±2.5 0.17±0.05
max 31.30±0.28 21.24±0.20 699±15.84 12.19±0.21
Mean 16.99±0.21 12.7±0.14 333.2±7.59 2.18±0.11
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 Appendix B:    Results of Dose rate (D), Radium equivalent (Raeq), Annual Effective Dose 
Equivalent (AEDE) and Hazard Indices (Hi and Hext) from measured samples
Sample 
number
Dose rate
(nG/hr)
Raeq
(Bq/kg)
AEDE 
(μSv/year)
Hazard Indices
 Hext Hint
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10 
11 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
23 
24 
25 
27 
28 
30 
32 
34 
37 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
49 
50 
54 
36.99±0.29 
33.73±0.30 
31.68±0.25 
32.86±0.60 
37.70±0.60 
22.21±0.41 
37.91±0.51 
49.45±0.68 
34.51±0.39 
34.85±0.40 
38.92±0.45 
31.76±0.25 
34.24±0.30 
37.04±0.32 
27.17±0.29 
37.04±0.44 
37.67±0.41 
39.97±0.48 
28.20±0.26 
36.76±0.33 
20.60±0.29 
36.49±0.67 
36.92±0.33 
35.55±0.30 
3.07±0.61 
28.08±0.29 
25.04±0.25 
31.40±0.36 
27.47±0.84 
77.25±0.60 
70.36±0.60 
67.14±0.50 
67.37±1.14 
78.51±1.17 
46.13±0.78 
79.91±1.02 
99.56±1.32 
71.62±0.77 
72.47±0.79 
81.36±0.92 
66.68±0.50 
71.27±0.59 
77.23±0.64 
56.83±0.56 
77.38±0.86 
79.67±0.81 
83.67±0.94 
59.06±0.52 
76.79±0.67 
42.65±0.57 
76.93±1.31 
76.94±0.66 
75.01±0.60 
68.82±1.18 
58.19±0.57 
51.88±0.49 
63.52±0.72 
55.66±1.56 
45.50±0.36 
41.48±0.37 
38.97±0.31 
40.42±0.74 
46.37±0.74 
27.32±0.51 
46.64±0.63 
60.83±0.84 
42.44±0.48 
42.87±0.49 
47.87±0.56 
39.06±0.31 
42.12±0.37 
45.56±0.40 
33.42±0.35 
45.55±0.54 
46.34±0.50 
49.16±0.59 
34.69±0.32 
45.21±0.41 
25.34±0.36 
44.88±0.82 
45.41±0.41 
43.73±0.37 
40.67±0.75 
34.54±0.35 
30.80±0.31 
38.62±0.44 
33.79±1.03 
0.21 
0.19 
0.18 
0.18 
0.21 
0.12 
0.22 
0.27 
0.19 
0.20 
0.22 
0.18 
0.19 
0.21 
0.15 
0.21 
0.22 
0.23 
0.16 
0.21 
0.12 
0.21 
0.21 
0.20 
0.19 
0.16 
0.14 
0.17 
0.15 
0.27 
0.25 
0.24 
0.23 
0.27 
0.16 
0.28 
0.34 
0.24 
0.25 
0.28 
0.24 
0.25 
0.27 
0.21 
0.27 
0.28 
0.29 
0.21 
0.28 
0.14 
0.27 
0.26 
0.26 
0.24 
0.20 
0.18 
0.20 
0.19 
175
 55 
58 
59 
61 
63 
64 
67 
70 
76 
77 
78 
80 
82 
85 
88 
90 
96 
97 
100 
103 
106 
107 
108 
111 
112 
115 
117 
119 
120 
127 
133 
134 
135 
136 
32.31±0.33 
36.67±0.33 
28.84±0.34 
35.13±0.32 
26.80±0.25 
29.45±0.44 
37.92±0.37 
32.92±0.26 
33.98±0.33 
32.12±0.35 
28.60±0.30 
37.09±0.76 
32.52±0.53 
34.45±0.81 
27.37±0.50 
33.64±0.33 
31.76±0.33 
35.64±0.33 
29.19±0.61
16.33±0.29 
33.18±0.34 
34.92±0.36 
25.08±0.24 
31.63±0.29 
24.09±0.24 
35.07±0.33 
24.36±0.22 
29.10±0.31 
31.24±0.43 
30.46±0.49 
33.48±0.72 
26.64±0.24 
29.74±0.57 
28.01±0.25 
66.25±0.63 
76.94±0.70 
60.44±0.65 
72.59±0.63 
55.69±0.48 
63.90±0.88 
78.76±0.78 
70.23±0.51 
69.60±0.65 
66.07±0.70 
59.37±0.60 
77.50±1.45 
66.72±1.01 
72.11±1.54 
57.32±0.96 
68.68±0.64 
64.31±0.64 
74.11±0.66 
59.34±1.17 
34.03±0.55
67.92±0.67
71.49±0.72 
51.75±0.45 
65.58±0.56 
49.72±0.47 
72.72±0.64 
50.68±0.42 
60.01±0.60 
64.32±0.86 
62.50±0.93 
70.19±1.37 
55.54±0.47 
61.99±1.09 
58.78±0.48 
39.75±0.40 
45.10±0.41 
35.47±0.41 
43.21±0.40 
32.96±0.30 
36.22±0.54 
46.64±0.46 
40.49±0.32 
41.80±0.40 
39.50±0.43 
35.18±0.37 
45.62±0.93 
40.00±0.65 
42.37±1.00 
33.67±0.62 
41.37±0.41 
39.07±0.41 
43.84±0.40 
35.91±0.75 
20.09±0.36
40.81±0.41 
42.95±0.44 
30.85±0.29 
38.90±0.35 
29.63±0.29 
43.13±0.40 
29.96±0.27 
35.79±0.38 
38.43±0.53 
37.47±0.60 
41.18±0.89 
32.77±0.29 
36.59±0.70 
34.45±0.31 
0.18 
0.21 
0.16 
0.20 
0.15 
0.17 
0.21 
0.19 
0.19 
0.18 
0.16 
0.21 
0.18 
0.19 
0.15 
0.19 
0.17 
0.20 
0.16 
0.09 
0.18 
0.19 
0.14 
0.18 
0.13 
0.20 
0.14 
0.16 
0.17 
0.17 
0.19 
0.15 
0.17 
0.16 
0.22 
0.27 
0.21 
0.24 
0.20 
0.23 
0.27 
0.26 
0.24 
0.23 
0.21 
0.27 
0.22 
0.25 
0.21 
0.23 
0.21 
0.26 
0.19 
0.12 
0.22 
0.24 
0.18 
0.23 
0.17 
0.25 
0.18 
0.20 
0.22 
0.20 
0.24 
0.19 
0.23 
0.21 
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 137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
144 
146 
153 
154 
155 
157 
159 
161 
162 
163 
165 
166 
167 
169 
172 
173 
175 
176 
179 
180 
182 
183 
184 
34.41±0.37 
35.77±0.37 
33.38±0.63 
40.15±0.38 
21.99±0.29 
34.50±0.34 
27.64±0.27 
33.27±0.72 
26.24±0.29 
34.64±0.68 
23.41±0.24 
31.91±0.37 
30.07±0.67 
22.11±0.25 
29.65±0.29 
41.32±0.41 
25.33±0.28 
35.66±0.79 
32.85±0.38 
7.96±0.12 
27.80±0.56 
32.47±0.34 
33.12±0.62 
21.42±0.37 
10.75±0.24 
36.77±0.63 
32.85±0.36 
21.26±0.41 
69.82±0.72 
72.89±0.71 
67.43±1.97 
82.64±0.77 
44.81±0.56 
70.35±0.66 
56.72±0.52 
67.44±1.38 
53.52±0.57 
71.07±1.27 
47.47±0.45 
64.25±0.71 
60.48±1.26 
44.91±0.49 
60.97±0.56 
84.57±0.82 
51.98±0.56 
72.10±1.49 
67.15±0.73 
16.68±0.23 
54.94±1.06 
65.50±0.65 
67.12±1.17 
42.96±0.70 
22.53±0.46 
74.56±1.20 
66.19±0.70 
43.14±0.77 
42.32±0.45 
44.00±0.45 
41.05±0.78 
49.39±0.47 
27.05±0.36 
42.44±0.42 
34.00±0.33 
40.92±0.89 
32.27±0.36 
42.60±0.83 
28.80±0.29 
39.26±0.46 
36.99±0.82 
27.20±0.31 
36.47±0.36 
50.82±0.51 
31.16±0.35 
43.87±0.97 
40.41±0.47 
9.79±0.15 
34.19±0.69 
39.94±0.42 
40.73±0.77 
26.34±0.45 
13.23±0.29 
45.22±0.78 
40.41±0.44 
26.150.50 
0.19 
0.20 
0.18 
0.22 
0.12 
0.19 
0.15 
0.18 
0.14 
0.19 
0.13 
0.17 
0.16 
0.12 
0.16 
0.23 
0.14 
0.19 
0.18 
0.05 
0.15 
0.18 
0.18 
0.12 
0.06 
0.20 
0.18 
0.12 
0.22 
0.24 
0.22 
0.28 
0.15 
0.23 
0.19 
0.21 
0.17 
0.24 
0.15 
0.20 
0.20 
0.15 
0.20 
0.28 
0.18 
0.23 
0.22 
0.06 
0.17 
0.21 
0.22 
0.14 
0.08 
0.24 
0.22 
0.14 
min 7.96±0.12 16.68±0.23 9.79 ±0.2 0.06 0.05
max 49.45±0.68 99.56±1.32 60.83 ±0.8 0.34 0.27
Mean 29.13 ±0.35 60.20 ±0.68 35.3 ±0.4 0.16 0.20
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 Appendix C:  Evaluation of weighted mean formula and error  propagation 
Weighted Mean Average
This weighted mean MW,  is given by:
M w =
∑
i
w i M i
∑
i
w i
and the standard error of σWm 
σ M W = √ 1w1 + w2 + . . . wn
where Mi  is the data of the i-th sample. 
Error propagation
Let  x  be as a function of  u  and v, while  a  and  b  are constants, then we have as follows: 
Case 1:   Addition and Subtraction : x = au + bv 
Then, the uncertainty of  x  is given by 
σ x = √a2σ 2 + b2σ2
Case 2:   Multiplication and Division:  x = auv   or  x = a uv
Then, the functional error in  u  is derived as
 x
x
=  uu 2   vv 2
178
 Case 3:   Logarithms :  x  =  a ln(bu ) 
Then, the derivative with respect to u is given by  
 x = ab
 u
u
Case 4:  Exponentials: x = aebu 
Then, the relative uncertainty becomes 
179
 x
x
= b u
 Appendix D:  Certificates of  Standard Calibration sources 
180
 181
 182
 183
 184
 185
 186
 187
 188
 189
 190
 191
 192
 193
 194
 Appendix E:  Evaluated activity ratios for 226Ra/214Pb, 214Pb/214Bi and  212Pb/212Bi, 228Ac/208TI  
Sample
    238U series  232Th series
Sample
 238U series  232Th series
226Ra/214Pb 214Pb/214Bi 212Pb/212Bi 228Ac/208TI 226Ra/214Pb 214Pb/214Bi 212Pb/212Bi 228Ac/208TI
1 
3 
5 
7 
9 
10 
11 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
24
23 
25 
27 
28 
30 
32 
34 
37 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
49 
50 
54 
55 
58 
59 
61 
63 
1.05±0.05 
1.03±0.04 
1.01±0.05 
1.05±0.04 
0.98±0.04 
1.08±0.07 
1.14±0.12 
1.18±0.14 
1.03±0.05 
0.99±0.04 
1.15±0.16 
1.02±0.11 
1.51± 0.06
0.92±0.04 
1.51±0.06 
1.01±0.06 
0.99±0.04 
0.99±0.04 
0.96±0.04 
0.96±0.04 
0.91±0.04 
1.13±0.12 
1.15±0.09 
1.05±0.05 
1.02±0.05 
0.97±0.12 
1.03±0.06 
0.97±0.08 
0.92±0.05 
1.03±0.05 
0.96±0.03 
0.94±0.07 
1.01±0.05 
0.9±0.04 
0.98±0.05 
0.99±0.03 
0.98±0.03 
1.04±0.08 
1.03±.05 
1.01±0.08 
1.01±0.04 
1.02±0.07 
1.01±0.07 
1.02±0.03 
1.00±0.11 
0.99±0.03 
1.40 ± 0.05
0.98±0.03 
1.40±0.05 
1.01±0.04 
1.01±0.03 
1.02±0.04 
1.05±0.07 
1.06±0.16 
1.05±0.04 
1.09±0.10 
0.99±0.09 
0.98±0.03 
1.03±0.04 
1.08±0.30 
0.93±0.47 
1.09±0.15 
1.00±0.04 
0.99±0.03 
0.99±0.10 
0.96±0.03 
1.04±0.05 
1.01±0.03 
1.12±0.06 
1.01±0.09 
1.03±0.13 
1.00±0.05 
1.27±0.17 
1.22±0.68 
1.29±0.16 
1.31±0.22 
1.39±0.36 
1.30±0.18 
1.02±0.07 
1.03±0.08 
1.15± 0.16
1.09±0.09 
1.15±0.16 
1.05±0.22 
0.99±0.07 
1.23±0.09 
0.93±0.06 
0.98±0.15 
1.02±0.07 
1.28±0.26 
1.24±0.09 
0.95±0.07 
1.20±0.16 
0.99±0.16 
1.07±0.18 
1.04±0.15 
0.92±0.16 
1.08±0.15 
1.07±0.13 
1.10±0.14 
0.98±0.07 
0.96±0.20 
0.97±0.05 
0.97±0.06 
1.11±0.09 
0.99±0.04 
1.02±0.08 
0.94±0.10 
1.10±0.22 
1.01±0.10 
0.96±0.15 
0.91±0.09 
1.03±0.04 
0.93±0.11 
1.03± 0.10
1.01±0.06 
1.03±0.10 
0.91±0.09 
0.97±0.23 
0.97±0.11 
1.09±0.14 
1.02±0.18 
0.90±0.19 
0.91±0.07 
1.02±0.05 
0.98±0.08 
0.92±0.06 
1.01±0.06 
1.01±0.23 
1.02±0.19 
1.04±0.06 
1.03±0.25 
0.92±0.12 
1.08±0.10 
1.01±0.06 
0.91±0.06 
97
100 
103 
106 
107 
108 
111 
112 
115 
117 
119 
120 
127 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
144 
146 
153 
154 
155 
157 
159 
161 
162 
163 
165 
166 
0.97±0.07
1.13±0.07 
1.01±0.06 
0.98±0.05 
1.08±0.05 
1.09±0.08 
0.92±0.04 
0.93±0.05 
1.09±0.08 
0.96±0.07 
0.98±0.06 
0.92±0.04 
1.11±0.06 
1.02±0.04 
1.02±0.04 
1.17±0.04 
0.75±0.33 
0.98±0.06 
1.20±0.12 
1.18±0.14 
0.91±0.05 
0.97±0.09 
0.94±0.05 
0.65±0.09 
1.11±0.15 
1.13±0.21 
0.96±0.04 
1.11±0.06 
0.98±0.09 
1.02±0.14 
1.03±0.07 
0.94±0.06 
1.02±0.06 
.91±0.04 
0.96±0.03
1.36±0.04 
1.00±0.12 
1.06±0.09 
1.02±0.06 
1.05±0.06 
0.99±0.03 
1.00±0.04 
0.98±0.06 
0.97±0.04 
1.03±0.04 
1.03±0.14 
0.93±0.05 
1.04±0.03 
1.01±0.04 
0.99±0.03 
0.99±0.04 
1.04±0.02 
0.94±0.03 
0.99±0.04 
1.02±0.04 
1.02±0.06 
1.09±0.06 
0.96±0.03 
1.32±0.10 
1.01±0.07 
1.03±0.03 
1.06±1.11 
1.02±0.04 
1.31±0.15 
1.04±0.12 
1.00±0.04 
1.00±0.03 
1.06±0.04 
1.05±0.13 
1.22±0.18 
1.12±0.17 
0.93±0.25 
1.16±0.23 
1.00±0.14 
1.27±0.17 
1.09±0.24 
1.08±0.07 
1.28±0.18 
1.17±0.17 
1.22±0.17 
1.05±0.15 
0.99±0.16 
1.08±0.06 
1.30±0.28 
1.11±0.15 
1.00±0.12 
0.97±0.07 
0.95±0.11 
1.32±0.18 
1.15±0.19 
0.92±0.13 
0.97±0.15 
0.92±0.21 
1.18±0.17 
1.03±0.14 
0.98±0.14 
1.06±0.27 
0.99±0.11 
1.10±0.18 
0.96±0.13 
1.31±0.17 
1.06±0.15 
1.03±0.04 
1.05±0.07 
1.01±0.09 
1.02±0.12 
0.97±0.06 
1.01±0.09 
1.09±0.08 
1.15±0.07 
0.95±0.04 
1.01±0.05 
1.03±0.06 
1.07±0.05 
0.97±0.06 
1.14±0.11 
0.98±0.08 
1.11±0.25 
1.05±0.05 
1.08±0.09 
1.03±0.05 
0.95±0.05 
1.03±0.07 
0.93±0.10 
0.96±0.05 
1.07±0.10 
0.97±0.04 
1.07±0.14 
1.05±0.12 
1.07±0.09 
1.05±0.07 
1.07±0.16 
1.04±0.14 
0.97±0.09 
0.91±0.20 
1.07±0.16 
195
 64 
67 
70 
76 
77 
78 
80 
82 
85 
88 
90 
96
0.58±0.03 
1.01±0.10 
1.22±0.04 
0.93±0.04 
1.05±0.16 
1.09±0.04 
1.08±0.05 
0.95±0.06 
1.2±0.07 
1.01±0.06 
1.01±0.06 
0.88±0.05 
0.93±0.07 
1.00±0.10 
1.00±0.04 
1.02±0.05 
0.96±0.20 
0.99±0.03 
0.98±0.03 
0.99±0.05 
1.12±0.03 
1.04±0.03 
0.99±0.05 
0.99±0.03 
0.96±0.17 
1.08±0.19 
1.07±0.13 
1.29±0.17 
1.09±0.16 
0.98±0.09 
0.90±0.12 
1.24±0.18 
1.05±0.13 
1.22±0.17 
1.14±0.10 
1.01±0.15 
0.92±0.08 
1.01±0.05 
1.01±0.11 
1.02±0.07 
0.99±0.08 
0.97±0.08 
1.06±0.07 
1.03±0.06 
1.06±0.10 
0.96±0.07 
1.30±0.24 
1.00±0.05 
167 
169 
172 
173 
175 
176 
179 
180 
182 
183 
184
-
0.86±0.05 
0.94±0.05 
4.14±0.22 
1.01±0.10 
1.08±0.07 
1.07±0.08 
1.29±0.11 
4.49±0.32 
0.97±0.06 
1.03±0.05 
0.98±0.07 
-
1.00±0.10 
1.00±0.04 
0.97±0.05 
0.93±0.12 
1.01±0.04 
1.16±0.15 
0.98±0.04 
0.88±0.06 
0.93±0.03 
0.91±0.08 
1.01±0.03 
-
0.97±0.17 
1.19±0.18 
0.98±0.22 
0.93±0.21 
0.98±0.14 
1.12±0.16 
1.11±0.19 
0.92±0.20 
1.10±0.08 
0.97±0.08 
0.87±0.12 
-
1.00±0.07 
0.96±0.15 
0.95±1.36 
1.28±0.08 
1.08±0.15 
1.00±0.04 
1.04±0.29 
0.99±0.27 
1.08±0.14 
1.01±0.06 
1.03±0.25
- 
 Appendix F:  GPS co-ordinates for collected samples presented in this study
Sample Longitude Latitude Sample Longitude Latitude
1 
3 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
23 
24 
25 
27 
47.346981 
47.553593 
47.760204 
47.243675 
47.346981 
47.553593 
47.656898 
47.760204 
48.162003 
47.243675 
47.346981 
47.450287 
47.656898 
47.863514 
47.96682 
48.173431 
47.140369 
30.073227 
30.073227 
30.073227 
29.983786 
29.983786 
29.983786 
29.983786 
29.983786 
29.97278 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.894266 
29.804665 
96
97 
100 
103 
106 
107 
108 
111 
112 
115 
116 
117 
119 
120 
127 
133 
134 
47.656898 
47.760204 
48.085098 
46.933758 
47.243675 
47.346981 
47.450287 
47.760204 
47.863514 
46.727142 
46.830448 
46.933758 
47.140369 
47.243675 
47.96682 
47.037064 
47.140369 
29.355455 
29.355455 
29.345072 
29.265375 
29.265375 
29.265375 
29.265375 
29.265375 
29.265375 
29.175215 
29.175215 
29.175215 
29.175215 
29.175215 
29.175215 
29.084974 
29.084974 
196
 28 
30 
32 
34 
37 
42 
43 
45 
46 
47 
49 
50 
54 
55 
59 
61 
63 
64 
65 
67 
70 
76 
77 
78 
80 
81 
82 
85 
88 
89 
90 
47.243675 
47.450287 
47.656898 
47.863514 
48.176422 
47.346981 
47.450287 
47.656898 
47.760204 
47.863514 
48.070126 
48.173431 
47.140369 
47.243675 
47.656898 
47.863514 
48.070126 
48.173431 
48.276737 
47.037064 
47.346981 
48.173431 
46.934967 
47.037064 
47.243675 
47.346981 
47.450287 
47.760204 
48.276737 
48.375549 
46.830448 
29.804665 
29.804665 
29.804665 
29.804665 
29.795368 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.714983 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.625221 
29.535379 
29.535379 
29.535379 
29.446774 
29.445457 
29.445457 
29.445457 
29.445457 
29.445457 
29.445457 
29.406105 
29.355455 
135 
136 
137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
144 
146 
147 
153 
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 Appendix G: Weighted mean activty concentration for measured  238U and 232Th decay chains in 
addition to evaluated 40K, 137Cs radionuclides. 
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 APPENDIX G: Elemental concentration ratio due to 232Th and 232U from measured samples. 
Sample 
no. 
238U
(ppm)
232Th
(ppm) 232Th/238U
Sample 
no. 
238U
(ppm)
232Th
(ppm) 232Th/238U
001 
003 
005 
007 
009 
010 
011 
015 
017 
018 
019 
021 
023 
024 
025 
027 
028 
030 
032 
034 
037 
042 
043 
045 
046 
047 
049 
050 
054 
055 
058 
059 
061 
063 
064 
067 
070 
076 
077 
078 
080 
082 
085 
088
090
096
1.75±0.03 
1.70±0.02 
1.69±0.02 
1.33±0.02 
1.75±0.02 
1.41±0.01 
1.88±0.02 
1.54±0.02 
1.41±0.02 
1.81±0.02 
1.88±0.03 
1.96±0.01 
1.78±0.02 
1.69±0.02 
1.42±0.02 
1.97±0.02 
1.71±0.02 
1.93±0.02 
1.97±0.02 
2.53±0.02 
0.96±0.02 
1.84±0.02 
1.67±0.02 
1.73±0.02 
1.60±0.02 
1.67±0.02 
1.34±0.02 
0.99±0.03 
1.14±0.01 
1.23±0.01 
1.81±0.02 
1.89±0.01 
1.40±0.02 
1.79±0.02 
1.67±0.02 
1.75±0.03 
2.06±0.02 
1.79±0.02 
1.40±0.02 
2.61±0.02 
1.93±0.02 
1.32±0.02 
1.60±0.02 
1.41±0.02 
1.21±0.02 
1.13±0.01 
4.33±0.05 
3.90±0.05 
4.29±0.04 
3.34±0.03 
4.47±0.04 
2.48±0.03 
5.07±0.06 
3.57±0.04 
4.05±0.05 
4.23±0.05 
4.77±0.05 
3.64±0.04 
3.76±0.04 
4.51±0.04 
2.99±0.04 
4.22±0.05 
5.23±0.05 
4.97±0.05 
3.34±0.05 
4.06±0.05 
2.44±0.03 
4.92±0.07 
4.49±0.04 
4.85±0.05 
3.80±0.06 
3.16±0.04 
2.50±0.03 
2.92±0.03 
2.26±0.03 
3.40±0.04 
4.64±0.07 
3.58±0.03 
4.04±0.04 
2.58±0.03 
5.07±0.06 
4.34±0.05 
4.46±0.04 
2.94±0.04 
3.31±0.05 
3.16±0.04 
4.30±0.06 
3.34±0.04 
4.38±0.04 
2.99±0.03 
3.42±0.03 
2.93±0.03 
2.47±0.05 
2.29±0.04 
2.54±0.04 
2.51±0.04 
2.55±0.04 
1.76±0.02 
2.70±0.04 
2.32±0.04 
2.87±0.05 
2.34±0.04 
2.54±0.05 
1.86±0.02 
2.11±0.03 
2.67±0.04 
2.11±0.04 
2.14±0.03 
3.06±0.05 
2.58±0.04 
1.70±0.03 
1.60±0.02 
2.54±0.06 
2.67±0.05 
2.69±0.04 
2.81±0.04 
2.38±0.05 
1.89±0.03 
1.87±0.04 
2.95±0.09 
1.98±0.03 
2.76±0.04 
2.56±0.05 
1.89±0.02 
2.89±0.05 
1.44±0.02 
3.04±0.05 
2.48±0.05 
2.17±0.03 
1.64±0.03 
2.36±0.05 
1.21±0.02 
2.23±0.04 
2.53±0.05 
2.74±0.04 
2.12±0.04 
2.83±0.05 
2.59±0.04 
097 
100 
103 
106 
107 
108 
111 
112 
115 
117 
119 
120 
127 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
139 
140 
141 
142 
144 
146 
153 
154 
155 
157 
159 
161 
162 
163 
165 
166 
167 
169 
172 
173 
175 
176 
179 
180 
182 
183 
184 
-
1.72±0.02 
0.90±0.02 
0.87±0.01 
1.24±0.02 
1.31±0.02 
1.53±0.02 
1.55±0.02 
1.68±0.01 
1.53±0.02 
1.27±0.01 
1.12±0.02 
1.16±0.02 
1.03±0.01 
1.55±0.02 
1.63±0.01 
1.88±0.02 
1.13±0.01 
1.08±0.02 
1.19±0.01 
1.17±0.09 
1.82±0.02 
1.05±0.01 
1.20±0.01 
1.34±0.01 
0.94±0.02 
1.20±0.01 
1.32±0.01 
1.04±0.01 
0.95±0.01 
1.08±0.01 
0.96±0.01 
1.13±0.01 
1.49±0.02 
1.61±0.03 
1.10±0.02 
1.13±0.01 
0.48±0.01 
0.69±0.02 
1.18±0.01 
1.11±0.01 
0.66±0.01 
0.52±0.01 
1.20±0.01 
1.37±0.02 
1.00±0.01 
-
4.04±0.05 
2.83±0.05 
1.78±0.03 
3.43±0.05 
3.62±0.06 
2.61±0.03 
3.41±0.03 
2.67±0.04 
4.06±0.04 
2.82±0.03 
3.19±0.04 
3.35±0.05 
3.42±0.04 
4.35±0.04 
3.21±0.04 
2.86±0.03 
3.52±0.03 
3.38±0.05 
3.66±0.04 
2.99±0.04 
4.07±0.05 
2.19±0.03 
3.48±0.04 
3.00±0.03 
3.39±0.04 
2.68±0.05 
3.69±0.04 
2.20±0.02 
2.83±0.03 
2.34±0.03 
2.15±0.04 
3.26±0.04 
4.36±0.06 
2.47±0.03 
3.31±0.04 
3.35±0.03 
0.87±0.02 
1.89±0.03 
2.92±0.03 
3.09±0.03 
1.73±0.03 
1.36±0.04 
3.51±0.05 
2.59±0.04 
1.96±0.02 
-
2.35±0.04 
3.14±0.09 
2.05±0.04 
2.77±0.06 
2.76±0.06 
1.71±0.03 
2.20±0.03 
1.59±0.03 
2.65±0.04 
2.22±0.03 
2.85±0.06 
2.89±0.07 
3.32±0.05 
2.81±0.04 
1.97±0.03 
1.52±0.02 
3.12±0.04 
3.13±0.07 
3.08±0.04 
2.56±0.2 
2.24±0.04 
2.09±0.03 
2.90±0.04 
2.24±0.03 
3.61±0.09 
2.23±0.05 
2.80±0.04 
2.12±0.03 
2.98±0.04 
2.17±0.03 
2.24±0.05 
2.88±0.04 
2.93±0.06 
1.53±0.03 
3.01±0.07 
2.96±0.04 
1.81±0.06 
2.74±0.09 
2.47±0.03 
2.78±0.04 
2.62±0.06 
2.62±0.09 
2.93±0.05 
1.89±0.04 
1.96±0.03 
-
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Activity concentrations of soil and sand samples from southern part of Kuwait have been deduced for
members of the 238U(226Ra) and 232Th(228Ac) decay chains, together with initial evaluations also pro-
vided of the concentrations for members of the 235U, 4nþ1 chain. Additional activity concentration
measurements have also been established for the single primordial radionuclide 40K and the anthro-
pogenic radionuclides 137Cs from the same samples. The calculated activity concentration values and
associated radiation hazard indices calculated were evaluated. The current results indicate activity
concentrations ranging from 0.1570.04 to 9.9770.20 Bq/kg for Cs. For 226Ra, 232Th and 40K this ranges
from 9.0270.13 to 17.4870.18, 7.9070.10 to 14.2970.22, and 259.674.7 137Cs to 347.376.0 Bq/kg,
respectively. The mean values for dose rates, radium equivalent, hazard indices, and annual effective dose
equivalent are 24.6570.26 nG/h, 50.7270.50 Bq/kg, 0.17, 0.14, and 30.070.3 mSv/yr, respectively. These
are compared with analogous measurements from other locations both in the Middle Eastern Region and
far-aﬁeld.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Gamma radiation emitted from naturally occurring radioactive
materials existing in all soils is responsible for the majority of
internal and external exposure to the human body (UNSCEAR,
2000). It has been estimated that approximately 85% of the ra-
diation dose received by humans arises from the natural en-
vironment (WNA, 2009). The levels of these doses has been ob-
served to increase due certain anthropogenic activities (Taqami
et al., 2011).epartment of Physics (FEPS),
x: þ44 1483 68 6781.
).The most important naturally occurring radionuclides present
in the environment arise from the decays of uranium (238U) and
thorium (232Th) radionuclides and their associated series member
daughter and granddaughter isotopes, together with primordial
potassium (40K). Gamma radiation emitted from such naturally
occurring radionuclides, which exists in all soils, is responsible for
the majority of the external exposure to humans (UNSCEAR,
2000). Artiﬁcially created, anthropogenic radionuclides may also
be released into the environment due to nuclear weapon tests,
efﬂuents discharge from nuclear facilities, and reactor accidents.
Man-made radioisotopes discharged from such sources can be
retained in environmental materials including ground soil. These
and similar industrial processes involving NORMs can carry an
associated radiological risk and therefore identifying, quantifying,
evaluating and managing any such risks are important.
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detailed studies conducted to ascertain the distribution and con-
centration of NORMs across Kuwait. After the war, a number of
studies were published (Bou-Rabee and Bem, 1986; Bou-rabee,
1995; Al-Azmi et al., 1999; Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002). Additional
studies to assess the radiological conditions were also conducted
approximately a decade later (e.g., IAEA, 2003; Bem and Bou-rabe,
2004) and in 2008 by the Kuwaiti Institute for Scientiﬁc Research.
This study is part of a broader plan to produce a contemporary
radiation map of the State of Kuwait which will serve as a re-
ference for future radiological evaluations of the region. Exposure
to natural radiation has been found to depend on the geological
and geographical settings of an area and thus different radio-
activity concentration levels exists for different soil types (Montes
et al., 2012). Natural radiation measurements are regularly carried
out to determine among other things, any change in exposure
levels and detect any anthropogenic related activities and/or
contamination, with a view to protect the human population and
surrounding environment (Senthilkumar et al., 2010; Kurnaz et al.,
2011; Abd El-mageed et al., 2011; Duranni and Radmomir, 1997).
The study contributes to the monitoring framework and reference
standard for regulatory controls, taking into account information
on doses and associated radiological hazards measured from
samples from the Southern part of Kuwait. This is achieved by
determining the levels of radio-activity concentration from the
238U (226Ra) and 232Th (228Ac) decay series, along with 40K and the
anthropogenic nucleus 137Cs. Results of the activity concentration
analysis obtained from twelve samples collected across the
southern part of Kuwait are presented in the current short paper.
These data are used to evaluate and provide baseline values for the
dose rates, radium equivalent (Raeq) and the hazard indices asso-
ciated with the samples from the region.
1.1. Study area
This study involves the Kuwaiti environment. Kuwait is located
in the Middle eastern region at the tip of the Persian Gulf, bor-
dered by Iraq and Saudi Arabia; on longitude 46–48° east and la-
titude 28–31° north (UN, 2010) (Fig. 1) It covers a land mass area of
17,820 km2 and according to recent estimate, has a population ofFig. 1. Maps of the study area showing the samabout 4 million (Government of Kuwait, 2014). According to (Saad
and Al-Azmi, 2002; Jallad, 2013), the geological topography of
Kuwait is relatively uniform with smooth sand-sheets having a
relatively consistent concentrations of radionuclides of natural
origin.2. Materials and method
2.1. Sample preparation
Approximately 90 separate soil and sand samples have been
collected from a wide variety of locations in Kuwait. The samples
were processed at the University of Surrey Environmental Radio-
activity Laboratory where they were ground, dried in an oven to
ensure signiﬁcant moisture was removed. They were then sieved
with a 500 μm-size mesh. This grain size was chosen to optimise
the full volume ﬁlling of the Marinelli beakers. They are later
transferred into an active volume 550 ml Marinelli beaker, la-
belled, air-tight sealed, weighed and kept approximately for 30
days (7 half-lives) for 226Ra and 222Ra to ensure a state of
radioactive secular equilibrium.
2.2. Instrumentation
The gamma-ray detection system used consisted of a co-axial
hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) detector with passive lead shield-
ing, electronics to collect and process the signals produced by the
detector and computer with processing software to generate,
display and store the ﬁnal gamma-ray spectrum obtained. The
HPGe detector capsule was enclosed inside a 10 cm thick cylind-
rical lead shield and an inner layer of 0.1 cm thick copper for ad-
ditional absorption of lead K X-rays. The detector is coupled to a
multi-channel analyser (MCA). This includes a shaping ampliﬁer, a
high voltage power supply, and a data display terminal. The op-
erating bias voltage and pulse shaping time were þ3000 V and
4 μs, respectively. The system had measured FWHM energy re-
solutions of 0.78 keV and 1.97 keV at 122 keV (57Co) and 1332 keV
(60Co) lines, respectively. The resultant spectral data was analysed
using Canberra software (Genie, 2000).pling points presented in the current work.
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All samples are measured using high-resolution gamma-ray
spectrometry using the low-background, co-axial and passively
shielded HPGe detection system within the Environmental Ra-
diation Laboratory at the University of Surrey. The absolute full-
energy-peak efﬁciency of the counting system was determined
using photo-peak form standard sources: 226Ra, 232Th, 152Eu and
NG3 (a mixed source containing 241Am, 57Co, 60Co, 85Sr, 88Y, 109Cd,
137Cs, 138Ce and 203Hg), with activities of 3.10, 1.08 and 3.02 kBq for
the radium, thorium and europium sources, and source gel den-
sities of 1.1, 1.1, 1.6 g/cm3, respectively. These were assumed to be
representative of the density of the measured samples and con-
sequently, attenuation/self-absorption corrections accounted
for in the initial efﬁciency determination using the Marinelli
cased sources. The counting geometry for the sources and soil
samples were identical. The sources were placed at the top of
the germanium detector, and with the radionuclide dispersedFig. 2. Background subtracted spectrum showing gammahomogeneously in gel matrices within a Marinelli beaker. Spectra
for all the sources were acquired for 48 h each. A range of gamma-
ray energy transition lines associated with the decayed daughters
of 241Am, 238U (226Ra) and 232Th decay series, ranging from 60 keV
up to 2.614 MeV were covered with all the sources.
2.4. Samples measurements
Each of the samples was placed directly in contact on the de-
tector and counted for 172,800 s. Data acquisition and nuclide
identiﬁcation from the spectrum was done using Genie 2000
software system. A sample containing de-ionised water was also
measured for 48 h to obtain a background spectrum which was
later subtracted from the sample spectra. Spectra of all soil sam-
ples were analysed and identiﬁcation of radionuclides in each
sample was carried out by considering their peak centroid en-
ergies compared with the reference know gamma- ray energies.
The measured prominent gamma-ray lines from both the Uraniumray transitions from radionuclides in sample136-L08.
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the activity concentration after correcting for background counts
and assuming secular equilibrium. These radionuclides and their
gamma energy associated with these chains are: 238U series
(226Ra:186.2 keV; 214Pb: 295.2, 351.9 keV; 214Bi: 609.3, 1120.2,
1238.1, 1764.4 keV) and 232Th series (212Pb: 238.6, 300.0 keV; 212Bi:
727.3 keV; 228Ac: 338.3, 911.2 keV; 208Tl: 583.2, 968.9, 2614.5 keV).
Due to mutual interference between the decays 226Ra (186.2 keV)
and 235U (185.27 keV), the contribution of counts in the 186.2 keV
has been corrected using the natural 235U/238U isotopic ratio. The
analysis of all full-energy-peaks due to energies of interest was
carried out using GF3 data analysis package from the Radware
software suite (Radford, 1995). Decays associated with the singly
occurring of 40K and the anthropogenic 137Cs were analysed in-
dependently using their respective gamma-ray energies of 1461
and 661 keV, respectively. An example spectrum (from sample
136-L08) is shown in Fig. 2.3. Results and discussion
3.1. Radioactive secular equilibrium
The isotopic activity ratio to determine this equilibrium was
calculated from the measured activity concentration due to
daughters from the 238U and 232Th series. Trends of results from
Fig. 3 show that these ratios from across the samples are con-
sistent with unity, indicating secular equilibrium has been attained
by the associated daughter nuclides.
3.2. Speciﬁc activity of 226Ra, 232Th, 40K and 137Cs and dose
assessment
A background subtracted spectrum from sample 136-L08 is
shown in Fig. 2. The activity concentration obtained for the decay
series radionuclides are used to determine the weighted mean for
the activity concentrations associated with 238U and 232Th in the
samples, as shown in Fig. 4. A correction for 226Ra due to inter-
ference from 235U at 185.27 keV can also be seen from the ﬁgure.
These were calculated using Eq. (1) as described by Al-Sulaiti et al.
(2010):
A
C
E P t m K (1)
net
f
=
γFig. 3. Isotopic ratios showing radioactive secular equilibrium for 226Ra, 214Pb andwhere Cnet is the corrected net peak count such that Cnet¼Ns–Nb;
Ns and Nb are the net peak area in the sample spectrum and the
corresponding net peak area in the background spectrum, re-
spectively. Ef¼the efﬁciency of the full-energy peak at a given
gamma-ray energy, E; Pγ¼the gamma-ray emission probability
corresponding to peak energy, t¼ live time of the spectrum col-
lection in seconds, m¼mass of the measured sample in kg.
The dose rates (D) for the measured samples were determined
from the speciﬁc activity concentration. Also, the associated radi-
ological risks from the absorbed dose at 1 m above from the
ground surface via the determination of the radium equivalent
(Raeq), hazards indices (Hin and Hex), and the corresponding ef-
fective dose rates (AEDE), were calculated using the following
relations (Berekta and Mathews, 1985; UNSCEAR, 1998; Kumar
et al., 2003; Dragovic et al., 2006):
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The units for D and Raeq are in nG/h and Bq, respectively.
The symbols ARa, ATh, and AK are the speciﬁc activities (Bq/kg)
for 226Ra, 232Th and respectively.
From Table 1, the lowest and highest values of 9.3270.10 and
17.4870.18 Bq/kg for 226Ra and daughter activities were observed
in samples 184-R04 and 136-L08, respectively. A variation in the
speciﬁc activity can be observed across all the soil sample and the
values obtained for the decay chains are below the world average
values. From Tables 1 and 2, the mean value for 232Th was calcu-
lated to be 10.6570.13 Bq/kg, 15.9 and 27 Bq/kg for Oman and
Jordan, respectively. The primordial radionuclide 40K and the an-
thropogenic 137Cs are both Group 1 elements and therefore taken
up by plants (Endo et al., 2013). The highest values for both is
observed in sample 154-N04. Potassium is part of the clay mineral
(shale) and its concentration depends on the relative solubility of
potassium in the soil matrix (El-Mamoneh and Khater, 2004),
while that of 137Cs in soil varies due to topography, geomorphol-
ogy, and meteorological factors (Alaameer, 2012), and can also
possibly exist in soil in trace amounts following the spontaneous
ﬁssion of 238U.
Also, according to (Wallbrink et al., 1994), the site variability of214Bi from the 238U series for the 12 samples discussed in the current work.
Fig. 4. Individual activity concentration due to gamma-ray transitions lines from 226Ra, 214Pb and 214Bi from the 238U series.
Table 2
Values of activity concentration in soil samples from selected countries and some
Middle Eastern states.
Activity concentration (Bq/kg)
Country 238U 232Th 40k
Nigeria (Muhammad et al., 2010) 8 34 641
Ghana (Faanu et al., 2010) 15 27 157
USA (UNSCEAR, 2000) 35 35 370
Japan (UNSCEAR, 2000) 29 28 310
Oman (Goddard, 2001) 29.7 15.9 225
Kuwait (Bou-rabee, 1997) 13.3 10 322
Syria (UNSCEAR, 2000) 23.0 20 270
Jordan (Al-Hamarne and Awadallah,
2009)
49 27 291
Saudi Arabia (El-Reefy et al., 2009) 9.3 37.4 369
Egypt (UNSCEAR, 2000) 37 18 320
Iran (UNSCEAR, 2000) 28 22 640
Worldwide value (UNSCEAR, 2000) 33 45 420
Present study 12.5370.16 10.6570.13 30075
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topography/landscape of the area, and factors related to soil, e.g.
density and the consequent soil movement, and chemical prop-
erties of the soil. Its areal distribution is found to vary with slope,
with higher concentrations in the lower altitude. The value for 40K
is 347.376.0 Bq/kg, which is about 25% less the world mean value
of 400 Bg/kg, while that for 137Cs is 10.070.2 Bq/kg. The relatively
high caesium activity concentration value from this sample could
be related to ‘soil factors’ mentioned above, which effects the
movement of rainwater (Wallbrink et al., 1994)
The results are consistent with levels reported by Saad and Al-
Azmi (2002), and similar previous studies from the middle-eastern
region (Bou-rabee and Bem, 1996; Bou-rabee, 1997; Tabassum
et al., 2012, Al-Sulaiti et al., 2010). Results for all speciﬁc activities
are less than the world average values. Table 1 shows the eval-
uated doses from the measured the samples. These values range
from 21.2670.41 to 28.0170.25 nG/h from sample 184-R04 and
136-L08 respectively, with a mean value of 24.6570.26 nG/h.
From the table, it can be seen that this value is about 50% less the
world mean value of 57 nG/h.
All results from the samples presented are far below the world
average, but these variations are above the lowest threshold of
18.0 nG/h, which represents the minimum ﬁgure worldwide. Ac-
cording to UNSCEAR (2000), the published maximum permissible
value for the Raeq is 370 Bq/kg. This value is used to assess theTable 1
Activity concentration due to 238U and 232Th series radionuclides, 40K and 137Cs and eva
S/no. Activity concentration (Bq/kg)
Sample code 238U 232Th 40K 137Cs
1 108-J08 14.2970.21 10.6070.11 289.774.9 2.417
2 112-J12 14.1170.18 10.8470.15 283.6874.9 0.157
3 117-K03 14.3170.17 11.4570.11 259.6874.7 0.787
4 134-L06 15.2470.17 13.0470.15 281.274.11 0.447
5 136-L08 17.4870.18 14.2970.22 271.474.78 1.407
6 142-L14 9.5370.18 8.9270.12 292.5776.7 0.427
7 146-M03 12.5270.17 12.2170.12 344.475.8 2.197
8 154-N04 11.2170.17 10.8970.20 347.376.0 10.00
9 157-N07 9.7370.12 8.9570.10 324.075.4 1.037
10 162-O05 9.0270.13 8.7570.17 303.675.2 0.257
11 166-P02 13.8770.16 10.0370.11 308.675.3 0.227
12 184-R04 9.3270.10 7.9070.10 291.0 76.7 2.027
Arithmetic mean 12.5370.16 10.6570.13 30075 NA
Worldwide
mean valuea 35 30 400 NA
Range 17–60 11–64 140–850 –
a UNSCEAR (2000).hazards associated with materials containing 226Ra, 232Th and 40K.
The values for the above radionuclides were calculated on the
assumption that 370 Bq/kg of 226Ra or 260 Bq/kg of 232Th or
4810 Bq/kg of 40K produce the same gamma dose rate (UNSCEAR,
1982; Berekta and Mathew, 1985; Kumar et al. 2003). From Table 1,luated dose values from the selected 12 samples.
Dose assessment
Dose rate (nG/hr) Raeq (Bq/
Kg)
Hin Hext AEDE (mSv/yr)
0.09 21.1470.24 51.8970.46 0.179 0.140 30.970.3
0.04 24.8970.24 51.4570.47 0.177 0.139 31.770.3
0.05 24.3670.22 50.7070.43 0.176 0.137 30.070.3
0.18 26.6470.24 55.5470.47 0.191 0.150 32.870.3
0.09 28.0170.25 58.7870.48 0.210 0.160 30.070.3
0.11 21.9970.20 44.8170.55 0.147 0.121 27.070.4
0.08 27.5270.26 56.5070.51 0.186 0.153 33.870.3
70.2 25.1570.25 51.4870.49 0.175 0.139 30.970.3
0.07 23.4170.24 47.4770.45 0.155 0.128 28.870.3
0.07 22.1170.25 44.9170.49 0.146 0.121 27.270.3
0.09 25.3370.24 51.9770.46 0.178 0.140 31.270.3
0.09 21.2670.41 43.1470.76 0.142 0.116 26.170.5
24.6570.26 50.7270.50 0.17 0.14 30.0170.3
57 370 NA NA 70
18–93 NA – – NA
Fig. 5. Sample-wise distribution of measured activity concentration for 226Ra, 232Th
and 40K.
Fig. 6. Distribution of calculated radiological risks parameters from measured
samples.
A.D. Bajoga et al. / Radiation Physics and Chemistry 116 (2015) 305–311310the highest values and lowest values are observed in Samples 136-
L08 and 184-R04, respectively. All the measured results are below
the world mean value of 370 Bq/kg. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the
measured absolute activity concentrations for 226Ra, 232Th and 40K
in the present work. It is apparent that there exists a signiﬁcant
variation of activity concentrations of these radionuclide across all
the samples.
The world average annual effective dose equivalent (AEDE)
from outdoor terrestrial gamma radiation is 460 μSv/yr (Dragovic
et al., 2006). The highest and lowest values for the annual effective
dose equivalent observed in samples 184-R04 and 146-M03 are
26.170.5 and 33.870.3, respectively. A mean value of
30.070.3 mSv/yr for all the measured samples is 50% less than
the worldwide mean value of 70 mSv/yr and thus remains within
the recommended limit of 1 mSv/yr (UNSCEAR, 2000) (Fig. 6).
As seen in Table 1, all the measured dose parameters are less
than the world average and 40K is the major contributor to the
total dose. The associated hazard indices are below unity, and thus
below the critical dose level. Also, both the internal and external
hazard indices are below the threshold value of 1. As presented in
Table 2, the mean values from this work are consistent with pre-
vious, related studies (Bou-rabee, 1997)4. Conclusions
Results obtained from this study indicate the presence of 226Ra,
214Pb and 214Bi daughter nuclides from the decay of naturally oc-
curring 238U: 212Pb, 212Bi, 228Ac and 208Tl progenies from the decay
of 232Th; 40K and the anthropogenic 137Cs in a range of soil samples
taken across the state of Kuwait. Radioactive secular equilibriumhas also been demonstrated to be established for the daughter
nuclides and the speciﬁc activities for 226Ra, 232Th and 40K, to-
gether with their associated radiological risk factors have been
evaluated. The values obtained indicate that activities and corre-
sponding measured doses are within the world average given
by UNSCEAR (2000). The anthropogenic radionuclude 134Cs was
not observed above the minimum detectable activity in the cur-
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An evaluation of naturally occurring radioactive materials has been undertaken as part of a systematic
study to provide a surface radiological map of the State of Kuwait. Soil samples were collected from
twelve locations across Kuwait and analysed using high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry. The 226Ra
and 235U speciﬁc activity concentrations have been determined and used to estimate the 235U/238U
isotopic ratios which are found to be comparable to that expected for naturally occurring uranium
material.
& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The decay chains of thorium and uranium with their associated
daughters and granddaughters isotopes represent sources of
naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs) in the wider
environment. Gamma-ray radiations emitted from such NORMs
existing in all soils are responsible for the majority of the external
exposure to humans (UNSCEAR, 2000). Therefore quantifying,
evaluating and managing any potential risks associated with
concentrations NORMs represents a standard baseline for radi-
ological protection policies.2. Sample collection, preparation and measurement
Approximately 180 separate samples of sand and soil were
collected from across Kuwait at predetermined locations 10 km
apart in a grid pattern, as part of a wider study sponsored by theniversity of Surrey, GU2 7XH,
an@npl.co.uk (P.H. Regan).
, A preliminary evaluation o
015), http://dx.doi.org/10.10Kuwaiti Ministry of Health (Alazemi, 2015). The collected samples
were sent to the University of Surrey Environmental Radioactivity
Laboratory for preparation and analysis, where they ﬁrst were
dried using an oven to make sure that all signiﬁcant moisture was
removed. The samples were then sieved with a 500 μm-size mesh.
This grain size was chosen to optimise the full volume ﬁlling of a
550 mL Marinelli beaker. The samples were labelled and sealed
and kept for at least 30 days in order to achieve radioactive secular
equilibrium between the 226Ra and 222Ra members of the 238U
decay chain. This short conference paper presents a pre-analysis
from of a subset of 12 randomly distributed samples from the full
study. The locations which were taken for the current study are
noted on the map in Fig. 1.
This measurement system consists of a co-axial high-purity
germanium (HPGe) detector with passive shielding, electronics to
collect and process the signals produced by the detector and a
computer with processing software to generate, display and store
the ﬁnal gamma-ray spectrum obtained. The detector capsule was
enclosed inside a 10 cm thick cylindrical lead shield and an inner
layer of 0.1 cm thick copper and another layer of cadmium for
additional absorption of lead K X-rays. The resultant spectral data
were analysed using Genie 2000 Canberra software.f naturally occurring radioactivity concentration levels across the
16/j.apradiso.2015.12.009i
Fig. 1. Map of the state of Kuwait showing the locations of the twelve sampling points used in the current study.
H. Shams et al. / Applied Radiation and Isotopes ∎ (∎∎∎∎) ∎∎∎–∎∎∎2High-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry was used to measure
all soil samples. The passively shielded HPGe set-up was calibrated
for full-energy peak efﬁciency using four separate standard sour-
ces, each housed in the same Marinelli beaker as the measuredFig. 2. The 235U:238U isotopic ratios for the 12 samples measured in the current
work as compared to that expected for naturally occurring material.
Please cite this article as: Shams, H., et al., A preliminary evaluation o
State of Kuwait. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.10samples. Detailed of these sources are outlined by Santawamaitre
et al. (2014). Gamma-ray spectra were acquired for two days
counting time for each sample. A range of gamma-ray energies
associated with the decay daughters of 238U (226Ra) and 232Th
decay series, ranging from 60 keV up to 2.614 MeV were covered
with all the sources. The 12 soil samples spectra were analysed
and identiﬁcation of radionuclides in each sample was carried out
by considering their peak centroid energies compared with the
reference gamma-ray energies. Decays from the 235U and 238U
radioactive chains were analysed assuming secular equilibrium
between 226Ra and its decay daughters in particular 214Bi and 214Pb.
The activity concentration of 232Th was determined using gamma-
ray emission probabilities associated with decays of 228Ac, 212Pb
and 208Tl as described by Santawamaitre et al. (2014).3. Activity concentrations of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K
Under the assumption of secular equilibrium the measured
activity concentration associated with 214Bi and 214Pb should bef naturally occurring radioactivity concentration levels across the
16/j.apradiso.2015.12.009i
Table 1
Activity concentrations in Bq/kg due to 238U and 232Th series radionuclides and 40K
from the selected 12 samples.
Sample code 238U (Bq/kg) 232Th (Bq/kg) 40K (Bq/kg) 235U (Bq/kg)
1 16.970.3 15.670.3 434733 0.7670.04
2 19.470.4 18.1570.3 467735 0.9370.05
3 14.270.3 14.9070.3 499737 0.5970.06
4 17.570.3 16.870.3 549741 0.7670.04
5 14.070.3 13.670.3 381729 0.6470.08
6 16.770.3 19.170.4 544741 0.7170.09
7 16.070.3 16.370.3 428732 0.7070.04
8 13.270.2 10.0970.11 241710 0.6470.04
9 18.470.2 14.870.2 29375 0.8570.09
10 18.470.2 13.670.2 27675 0.8170.03
11 15.670.2 12.870.2 31476 0.7170.13
12 17.770.2 14.5770.14 28476 0.7270.02
Worldwide range
(UNSCEAR, 2000)
17–60 11–64 140–850
Table 2
Values of activity concentration (Bq/kg) in soil samples from selected countries and
Middle Eastern states.
Country 238U 232Th 40K
Egypt (UNSCEAR, 2000) 37 18 320
Ghana (Faanu et al., 2011) 15 27 157
Iran (UNSCEAR, 2000) 28 22 640
Japan (UNSCEAR, 2000) 29 28 310
Jordan (Al-Hamarne and Awadallah, 2009) 49 27 291
Kuwait (Bou-rabee, 1997) 13.3 10 322
Nigeria (Muhammad et al., 2010) 8 34 641
Oman (Goddard, 2002) 29.7 15.9 225
Saudi Arabia (El-Reefy et al., 2006) 9.3 37.4 369
Syria (UNSCEAR, 2000) 23 20 270
USA (UNSCEAR, 2000) 35 35 370
Worldwide average value (UNSCEAR, 2000) 33 45 420
H. Shams et al. / Applied Radiation and Isotopes ∎ (∎∎∎∎) ∎∎∎–∎∎∎ 3approximately that from 226Ra. By correcting for the activity con-
centration of 226Ra in the samples, a value of the 235U activity
concentration (and hence the 235U/238U isotopic ratio) can be in-
ferred from the intensity of the 185.7 keV gamma-ray emitted
following the alpha decay of 235U. This is shown for the 12 samples
discussed here in Fig. 2.
Table 1 presents the evaluated activity concentrations for the
12 samples measured the current work which are found to range
from 13.2 to 19.4 Bq/kg for 238U(226Ra) and from 10.1 to 19.1 Bq/kg
for 232Th. Results for all speciﬁc activities are at the lower end ofPlease cite this article as: Shams, H., et al., A preliminary evaluation o
State of Kuwait. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.10the world average values and similar to those reported by Bou-
rabee (1997).4. Conclusions
Measurements have been made of the activity concentrations
in soil/sand for 232Th and 238U decay progeny, plus 40K for 12 lo-
cations from across the state of Kuwait using high-resolution
gamma-ray spectrometry. The measured values are all within the
expected world average levels and no evidence increased depleted
uranium concentrations were found in the current work (Table 2).Acknowledgements
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Abstract 
A study of natural radioactivity from ninety different soil samples from the state of Kuwait has been carried out 
to ascertain the NORM concentration values across the country. The calculated activity concentrations were 
determined from: (i) the decays of the 226Ra, 214Pb and 214Bi members of the 4n+2 decay chain headed by 238U 
and; (ii) the 228Ac, 212Pb and 208Tl members of the 4n chain headed by 232Th.  The study also included evaluations 
for the 235U decay chain with the 186 keV doublet transition used together with the measured 4n+2 activity 
concentration values to determine the 235U / 238U isotopic ratios for each sample. The  values for the arithmetic 
mean activity concentrations for 90 separate locations across Kuwait as determined in the current work were  
17.2, 14.1, and 368  Bq/kg, with standard deviations of 5.2, 3.7 and 90 Bq/kg for the 238U, 232Th and 40K activity 
concentrations respectively.  Measured isotope ratios for 235U / 238U give an arithmetic mean value for all of the 
samples of 0.045±0.003, consistent with that expected for natural uranium. These results indicate no evidence 
for a radiologically significant dispersion of additional depleted uranium across the entire State of Kuwait from 
the 1991 Gulf War. 
 
Keywords: NORM, activity concentration, isotopic activity ratio, gamma-ray spectroscopy, depleted uranium, 
elemental concentration.  
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1.0 Introduction  
 Natural radioactivity arises from both cosmic and terrestrial sources. Radiation from naturally occurring 
materials which include the radioisotopes 238U, 235U and 232Th and 40K represent particularly important natural 
sources. These radionuclides are primordial and their very long radiological half-lives mean that they are 
ubiquitously distributed in all components of the wider surface environment including  in foods, soil, air, water, 
vegetation, building materials etc. [Wilson, 1994]. The radioactive decay series headed by 238U, 235U and 232Th 
transmute into a range of radioactive progeny, finally decaying into a stable isotope of lead, namely 206Pb, 207Pb, 
and 208Pb, respectively.  
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The earth’s crust constitutes the major source of naturally occurring radioactive materials in the environment but 
the distribution of these radionuclides depends on petrological factors and the degree of mineralisation in the 
local geology. In a natural ecosystem, the distribution of 238U, 235U, 232Th and their daughter products are 
governed by many factors such as chemical properties of the nuclides, physical features of the ecosystem, 
physiological and ecological attributes of the biota [Wallbrink et al, 1994; Al-Sulaiti, 2010; Boyle, 2013; Tesec-
int.org]. These factors determine the pathways along which some of these elements traverse a terrestrial 
ecosystem. For example, the weathering of bedrock releases U, Th and K to the surrounding soil, which then 
subsequently allows transfer of the U and Th progenies within that medium. From the soil, potassium, radium, a 
small amount of uranium and a trace amount of thorium are taken up by plants, potentially finding their way into 
vegetation, groundwater and eventually into the food chain [Eisenbud and Gessell, 1997]. The plants naturally 
utilize 40K in the same manner as it uses the essential element of potassium. Radium is also taken up by plants 
since it is chemically similar to calcium, which is an essential element. In contrast to these, the uptake of U and 
Th by plants is usually small or negligible since these radionuclides normally are relatively insoluble [Dreicer et 
al., 1984]. In general, the biological effect on the human body is through inhalation and ingestion and directly 
through external exposure.   
 
The most significant component of total dose received by humans arises from environmental doses produced by 
the natural radiation. About 85% of the total terrestrial flux of gamma radiation is from the natural environment, 
from 238U, 232Th and 40K sources [UNSCEAR, 2000].  Anthropogenic activities can also elevate the level of 
radiation dose received by the human population. In particular, the use of depleted uranium has been a source of 
concern by the government and other stakeholders. To our knowledge, no detailed studies were conducted to 
ascertain the levels of activity concentration across the State of Kuwait prior to the 1991 Gulf War. Following 
the war, however, various studies have been published [Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002; Bou-Rabee and Bem, 1996; 
Bou-Rabee, 1997; Al-Azmi et al., 1999, IAEA2003, Bem and Bou-rabe, 2004]. The current work aims to give a 
comprehensive evaluation of the uranium isotope ratios and related activity concentrations across the State of 
Kuwait. The aim is to determine the nature and presence (if any) of depleted uranium in the environment due to 
Gulf War-related military activities, which have been reported to play a significant role in the radioactive 
contamination of the surface soil in Kuwait [Jallad, 2015].  We have measured the activity concentrations and 
isotopic activity ratio for 238U and 235U as a function of the terrestrial distribution across Kuwait, using high-
resolution low-background gamma-ray spectroscopy. A preliminary report on this work has been presented 
previously in [Bajoga et al., 2015]. 
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1.2 Study area  
Kuwait has a land mass area of 17,820 km2 on longitude 460 – 480 and latitude 280 – 310 [UN, 2010].  It is 
situated in the north-eastern part of the Arabian Peninsula and consists of a number of offshore islands 
such as the Bubiyan, Warbah and Failaka. It is a uniform flat-to-gently-undulating desert region. The 
surface soil is predominately sandy, poor in organic matter and low in water retention capacity, with 
oilfields and military activities occupying 7% and 4% of the total land areas, respectively [Omar et al. 
2008]. According to [Bou-Rabee, 1996], not much difference in natural radioactivity is expected from this soil 
type. The geological topography of Kuwait is relatively uniform with smooth sand-sheets having a somewhat 
consistent concentrations of radionuclides of natural origin [Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002; Jallad, 2013]. For the 
current study, individual samples were collected during the period 2012-2013 from 90 separate locations across 
Kuwait and then subsequently transferred to the University of Surrey Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory 
for preparation and detailed gamma-ray spectrometric measurement.  
 
1.3 Depleted Uranium Sources 
 Depleted Uranium (DU) is a by-product of uranium enrichment and has civil and military applications. 
Discriminating between natural and depleted uranium is essential for the proper management of nuclear fuel 
materials [Shoji et al., 2001]. DU is a chemically toxic metal, potentially hazardous and in the course of nuclear 
forensics analysis it has been trafficked as an illicit radioactive material [Thomson et al., 2010]. 
 The possibility of uranium contamination in 1991 Gulf War has been a source of concern due to the use 
of uranium-tipped anti-tank shells during the military campaign, coupled with uranium discharges from the 
burning oil wells. About 300 tonnes of DU were dropped and fired in Kuwait and southern Iraq, covering an area 
of about 20,000 km2 [US AEPI, 1995a,b], but only 10% of the projectiles hit their intended target while the 
remaining ones are still buried at various depths in the ground across the territory. The post-war estimates 
indicates that approximately 250 tonnes of DU in the form of small metallic rods ''penetrators'' was deposited in 
surface soil (up to a few meters depth) due to inaccurate shots, in addition to ~10 tonnes of additional DU 
aerosols released from the burning tanks [Bem and Bou-Rabee, 2004]. In particular, the emission from these 
wells caused an unknown but rather small part of the estimated 6.7 GBq uranium activity (550 kg of pure 
uranium), to be uniformly deposited on Kuwait soil [Fisenne I. M. 1993]. The study by [Bem and Bou-Rabee 
2004], reports that exposure of depleted uranium to humans is possible but not limited to the following ways: 
external exposure to the radiation emitted from the uranium isotopes, the inhalation of depleted uranium particles 
in the form of particulates, and/or ingestion of contaminated water or food which may adversely affect the 
function of the kidney, liver, lungs and heart [Bleise et al, 2003; Zavodska et al, 2008; Katz, 2014].  
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2.0 Materials and methods  
2.1. Sample Collection, preparations and measurements 
The sampling plan was formed using a grid pattern, with a point-to-point width of 10 km (Fig.1). If for some 
reason there is an obstacle (e.g. buildings, agricultural facilities) and a sample could not be collected at the exact 
grid position, then the nearest location with soil was taken as the sampling point and noted [IAEA, 2004]. The 
removal and collection of the soil was done with a steel shovel and each sample was taken at a depth between 5 
and 25 cm covering around 15 cm diameter on the surface, with each sample weighing 1.5 - 2 kg. Samples were 
then placed in plastic bags, numbered and the relevant information noted (eg. GPS location, date and time of 
sampling, sample number for id). After the sample collection was completed, the samples were taken to the 
Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory at the University of Surrey for further processing and preparation. The 
sampling grid was conducted using geographic information system software, Quantum Geographic Information 
System or QGIS [QGIS]. All samples were transferred to the Environmental Radioactivity Laboratory at 
University of Surrey where they were sieved to remove any unwanted impurities such as twigs, vegetation and 
glass, using a 2 mm sieve. The sieved samples were then dried in a drying oven to remove any excess moisture 
present in the soil followed by additional sieving using a 500 μm sieve to produce uniform and homogeneous 
samples of the soil. This grain size was chosen to optimise full volume filling of the Marinelli beakers. The 
prepared samples were then transferred into an active volume of a 550 ml Marinelli beaker, labelled and sealed 
air-tight with PVC tape to avoid escape of radon gas. These were then weighed and kept for at least 30 days (~7 
half-lives) to ensure that the decays of 226Ra and its 222Rn daughter were in a state of radioactive secular 
equilibrium. All samples were measured using high-resolution gamma-ray spectrometry in a low-background set 
up, consisting of a co-axial and passively shielded HPGe detection system [Santawamaitre et al., 2014; Malain et 
al., 2012]. The absolute full-energy-peak detection efficiency of the counting system was determined using four 
standard sources, specifically 226Ra, 232Th, 152Eu and NG3 (a mixed source containing 241Am, 57Co, 60Co, 85Sr, 
88Y, 109Cd, 137Cs, 138Ce and 203Hg). The sources were used to provide a full energy calibration ranging from 60 
keV (from 241Am in the NG3 source)  to 2614 keV (from 232Th). Gamma-ray spectra for each of the sources were 
acquired for 48 hours each. The background-subtracted spectra of all soil samples were analysed including the 
identification of characteristic transitions associated with specific radionuclide decays in each of the samples. 
After correcting for random background and assuming secular equilibrium, the prominent gamma-ray lines 
measured from both the 235U and the 238U(226Ra) decay series, 232Th (228Ac) decay series and 40K were used to 
determine their respective activity concentration values. All analysis of full-energy peaks was carried out using 
the GF3 data analysis package from the Radware software suite [Radford1995].   
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Fig.1:  Location of samples collected across the State of Kuwait as analysed and presented in the 
current work.   
 
3.0 Sample measurements and activity concentration determination 
3.1 Sample Spectra 
The gamma-ray spectra from each of the soil samples were analysed, taking into account transition energies of 
interest from the 238U and 232Th decay chains, and also from 40K. An example of the background subtracted 
gamma-ray spectra, each measured for a 2 days counting time, is shown in Figure 2 .  
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Fig. 2:  Gamma-ray spectra from sample number 172. Note this spectrum shows the 1001 keV line associated 
with the decay from 234mPa, and other strong transitions from the decay of 228Ac (911 and 968 keV) and 214Bi 
(1120 and 1238 keV).  
 
From these spectra, gamma-ray transitions associated with the decays of 238U and 232Th and subsequent decay 
chain member radionuclides could be identified. These include characteristic transitions associated with the 
decays of 226Ra, 214Pb and 214Bi from the uranium (4n+2) series and 212Pb, 212Bi, 228Ac and 208TI from the thorium 
7 
(4n) series.  The gamma-ray transition at 1461 keV is associated with the primordial 40K decay and is observed 
in all of the samples, in addition to the anthropogenic 137Cs due to Chernobyl accident and nuclear weapons tests, 
at 661 keV. At the lower energy end of the spectrum, lead K X-rays at 75 keV can be observed, as well as 
thorium and uranium characteristic X- and γ rays. The 186 keV doublet peak arises from the convolution of the 
characteristic discrete line gamma-rays associated with 226Ra (186.2 keV) and 235U (at 185.7 keV) decay. The 
discrete peak at 1001 keV is associated with the decay of  234mPa, which is pre-cursor to the 226Ra decay in the 
4n+2 decay chain and can be used as an independent indicator of the 238U activity concentration to be compared 
with the 226Ra activity concentration from the same sample.  
3.2.  Activity determination:  234mPa, 226Ra and  235U 
3.2.1 Protactinium-234  
 The activity concentration of 238U can be measured in principle using the discrete transitions of energy 
63.3 keV (3.6%) and 92.6 (4.9%) associated with 234Th, direct decay daughter of   238U. However, the use of these 
two lines to determine 238U can be associated with other interferences and self-absorption in the detector material 
[Abbas, 2006; Jodlowski, 2006]. As validated by [Yucel et al. 1998], the 238U activity concentration can be 
estimated using the 1001.03 keV (0.837%) gamma-ray line associated with the decay of meta-stable 
Protactinium-234 (234mPa), which is a direct progeny of 234Th.  The 1001 keV transition suffers little from self-
absorption and does not show any interference with other major gamma-ray energies from typical NORM 
samples. The 238U chain decays through 234mPa and 234Th, with half-lives of 1.17 minutes and 24.1 days, 
respectively. The relatively short half-lives of these species means that they should be in radioactive secular 
equilibrium with the 238U mother and thus have the same activity concentrations once decay branching ratios 
have been accounted for. 
3.3  238U  and  235U 
3.3.1 Peak Interference Correction:  226Ra (186.21 keV) and 235U (185.72 keV)  
The activity ratio for a homogenous sample containing natural uranium can be obtained after first determining 
the counts contribution due to 235U at the 186.21 keV line for 226Ra. The γ-ray signature of 226Ra decay overlaps 
with a peak doublet from the decay of 235U at 185.72 keV. The 186.2 keV line arises from a fine structure alpha 
decay to the spin/parity 2+ excited state of 222Rn, which is then followed by the emission of the characteristic 
gamma ray. Such analysis has to be corrected to remove any contribution from the 185.7 keV transition 
associated with the direct decay of 235U decay to excited states in 231Th. Deconvolution was applied on the 
measured samples to allow the measurement of separate 235U and 226Ra activities [Garcıa-Talavera et al., 2003; 
Ebaid, 2010; Karangelos et al., 2004; De Corte, 2005]. This analysis assumes literature values for the gamma-ray 
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emission probabilities (P%) of 3.5% for 226Ra and 57.2% for 235U decay [Ebaid, 2010] 
 
4.0  Results and discussion  
4.1 Weighted mean activity concentration 
To achieve the estimate of the activity concentration in each sample, a weighted-mean analysis has been 
employed for the activity determination. This was done by use of independent measurements of multiple, 
discrete gamma-ray lines from the same decay chains, thereby resulting in a reduction in the statistical 
uncertainty of the derived activity concentrations compared to the use of a single-energy transition analysis. The 
uncertainty associated with the activity concentration was determined for selected gamma-ray transitions 
associated with the decays of 238U and 232Th and their decay progeny from the soil spectra. This was done taking 
into account the standard deviation uncertainties associated with statistical counting uncertainties in the peak 
area, gamma-ray emission probability and full-energy peak detection efficiency. These were then combined for 
the specific decay chain to give a weighted mean and uncertainty on the weighted mean for the full 238U (226Ra, 
214Bi, 212Pb) and 232Th (212Pb, 214Bi, 228Ac, 208TI) decay chains. The weighted mean uncertainties (1σ) are 
represented by the dotted lines and denoted in the legends by +ve and -ve signs. An example of the analysis is 
shown in Figure 3 which is the data taken from the gamma-ray spectrum shown in Figure 2. The horizontal lines 
in Figure 3 correspond to the weighted mean of the individual data points based on the individual contribution of 
each nuclide to the final activity values for the specific decay chain. The individual activity concentrations of the 
observed gamma-ray transitions from the samples are due to 226Ra, 214Pb, and 214Bi from the 238U series in the 
samples, together with the 228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi and 208Tl daughters from the decay of 232Th series. The weighted 
mean evaluation was carried as in [Malain, 2012].  
 
The activity concentration for 226Ra can be determined indirectly from its decay progenies via their prominent 
gamma-ray energies. Figure 2 shows the spectrum for sample 172, whose calculated weighted mean for 226Ra 
was 5.91±0.11 Bq/kg, one of the lowest recorded from this study. The apparent activity for 226Ra as deduced 
from the 186.2 keV gamma line was 43.9±1.8 Bq/kg but was later corrected to the true activity of 23.9±0.9 
Bq/kg by removing the contribution of 235U at the 186.2 keV line; a difference of about 20 Bk/kg. However, the 
recorded apparent activity associated with this particular gamma-ray energy transition is still above the weighted 
mean even after removing the contribution of 235U to the total peak count. This is possibly indicative of some 
226Ra enrichment in that particular sample [Shawky et al. 2001; Baeza et al. 2011; Martinez-Aquirre et al. 1994; 
Tufall, 2012]. The sample was located around the Khiran region which geologically consists of bedrock of 
limestome underneath a thick layer of distributed sand [Saad and Al-Azmi, 2002]. This contrasts with the result 
from for sample 59 also shown in fig.3.  In the latter case, the Ac value for the 226Ra via the 186.2 keV transition 
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after correction, gives an activity for the 226Ra consistent with the weighted mean value determined from the 
214Bi and 214Pb decays in the same sample.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3: The individual activity concentrations of the observed gamma-ray transitions from samples 59 and 172 
measured for 48 hours. The horizontal bar lines represent the weighted mean values of for the 238U and 232Th 
series. The +ve and -ve signs represent the 1σ uncertainty limits associated with the weighted mean values.  
 
 
4.2 Activity correlation plots from 238U (226Ra, 234mPa), 235U, 232Th and 40K 
4.2.1 ( 232Th vs 238U) and  ( 40K vs 238U)  
 
 Figure 4 shows the correlations between the measured activity concentrations for uranium, thorium and 
potassium.  The plot for 238U and 232Th shows a a slope of 1.07 with a coefficient of 0.79 between the isotopes, 
indicating similar responses to the soil and environmental processes that affected their distribution [Fujiyoshi 
and Sawamura, 2004]. This correlation may indicate similarity in their origin and thus the soil, sand and/or rocks 
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which make up the samples, including their chemical behaviour [Khater et. al., 2001; El-Reefy et al., 2009; 
UNSCEAR, 1998].  
 
Fig. 4:    Specific activity correlation plot for (238U(226Ra), 232Th)  and (238U(226Ra),40K).  
 
 
On the other hand, only a relatively weak correlation (R=0.08) can be observed between the measured specific 
activities of 238U and 40K.  
 
4.4 Activity ratio 
The existence of radioactive equilibrium has been assumed between 238U and 226Ra in the samples. However, 
according to [Anagnostakis et al., 2001], this should be applied with caution since this equilibrium is often 
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disturbed. In an undisturbed environment, the activities of members of a given radioactive decay chain would be 
equal to unity if they are in secular equilibrium. Any major deviation from that value indicates a disequilibrium 
between members of that series and their activity ratios can be used to explain the prevailing ecological and/or 
geological or geochemical processes going on in the area [Navas et al. 2002]. A significant deviation from this 
ratio can be explained in terms of the relative distribution of these two isotopes because both uranium and 
radium may be translocated but radium is more likely to be (re)cycled by vegetation and bound to organic matter 
[Greeman at al., 1990]. Osburn [Osburn 1965] reported that a significant disequilibrium is possible due to the 
greater solubility of uranium than its product (radium) in an oxidised environment. Consequently, these 
differences in terms of the mobility of the two nuclides in a soil matrix is often cited as responsible for this 
disequilibrium [Navas et al., 2002].  
 
4.4.1 Isotopic activity determination and 235U / 238U Activity Concentration Ratios. 
The 238U activity concentration can be determined using the 1001.03 keV (0.837%) gamma line associated with 
234mPa [Yucel et al. 1998], comparing it to the value obtained using the weighted mean for the decay progeny of 
226Ra (214Bi and 214Pb). By evaluating the efficiency corrected counts in this spectral line and the doublet at 186 
keV to obtain the 235U activity, the 235U / 238U activity ratio can be determined for each sample.  
The left hand-side of Figure 5 shows the correlation plot of the measured activity concentrations of 235U to 
238U(226Ra) for each of the  90 samples measured in the current work. The line of best fit corresponds to an 
activity ratio of 0.0465, which is consistent with for natural uranium and the expected abundance ratios for these 
two isotopes at 0.7% and 99.3% respectively [Oliver et al., 2007]. For comparison, the right hand side of the 
same figure shows the analogous plot of the measured activity correlation associated with 238U derived using the 
234mPa decay (via the 1001 keV transition). The determined slopes for the two correlations plots are consistent, 
which one would expect in the general case of secular equilibrium. 
 
Any differences from the expected natural isotopic ratio for uranium may be due to relative distribution of the 
specific (decay daughter) radioisotopes in a particular geological environment and dependent on the pH level, 
vegetation, and local geology of the area, which could lead to secular (dis)equilibrium [Von Gunten et al., 1996]. 
Moreover, the relative solubility and leachability of these two uranium isotopes could be responsible for such 
variations [Evans et al., 1997]. In general, a measured activity concentration ratio close to 0.046 is likely to 
indicate the absence or at least only very low levels of depleted uranium [IAEA, 2003]. The results from the 
current study are consistent with the certified activity ratio of 0.0462 for natural uranium [Agha et al., 2011; 
Ebaid, 2010].  
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Fig. 5:  (left) Activity concentration correlation plot between 235U and 238U from the current work. Note that the 
238U activity concentrations in this work were determined using the measured weighted mean activities of the 
226Ra decay daughters (214Bi and 214Pb) and assuming secular equilibrium with 238U; (right)  Activity 
concentration correlation plot between 235U and 234mPa from the current work using the 1001 keV transition to 
estimate  activity concentration associated with 234mPa, which precedes the 226Ra decay in the 4n+2 chain.  
                                                                                     
5.0   Conclusions 
The arithmetic mean activity concentration values for 238U, 232Th, 40K obtained from ninety independent 
measurements across the State of Kuwait in the current work were 17.2, 14.1 and 368 Bq/kg, with standard 
deviations of 5.2, 3.7 and 90 Bg/kg respectively. No evidence of enhanced amounts of depleted uranium was 
found in any of the samples measured. The mean activity ratio of 235U to 238U isotopes across all the samples and 
was found to be 0.046±0.003, which is consistent with the presence of natural uranium from these locations. 
From the radiological point of view, the analysed samples were considered to be below any radiological 
threshold level and consequently any radiological hazard to individuals exposed would be limited to the level 
expected from natural background radiation.  
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